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' "Whatever his reaso 's were, Bear Bryan id more for
integration in this untry than Martin Lu her King."
-Athletic Director William P. Moultrie
•
•

•

riates,_shocks HU

Moultrie's quote
'

-

By. Martin Lewis
HUltop Staff Reporter

On Oct. 11, a quote published in the
\Vashington Post comparing a football

coach to Martin Luther King was
attributed to Athletic Director William
Moultrie, who ironically':' has a picture
of the slain civil rigl1ts Jrader on his

office \vaJJ.
In an ani'1;it! mat was discussing the

'
issue of integration
in sports,
specifically the issue of whites
attending
predomin3tely
black
institutions, Washington Post reporter
Neil H. Greenberger quoted Moultrie,
sa)•ing late Alabama Football Coach
'
Bear
Brya11t did more for_integration in
lhe U11itcd States tJ1a11 Martin Luther
King Jr.
Not only did his quote shock the
Ho\vard Con1n1unity, but some sa)' it
has embarrassed the entire black race.

Controversy again draws attention to athletic program

•

author of the story, Post staff
writer Neil Gre.encburger, imcrted the
quote, in which Howard University
Athletic Director William Moultrie
said: ''Whatever his reasons were," said
Moultrie, ''Bear Bryant did more for
integration in this country than Martin
Luther King.''
The reaction s urrounding ihe
statement Moultrie made, and coverage

surrounding the CTO\vning of Ms.
Howard 1989-90, this year's ·
pageant \Vent smoothly as the

winning eight sttaight games at one
point and the h~ng of a new footban
and men's basketball coach in the last

see

CONTROVERSY, page 7

•

judges and audience, Ms. Fine Arts,
swePt away with the title.
Nicole Sutherland, a junior jazz
studies major from New Orleans,
was indeed ''one worthy to be
praised," as Ema Sana, the theme of
Saturday night's pageant held in

Cramton Auditorium, means.
''I still can' t believe it. This is the

beginning of one of the most
enticing adventures," Sutherland
said backstage after receiving her
title. ''I've got my run11ing shoes on
and I' m ready to go," she said Y.ith
a tearful smile.
The judges, ranging from faculty
to students and including
Mrs. ~
Franklyn Jenifer, said they felt this
year's pageant was a fair one.
Cristal Baron, 011e of the judges
and first run11er-~ i,n the 198.8-89
Ms. Howard Pageant, said she was
thoroughly impressed by the new
Ms. Howard.
''I lhink sJ1e's wonderful. It (the
selection process) was really fair
and she 's very deserving," Baron
said.

I'm asking is thal he [Dr. Jenifer] move
her somewhere where she js oot dealing
with the public. She's
she's c~il,
she's left a lot of bad vibes with
students,• said Mw:shall Edwards, a
political science major from Kinston,

¥

A month after an employee in the
Off~e of the Bursar reportedly
assaulted a student waiting in line near
the Office of Student Accounts in the
adminstriation building, a group of
students has called Jor the removal of
the aara Berryhill as the University
Bursar.
A petition stating ''There should be
someone in her [Bcrryhill's] position
who is willing to help a student on a
friendly basis, who will oot say just
anything he/she wants to a student
because he/she is in a position of
authority, and who will act in a
professional manner as an employee of
the university, "' was submitted to
Howard President Dr. Franlyn Jenifer,

overwhelming favorite amongst the

Oct 12.
"Somelhing needs to be done. All

N.C, who began the pelition drive for
Berryhill's removal.
The petition resulted from

an

encounler he had wilh Berryhill hl3I

month _as h~ tried t~ have lh~s certific~le
of registration validated with ·pending
financial aid.
According to Edw~ds, he was
treated in an " unprofessional manner."
•

responded, he said Berryhill said
"'strong men would ~ave gotten lhc
money."
Bertyhill denied making the
statement. After reading a letter lo the
I

see BURSAR, page 7

J ,.

Female students still uneasy

before the pageant for 20 points and
Su1l1crland was very impressive.
''She 's a beautiful person with a
beautiful spirit and she'll do her job
well,'' Baron said.

Nicole Sutherland, Ms Howard 1

~ ----------------------------......-----~------------

New vi~e-president
adjusts to position

.

the Unive rsity of New Orleans difficult.
''It was a tough decision to leave
New Orleans. We lived there for nine
years ind hitd grown to like the city and
were also active in the community," he
said. But, he did not want to let the
opportunity of working at Howard slip

Campus
Father of slain student makes
plea to Howard
See page A2

I

Howard University Security, plain
clothes
investigations
divis ion,
aMOUnced the arrest of a suspect in
connection with a wave of recent
campus ''Peeping-Tom'' incidents.
The suspect, whose name has nol
been released, was apprehended behind
Greene Memorial Stadium while
attempting__ to flee from undercover
officers.
The arrest oomes after Howard
University investigations division
received numerous complaints and
oomposite descriptions of a man who

restrooms in a number of campus
buildings.
_
1
''We had a nurilber or reported
citing:;-of a male intru~r into varioos
restroom facilities on campus. When
then mobilized our underrover officers
to stake-out potential aime scenes."
said Lieutenant Arthur Gray, chief
investigations officer for the Howard
University Police Department.
1'he suspect w~ observed and

approaCbCd in lhe Women's (Physic:il
Educalion) Annex and ptmUed lo lhc
rcscivoir where he was apprehended,"
he added.

see SECURITY, page 7

Local
October: Domestic
Month
See page AB
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Violence

Walk-A-Tho11

•
\

Della's walk for border babies
See page A3

away-.
''I was excited about the opportunity
to come and work at Howard
University; there was no doubt that if
Howard offered the position I'd
accept," he added.
Fourteen hour work days has
allowed Favors to become better
acquainted with his surroundings. As
vice president of S1udent Affairs, it is
his responsibility to become familiar

INSIDE

•

'· ii*!
had been following female studcn'5

By Christopher ConU

Steve Favors

witl the various academic rules and
reg lat ions of the university. He is also
res nsible for reviewing programs,
sue as orientation, registration and
oth r non-academic services that will
aff l the students.

FAVORS. page 7

Ho1neco1ning
Festivities heat up
See page Bl

Gas prices

'

Homecoming h1ay bring high
fuel prices
See page Bl

I

Edwards said Berryhill inquired aboul
what he did this past summer. When he

Campus police
arrest peeping-tom

Baron added that the judges pre·
interviewed the contestants inc aay

Even after severaJ weeks into !he the
school term, the new vice president of
Studenl Affairs, Dr. Steve A Favors,
has not had a moment of relief.
Favors has been on the run, attending
meetings that involve the welfare of the
students, since officially starting his
position in August.
After being interviewed by a search
committee, Favors was contacted by the
president of Howard University, Dr.
Franklyn G. Jenifer, with a proposal for
the job. Favors found leaving his
previous position as vice chancellor for

program. including the football team

•

Hil10p Stall -

controversy

By Vicki Jones

of Howard athletics in the Post over the
past five ycazs., has been mixed, in and
outside the Howard community.
Changes in the Howard athletic

·Students demand
Bursar resign for
By George Daniels

Hilltop Staff Reporter .

see PAGEANT, page 7
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being' rude, 'evil'

By Lenora E. Harris

'

'The

c

shines
the

1

The ct that the quote appears in the
last pa of the story suggest that it was
a born planted to explcxle in Moullrie's By Christopher Taylor
face, b t Greenberger said he did not
run th quote to shine a bad light on Hitllop Stall •
Moultr , instead he says he felt it was
· Last Thursday, a quote appearc<l at
an inte esting quote that gave the story
the bottom of an article in the Sports
a good historical perspectivel
sectioil of the Washington Post. The
i ''Mou lrie has always been open with
article itself was about Brian McLean,
me, I
I bad that someone's personal
an offensive lineman, who is one of two
white players on the football team.

Pageant
•
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Norton
addresses I
honors
students
'

I

'.

'

By George Daniels

'

,
HUltop Staff Reporter
I

With a speech much like one given
on Capitol Hill, Democratic candidate
for a seat on the Washington, D.C. city
council, Eleanor Holmes Norton
keynoted the Annual Frederick
Douglass Luncheon Saturday,
The longtime civil rights activist
focused on the controversial ~Civil
Rights Act of 1990. Norton called on
PHOTO BY CHAIS wtWAMS
President George Bush to sign the bill
Most students tend to welcome shorter lines, but m mbers of the 1990 Ro111ecomlng
which now is being· considered by both
Steering Committee consider long lines neccesary t help make a profit.
houses of Congress.
''The ~ Act is of vital impOrtance
to the nation at a time when people of
color and women constitute the primary
labor pool in this country for the first
Students
Activities,
is
that other words, the profit of one event time," Norton said..
By Tenisha Messey
Homecoming tickets slln ly went on helps to pay for the expenses of another
The Civil Rights Act of 1990 seeks to
event.
According
to
Watkins,
"
The
Hilltop Staff Reporter
sale too early. ''Clien1ele doesn't buy
restore job discrimination laws which
Homecoming
Steering
Committee
tickets two- to- thrc weeks in
were struck down in a series of Supreme
doesn't
operate
at
making
a
profit."
Now that students know Public advance,'' Watkins said
However,
Court rulings in 1989. The decisions
The
Homecoming
Steering
Enen1y is playing the pop concert, the now that Homecoming
ws closer,
made it harder to prove job
Committee'
offered
students
a
discou11t
list of planned Homecoming events is significant lines have bee1 fanning at
discrimination by placing the burden of
packet of Homecoming tickets as an proof on the employee. The 1989
con1plete. So, why are Homecoming the box office.
tickets selling so slo\\'l) ?
The prici11g or Home ming tickets alternative to buying individual tickets. decisions also made it easier to attack
The problem, according t.o Belinda ''evolve from the budg t's projected
court-approved consent de.crees.
Llghtfoot-\Vatkins, acting director of expense and revenue,'' W· tkins said. In see TICKETS, page 7

Tickets going bu not gone

1

•

"' f.

•

jr

'
Norton brings views In address to honor students.
The GeorgetoW-n law professor
related the bill to the needs of the

district. She said the Civil Rights Bill of
1990 was more important to the future
of the District of Columbia than any
other city in the country.
'' President Bush, in the most
important matter affecting equality to
arise in his presidency has threatened
the veto the Civil Rights Act of 1990,"
1
Norton said. ''I call upon President

Bush to sign the Civil Rights Act of
1990," she added.
Missing from Norton's speech ~ere
references to communications or the

inaugural induction of approximately
18
members into the Frederick
Douglass Honor Society which also
took place at the luncheon.
The
luncheon was the culminating event of
the 19th Annual Communications
Conference entitled,
"Global
Communications: Economic, Social
and Political Perspectives."
Cable News Network Anchor
Bernard Shaw was on hand to receive
the" ''Communicator's Award'' and a
representative for Rep. Cardiss Collins
(D-.111) received the ''Public Service
Award'' on her beha!L

•

ent visits HU
By Eric L. Smith
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

The father of slain Howard
University student Njisane Oma,vale
came to the campus where his oldest
,.. ~n
spent th.e !(st few years of his life.
1
His journey was prompted last week
b)' an ·overpowering' urge to get some
t)'pe of justice ·for his murdered son.
Dr. Omawale (he uses
no frrst
name), a representative of the United
Nations Children's Fund, ·met with
President Franklyn Jenifer on Oct. 12
and made several requests. Among
which, were that the university ' would
release a statement sa}'ing that it was
proud to have his son as a student at
Ho\vard. He
also
requested that
Njisane be presented his degree
posthumously.

Howard
student
does it all
By RochelleTillery
Hilltop Staff RePorter

A ''Do Whutcha Like Party'' may
sound fun, but a lot of time, hard work
and dedication has been put into the
production behind the scenes. Most
wouldn ' t imagine that tQe promoter
such an event is a Howard University
student who works full-time , in addition
to devoting time to Allah and his
girlfriend.
But, Khalif Ron Home junior hotel
1
management n1ajor, manages to do it

all.
''It 's all about time managen1ent," he
said. '' It 's rough sometimes, juggling all
of my responsibilities, but Allah, my
parents and my girlfriend are my pillars
of supjX>rt."
Khalif works five days a week as the
.assistant manager for- the newly
renovated Econo Lcxlge, 1338 R Street
N.\V. Like many business men, Home
was in the right plare at the right time to
obtain his position.
''About four months ago, I was
walking down R Street and noticed that
the Friendship Hotel had been bought
by Econo Lodge. I inquired about the
venture, and the management asked me
to fill out an application," Home said.
''Since then I've been working about
40 hours a week," he added.
AJso holding the jX>Sition of the
hotel's university sales manager, Home
has obtained food contracts for the ·
hotel, developed low cost advertising

··1 took the opportun ty to speak to
some of the membe
of Njisane's
fraternity and I spok to President
Jenifer," Omawale said
''I would like for t e university to
n1ake a statement a out Njisane's
character and academi record which
would indicatc.Jhal the1 we(e pm 11ci 10
have him here as a stu ent," he said.
Njisane, 21, a seni r finance major
and a member of Alph4 Phi Alpha Inc.,
Beta Oiapter, was mur ered on July 27
in Trinidad while he as on vacation
visiti'ng his mother.
The official state ent from the
Trinidadian governm nt said Njisane
was accidentally killed in an exchange
of gunfire between
lice officials and
rebels thaJ were attempting to
overthrow the gover ent
'.' By making thi statement, the
university would be ying that it had

campaigns and incre ed sales by direct
marketing campai ns aimed at
students.
In an effort to bri g further attention
to the hotel, Home has organized a
Homecoming ' party o be held in the
hotel's lobby on Frid y evening from 9
p.m.-until. This part will also be the
first maj o r. even for Khali :Bar
production.s, in whic he is a partner.
''The mass o
student-owned
business inOuenc d us ·to form
Khali:Bar productio
and a student
networking orga · ion," Home said.
The procc;eds of he party will help
with organizational st of the Howard
University
Stu ent
Merchant
Association (H f. M~),
which
Khali :Bar product.ions . is presently

no reason to believe that he may have
been involved in ne_farious' activities
iR Trinidad." Omawale said. ''He was
on vacation to visit his mother."
Omawale said he also asked if the
university would request that the
government of Trinidad hold an early
_inq;est into the death of his son.
Jenifer, according to Omawale, was
very receptive to his requests and
believes some action will be taken.
•·He (Jenifer) was very positive,"
Oipawale said. ''He said he had already
informed the prime minister of Trinidad
that the university was concerned and
that the prime minister has given him
the understanding that there would be
•
•
•
••
an 1nves11gat1on.
Jenifer said although the university
Will not dire.ctly involve itself with the

see OMOWAI F, page 7

organizing.
''HUSMA's purpose is to provide
opportunities for student businesses and
organizations to share resources, "
Home said.
''For example Khali:Bar productions
would have a contract with Wi11g
Supreme for catering, with PRSSA for
promotions, and the ADvance Te~ for
advertising,'' he added.
The club is different from
the
Association
of
Collegiate
Entrepreneurs, because HUSMA
concentrates on networking.
Home wouldn't describe himself as
marked for success. But this ambitious,
hard working and cautious student has
faith that ·Allah will lead him to become
a successful hotel owner eve11tually.
•

'

· fie

T ERE'S NEWS AFTER
•

•

Howard and Vassar students come together to conclude a discussion

on education.

posia ends

Multicultural

ts say Washgton, D.C. fosters a diverse environment
'

By Enka Gre
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The symposia on multicultural
education between assar College and
Howard University studenlS ended on
Sunday, October 14 with an intense

discussion about the progress they had
made, if any at all.
The student-to-student interaction,
held at l·loward was the second and final
phase of the syin~a in which students
addressed the iJue of multicultural
education.
''I hope that / I will understand
multicultural edueiltion before my life
I
is over," said Dr. fiortia Shields. director
of medical education at the Howard
University Collegt of Medicine.
President Frknklyn G. Jenifer
I
opened the sym~ia with an address to
the students. In ~is statement, Jenifer
projected such a positive image of
Howard that thre9 Vassar students we~t
up for transfer f!pplications after his

I

speech.

''From his remarks, the Howard
students seemed very proud for having
selected Howard for their teacher
training," Shields said.
After a weekend of experiencing
cultural diversity, which included V~ils

to li.dams Morgan School, museums,
and a sample of Washington D.C. 's
nightlife, many of the Vassar students
walked away with positive feeliriis
about Ho,vard.
''I'm extremely impressed.
It
[Howard] promotes positive attitudes.
Everybody has an identity. Everyone is
outgoing and friendly,"
said Sasha
Blechinger, an international studles
major at Vassar.
Another Vassar student agreed.
''I like it [Howard} a lot. It was very
impressive," said
English major
Amanda Epstein.
Even though Howard and Vassar are
virtually opposites in almost every
aspect, Vassar students enjoyed the
weekend despite the differcnCes.
''It's a lot bigger than Vassar and
diverse in age," said Jes.S"ca Moreno, a

Latin studies major at Vassar.
Psycholo~ major Marta Terra
agreed. ''The urban setting makes it a lot
different.
everybody is independent.
Everything centers around the campus.
Students have cars and are able to five
off campus.''
Although some of the same . issues
were addressed during the first phase,
the general consensus of the
participants was that they acoomplishcd
more during the second
''Just because it was in the city made
it more real. Vassar~ an isolated place.
The discussion of the issue was much
more realistic," said Dr. Th~mas
McHugh, chairman of the Department .
of Education at Vassar College.
One issue that students tackled was
whether or not Howard and Vassar
prepared one for teaching from a
multicultural point of view.
Howard students agreed that the
university's curriculum and setting
prepares one to teach from a

see VASSAR, page 7
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_HOMECOMING!

Family photo: a picture worth a thousand words
report to Founder's Library at 1 p.m.

project. Brooks is a graduate of Morgan
State University and a staff
photographer for the Washington Post.

never get the chance to set:," Easter
said.
In addition to the book, which is

today for a historic photograph to be

Easter is a 1983 graduate of Howard

to be published in September 1991

A call to the Howard Universtiy

family has been plaa:d for all to

for potential campus reporters
will be eld on Sundays at 6 p .m.
Come w1 h plenty of story Ideas .
For mor' Information, contact Tl1e Hilltop at
806-686
•

Universi1y's
School
of
taken.
The entird faculty, staff and • Communications and president of New
student body, ;in addition to alumni, African Visions, a Washington-based,
will be caught lon fLlm to be induded non-profit organization. Cheers, is
in a 250-pag; collection of phocos currently enrolled in the African·
American Studies Ph.D. progmm at the
repr~senting .f-!rican-ANerican life

by Lictle, Brown and Company, 150.
of the photographs w~l be presented in
a traveling exhibit 1n
Washington's own Corcoran ..,
Gallery of Art.
The exhibit is
scheduled to open in February 1992

titled Songs of My People.

university.

as a part of the Black History Month

The idea for the photograph,
which falls ~uring the peak of
Homecoming activities, came from

The boOk, Songs of My People, the
brainchild of New African VJSions, ''is
an attempt by SO African American
photographers to represent the positive
images in our rulture that many of us

festivities in the Nation's Capitol.
Howard will be the only
historically black university
included in the collection.
-Audrey M. Batts

Dudley Broo
Midlael

aieel'>

Eric Easter. and D.
c:oordinarors of the

'
•

•

•

•

i
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•
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Counci l (N RC).
Ford Fo ndation
Fellowship stipends amount to 11,500
in addition to a $6,000 inst tutional
grant. Fellowship stipends n1a lac;t up
to three years.
Predoctoral fellowship a plicants
The Howard University Student must take the Graduate
ecord
Assoc iation (HUSA) is in the
Exan1ination
(GRE)
pri r
Jo
process of establishing a student appointment. The deadli e for
escort service as a security
applications is Nov. 9. For further
enhancement in lieu of the recent
information, contact The Fel owship
incidents that have occurred on
· Office of the Nationa l R search
campus. HUSA is looking for
Council, 2101 Co11stit.utio n
venue
strong, confident male students who ,
N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2 18, or
are willing to volunteer their time
phone (202) 334-2872.

HUSA TO SPONSOR
SECURITY
ESCORTS

and services. This security measure

is not designed to replace existing

HOWARD MEDICA
SCHOOL DEDICA S
BUILDING:

can1pus security, but n1erely to
supplement it. The Male Escort
Service is scheduled to begin shortly
after Oc t. 20. For further
information, contact Kojo Johnson
or Malik Ali at 806-7007.

The Howard University Col ge of
Medicine held a special cerem ny at
noon on Oct. 17 to honor the fi black
•
dean of the college, Dr. Nwn P.O.
Adams, by renaming its pr linical
buil.Oing in hiS honor. The ce mony
was held in the plaza area at 520
St.,
N.\V.
Adan1s, a 11oled surgeon, e ucator
and scholar, was appointed dean of the
College ot' Medicine by Dr. M rdecai
\Vyatt Johnson on June 4, 1929.
(Johnson became Howard 's 11th
president and first black presid nt in

FORD FOUNDATION
RESE;ARCH
FELLOWSHIPS
The goal of the Ford Foundation

Predoctoral
Fellowship
for
Minorities is to increase the
presence of un derrepresented
minorities on the nation 's college
and university faculties. To realize
this goal, the Ford Foundation seeks
to identify qualified students in a
variety of research areas who are
seeking to attain a Ph.D.
Students must be United States
citizens, undergraduate seniors or in
their first two years of gradu'ate
study at an accredited college or
university.
Approximately 55
fellowships are awarded annually in
a na1ionaJ competition sponsored,
in part, by the National Research

1926.)

I

Adams served as dean for 11 years
and is credited with taking
any
positive steps that, ch~nged the dir tion
of the · medical education pro
at
Ho'''ard. He died in 1940 at the
55.
Dr. Montague Cobb, disJing 'shed
professor emeritus at the n1 ical
school, delivered the keynote a
and fomially presented the bui
Ho\vard University President Fra
G. Jenifer accepted it.

APPLE COMPUTERS
TO UNVEIL NEW,
AFFORDABLE MAC
SYSTEMS

•

\Ved11esday, Oct. 15 marked the
beginning of a new line of
Macintosh Computers for Apple
Computers, Inc. These new systems
will offer the power and userfriend liness of olde r Macintosh
systems at a price more conducive to
,consumers.
Three of the 11ew
S}'Slems include the Macintos h
aassic--desig11ed to replace both
the Mac Plus and SE-the Mac LC

Delta Walk-a-Thon a success
By Karen Good

-

1-V.1t1auLLITI ...

Hilltop Staff Reporter

The ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. held their

•

•

~lk-a-Thon

13th Annual

Saturday,

and despite the dreary jwea1her, the
event turned out to be a $3,CXX) success.
Members of the sorority as well as
approximately 350 volunteers, raised
the monies by walking 20 miles
throughout the Washington, D.C. area
to raise funds for the Cancer Research
Center at Howard Univeisity Hospital.

•
and the Mac llci.
The new Macintosh Oassic will
be available in th e Howard
University Bocikstore by early-tomid November. Although th e
bookstore has not ye~ received the
price list from Apple Computers,
speculations are that the system will
sell (in the bookstore) for
considerably Jess than the $999.00
suggested retail price.
lnfonnation regarding the new
'
Apple product line n1ay be obtained
from the bookstore.
For ~further
information regarding prices and/or
placing orders, contact
Myrtle

Kelly Green, coordi j ator of the
Walk·a-Thon, explained that initially
the funds were directed to the border
babies. However, the funds will be
allocated to the Cancer ReSearch Center
after a member of the sorority was
diagnosed with a cancerous tumor. She
received the . n ecessary m edical
treatment and will not be receiving any
of the funds.
''I think that it's an important thing
[cancer], especially for black females,
that we all need to be aware of," Green
said. "'Hopefully they ' ll be able to do
better research and help more people in

Crabbe at 806-6658.

·-

'

the black con/n1uni1y."
Many of the participants agreed that
the event was very important. Endya
Ean1es, a sophomore print-journalism
major, said the danger of HUH closing
made her pitch in aiid join the event.
"After hearing about Howard
Hospital's financial difficulties in fear
thal it might close soon, I felt 1 had to do
something to help out. I thought it was
a good idea," she added.
Rochelle Beard, a junior business
major, had similar thoughts.
''I thought it was a worth\vhile cause.
Howard University Hospital needs
help, whether it's border babies or the
Cancer Research Center. The Walk-aThon was beneficial to those who need
the help, and if I' m able .to give it, I wan't
to do what I can," she said.
Alumnae Sarita Wilson, also a
member of the sorority, explained that
economic development is one of the
concentrations that the organization's
programs are geared around.
''Any kind of economic program we
try to do, we put money back into the
black community. So the funds that we
raised for this Walk-a-Thon goes
towards Howard Hospital."
The quest began at approximately

f.'

'

9:30 a.m., beginning in The Valley, and
lasted nearly eight hours. The group
covered a wide span of the Washington,
D.C. area, walking through places such
as George Washington University,
Constitution Avenue, the University of
the District of Columbia, and Dupont
Circle.. There were approximately five
rest stops, one of which was forced due
to a spontaneous downpour.

'

Steffani Carr, a Public Relations
major, was more than happy when the
walk was over; she would not hesitate,
however, to participate in the event
again.

"It [the walk] was very, very long. It
~as a positive experience and I'm glad

I acComplished it, but I'm glad it's over
'
and done with. I would do this again,
though, because it's for public service,
and charity begins at home,'' sh·e said.
In add!lion to helping raise money,
many of the participants enjoyed the
exercise and
obtained
lasting
friendships .
"We [the participants] go< to know
each other," Beard said. ''We talked, put
together skits to perform at rest stops.
and watched the scenes go by. I was
able to meet different people who are
concerned in the same way that I am."
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In an intervie\v with the lVas/1i11gto11 Post last week

for an article concerning the recruitment of white
athletes by predominately black institutions, Howard
University Athletic Director William Moultrie said, ''
Whatever his reasons were, Bear Bryant did more for

integration than Martin Luther King."
Realizing that the comparison made by Moultrie is
an insult to Dr. King and his quest for equality, we
seriously question the aspirations that someone with
this type of thinking has for Howard's athletic program,
and suggest that our athletic director give serious
C0)1Sideration to chatiging his outlook in the future.

•

Astoundingly, the article seems ro be making a

cornJfarison between the integration of black colleges
and the forced integration of the 60s, and as Moultrie
said in his interview, Bear Bryant did open the door for
black people at southern schools by recruiting black
athletes. This did give many black players the chance to
display their athletic talent at white universities.
Unfortunately, it was all that most black athletes
received.
Black athletes were recruited out of high school by
n1any ·predominately white institutions for the sole
purpose of exploitation. It was no surprise that
immediately after Alabama was thoroughly whipped
by USC a team with black players, that Bryant began
recruiting black playei.. Bear Bryant, being the "goodole'' boy he was, never intended to help black athleles.
He n1erely sought an advantage that would allow his

team 10 dominate college football. Yes, much of
Alabama
s success is attributed to black athletes.
-.
Surel , Coach Moultrie is not suggesting there is
compari , n between the Bear and Dr. King. Much of
the respo sibility for starting the intense exploitation of
young bl ck men in athletics can be attributed to
Bryant's fforts. It is partly due to his disregard for the
well-bein of young -black men that has many of them
•
dependin on athletics for their future. We can thank
him for engineering the perverse system that is
hindering our people today.
Afte the article appeared in the Post, Moultrie
clarified is statement by saying he meant that Bear
Bryant '' id more for integration in athletics in the state
of Alaba a than Martin Luther King." Surely, after
being inv lved in inte~collegiate athletics for so many
yeai., he imply has to see college sports for the 'billion
dollar ind try it really is. Moreover, Moultrie~ as a
black man at this university, can ill afford to make vain
compariso s in order to impres.s news reporters. He
should be ' pending his time trying to improve Howard's
athletic pr gram to combat the monopoly on college
athletics eld by predominately white institutions.
Black coll ges have been playing in segregated athletic
conferenc
for years and, subsequently, have been
denied m Ilion-dollar sports coverage . since their
inceptions. If Moultrie wants to talk about integration,
he should t k about the integration of the Division l·A ·
athletics.
d not spending time belittling Dr. King to
the white edia.

-
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Supporting Angi Zan Death
•

Since 1986, •the United Stafes has supported the subsequen ly, increasing its dependence on South
rebel organization UNITA (National Union for the Africa.
parently, it has been South Africa's poicy
Total Independence of Angola). Millions of our tax
in that r gion to destabilize the economies and
,9qllars have been used to Sf)nti'hue a bru~al ger\Oclda1- ~ · ·gc;venme~ ~ ./Pt thC ' "iiations 'SUIToundi11g it for the
.\l'.Jll , 'l'r&ed against the peJWJl',,,g,t Angola because of pU(IJASI:~" f control and exploitation: ·
President Bush's unending support of racist South
This
licy is merely a mirror image of the racist
Africa's foreign policy of apartheid.
system
omination that exists in South Africa, that
DisrJgarding the existing Angolan government's
so many 0 us claim to oppose, called apartheid. South
initiatives lO\vard establishing a peace settlement with
Africa has ' en supporting UNITA for 15 years. Now,
UNlTA. U.S. military advisors, as well as U.S. aid, have after a mil tary defeat at the hands of Angolan forces
encouraged UNITA ' s leader, Jonas Savimbi, to
and a pea settlement in Namibia have resulted in the
continue waging a brutal war against the Angolan end of S 1 th African aid to UNITA, the U.S. has
government? The U.S. government has funded and stepped in where South Africa left off.
adVocated fighting which has resulted in the extensive
destruction of human life. Angola possesses the worlds
Ameri 's leaders. n1any of whom glamorize
highest infant mortality and amputee rates. Thousands sanctions nd their oppostion to apartheid, are helping
of men, women, and innocent children have had limbs South Afri continue to expand its racist policies of
literally blown off, mostly by clay landmines produced
dominatio be, ond its borders with the aid of the tax
in the U.S. and shipped to Angola. Furthermore, since dollars of illions of bl~ck people in this country. Yes,
over 25 percent of Angola's health and educational our tax
ll'f' are being used to undermine the
services have been destroyed, it is unable to care for
pressure ro' sanctions. Ironically, the Bush
most of its injured.
administr tion has juslifiedsending 200,000 US
Contrary to statements made repeatedly by the
troops to he Middle East for the purpose of safe·
Angola Peace Fund (UNITA's Propaganda Arm in tpe gaurding If-determination, but are supporting a war
that seeks o deny an African nation its right to selfwest), UNITA is not merely fighting for free elections
in Angola. By destroying a large portion of the property
determinatfon.We oppose' the continuance of US
and transportation systems in Angola, UNITA is military ai to UNITA, and encourage othe.,; to join
effectively cutting off the nation 's access to the sea and,
future ca aigns against it.
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Letters to the Editor
Ragen: A flamethower?

Taking Tim Out .

•

all of the others who have been around
for three or four years. I am sure they
will win 2ames for Howard Universitv
while Money Ragen will devote himself
to earning some credits and remaining
academically qualified to even practice,
let alone play baseball

\

I

am still in her class.

Even when an athlete has a career
dating back to the ripe age of six, it is not
In concert, Public Enemy
necessarily true that he lor she is a
prospect for a life long breer in that
particular sport. I will give credit to
Dear Editor,
freshman pitcher Leland Ragen
Public Enemy is perfonning here
Cornelia E. Bell
(Money) for his past achievements, but
tonight, and the ramifications of a
Intemation3.I Business, Junior
I can not applaud him for being a
performanc.e of this sort are immense.
'' potential flame-thrower'' here at
The powers that be that hold offices in
Howard University. There are many Detrick is offensive
administralion are going to be watching
individuals wit\J potential in the world
this event closely. They believe all of
of sports. but-..ft.w ever become actual
the hype that has been spoon fed to them
achievers. Just as I, a 5'3" female with Dear Editor,
by the manipulative media. Pt.iblic
good coordination, am a 1potential
Did you ever see a movie called Enemy concer1s do not -promote
basketball star, Ragen is a potential Sheena, Queen of the Jungle? It's about violence, they enlertain and educate.
90mph pitcher with con"')l
a blonde who is the queen of an African
Howard1Universiry has the unique
I was surprised to read the tribe whose members ar.e too dumb io opportunity to have the most
outrageous headlil,lC proclaiming this come in oul of the rain. Anne Detrick in revolutionary rap group around to
freshman gave to the pitchir& staff what the English Department thinks she's perform. We, 1he student body, have the
it needed (Sept. 14 issue). The real thing Sheena. As one of her students I am opportunity lo prove lhe skeptics wrong
Howard University's Baseball Team really turned off. Here she is a little by keepink lhe entire scene under
1
ineeds is more suppor~ from the .while yuppie trying to teach me how to control. Th1s means that we should treat
lUniversity as well as the ~tudcnts. U be black and proud. To her black means Cramton Auditorium Like our homes.
funding for athletics was better poor. a crack addict and commiting We will be doing ourselves a great favor
appropriated,
maybe Howard's crimes.
by trying to inform our off campus
baseball program would be looked upon
Have you seen the story she passed guest, and other concert goers, that
more seriously.
out in class? Since I am .already a proud violent nonsense will not be tolerated
I feel a great injustice has been made black woman, I thought the stol)' was here. The skeptics do not want Hi!>'Hop
by the writer of the Ragen story as well ''dissing'' all sisters. The sex parts made concerts here, and all they need is
as by Ragen. 1be mere mention of three black women seem like pieces of meat. another incident of violence so that thy
veteran players. one of which was That bothered me more than all of the can validate one point: Rap breeds
incorrectly named, says little to nothing cursing. All of the students in your violence. What we must do is educate
about the team's true ability. The article (Oct.5 issue) had only good lhe skeptics and prevent them from
pitching staff has p\oven iiself worthy things to say about Detrick. People in using any incident against us in their
of a hearty pat on the back in past years. her classes J{ unhappy, but are too war against positive Rap groups.
Yes, they may need work, ~ut all teams worried about their grades to complain.
We must get rid of the fear of Rap.
'
do. I hardly think a freshman with an I still do not see how the story passed out Wouldn't you like to see more: Rap .
uncontrolled pitch is going .to step into . in class will help me pass Freshman groups on campus? Listen IO ,the Black
collegiate baseball and tun) them into English.
Positive message of P.E.
the best team in the nation. Jam putting
my ''money'' on Darryl clrter , Trini An Insulted Student
C. Sheldon Bassarath
•
House, Darrell Moody, Le~ Jones and P.S. I can not sign my name because I •Howard Law School
1
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The District government's multi-million dollar
deficit has spurred cuts in virtually every governmental
sector. In particular, the government has had to make cuts
in the nursing staffs at all of its publ,ic facilities offering
geriatric care, leaving them grossly understaffed, as well
as further threatening the efficiency ~nd adequacy of the
care offered.
During the Reagan administration, it appeared that the
care of our society's invalid and elderly was not a primary
concern of the government. Reagan cold-heartedly cut
funding to institutions that prov.ided care for our nalion's
mentally ill and disabled. He guaranteed their forced
eviction by limiting funding and paved the way for a
dramatic increase in the nation 's homeless rate.
All of the financial problems in the district cannot be
accredited to bad management on the part of the Mayor
and his staff. Federal aid to the ,District as well as to most
states, being already limited, was further cul under the
Reagan Administration in hope of dec'reasing the
dependence of slate and local governments on federal
funding. Thus, the District government 's cash-flow
problems were intensi1d, leaving them with few options
for solving their financial problems.
Since the entrance of Reagan's apprentice, President
George Bush, to the White House, few changes have been
made. The Bush administration has continued to ignore
this shortage as it has r ther domestic problems that have

tradition lly affected the nation's poor. The
District' nursing hp.mes, as well as those across the
nation, a e still understaffed.
Two weeks ago, about 25 ·Howard students gave
their assi tance at the DC Village- a local institution
for the isabled. The · students encountered a vastly
understa ed facilily thal provided a 24·hour service
for pati nts that could nol do anything for
themselv s. Many of the patients were the orphaned
offspring of drug- addicted mothers, and have been
unaware f their names since birth. And because of
the exten ive brain damage that many of them have
suffered, hey most likely will never learn them . The
sacrifice d courage of these students in facing a
problem hat would probably not affect them in their
lifetime i commendable. However, their effort does
not com near to _making up for the shortage in
nursing.
As alrvays there is a need for students across our
campus
gel involved. Numerous hospitals and
nui.ing h mes are desperately in need of volunteei..
Moreove if many of us do not want 10 travel across
town to
community work, the volunteer office at
the How, rd University Hospital is always looking
for assist ce. By donating an hour out of our busy
schedules we can be the .difference between the
success a d the failure of a program.
,
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We welcome your
letters and comments
The Hilltop welcomes jyour views
on any public iuue. Wf. roulinely
oondense letters Cor
We also
correct errors of styie, spelling and
punctuation.
I
We publish ooly original factual
material addressed to us. We do not
publish poetry or open letters.
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I

faculty and administrators are
encourag~d to write arid share !heir ideas and
innovations.
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In last month's commentary: April
Silver spoke of the Latin word
''educere", which is the root of
education: meaning to lead out or bring
out from. If we use this definition of the

I

where cheating has become king and the
only logical solution to a ''pressed''
student's problem. Why?

q

1

students find themselves in. I call this
situation the ''Psychology of Cheating."
Many students who have been at
Howard for two or more years can attest
to the factd'.that failure plagues both the
math and accounting departments. As a
' result, a kind of phobi~ has been
developed about these disciplines at our
university. This phobia has planted a
seed in many students' heads that
assures them of failure which causes
them to enter these classes at a
disadvantage. The disadvantage is the
preconceived notion of failure, and as a
result, many students_ do rail_ or find
themselves repeating the furse more
than once.

Many teachers feel they are doing a
good job by failing students or by
n1aking a class so difficult that a student
can't pass.
In short, they develop
· philosophies that put failure solely on
the student's back and wash their hands
of any malpractice. If half the students
fail an instructor's class then something
is wrong. If half the students in an
instructor's class drop the class tl1en
something is wrong. To a degree, it is
the fault of the student, but the instructor
must shoulder some of the blame as
well. If a doctor were to have a death
rate of 50 percent among his patients he
would not be in business for very long.
If the majority of an instructor·s class
fails or drops the course, then the
tl)ethod of teaching needs to be
questioned. That is not to say that
instructors should give out unearned
grades. It is saying · 1hat an instructor
should and must do all that• they can to
see that their students learn.
Furthennore, the student's grade truly

Many students can also bear witness
to the fact that the library is extremely
crowded (mentally and physically)
around fmals time. The library is
physically crowded from room·t!'.>·
room and mentally the a~mosphere
becomes one full of panic and chaos. Is
the lib.rary crowded because stpdents
~ fighting their way in to study? No!
It is crowded because here is wh're the
black market has been developefl that
contains tests ranging from Eco.~omics
to Calculus. A building establisHed for
the purpose of educational achie~ement
and character building has been
transformed into a place of frenzy

should reflect what he or she knows and
i.t is the instruclor"s job to see that they
do know!
Another problem might just deal
with the method. I spoke earlier of the
Latin root word ''educere'' which means
to bring out.
Operating from that
premise, I developed the conclusion
that everyone has the ability to know
and the foundations of knowledge. I~ is
then up-lo the instructor to bring out of
the student this potential or make aware
to him or her that which is already there.
An instructor cannot do that through
arrogance. Yes, an instruclor may have
their degree but Ibey arc still students 1on

word education, it drastically changes
the whole concept of the process of

educating or teaching. It also helps shed
light on a situation that many Howard

Ras Baraka

·'

'

..

~.

a other level. Questions requiring the

k owledge of the instructor should be
a owed and considered productive.
n Walters, a professor in the Political
ience department once said, ''The
o ly thing a teacher can do is point you
i the right direction.'' No one can be
d veloped by someone else. A person
ust develop himself because true
d velopn1ent is self-development.

i contrary to lhe concept of to lead or
b ing oul. It operates like a person
p ogramming a computer and then
r lling the infonnation back from lhe
me disk. It operates from memory.
S udents are not made up of silicone
c ips but of blood vessels and delicate
ti ues. They have many qualities that
ake them distinct creatures and
t erefore the technique used to program
a computer would not work. Computers
ork from a programmed memory and
s dents have memories but are often
~ rgetful. Some students' memories arc
tier than others and some memories
a c terrible. As a result, instructors that
r ly on memory as a chief sourc.e of
e ucating are almost as.swing failure.
en life and interest arc taken out of
e ucation and replace with rote
n ethods, cheating is inevitable.
In conclusion, if education is the
1 terest here, then a new method must
developed to allow the students to
ow with the course, to develop
t emselves according to whatever the
dFipline may be. When a person has
d veloped himself in a certain
d scipline, then he can truly be called a
aster of lhat discipline. Until then,
c asses that depend on the student's
emory \Viii con-linue to foster
c eating.
'
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Western forms of education tend to
r ly on a rote me1hod of teaching which
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Some things shouldn't be said
When she began, she spoke prepared. She had little index cards and
beautifuily and eloquently.
So her speech was copious. She told of her
beautifully and eloquently, in fact, that reign, how she rcprescnled Howard,
I almost forgot about last year's and what she gained during her tenure.
controversy. Then it happened: Valerie , She exuded an air of elegance. This was
Cummings. last year's Ms. How-ard, got good considering her embarrassment
booed after she said something ti'.e last year.
Then it happened: she called her
opponents
from .
last
year
Neita Jackson
"undeserving". (Yes, she did and I

she was, because she had earlier
mentioned that last year she wanled to
retaliate.- what' did she call this?
Some things arc better left unsaid.
To make matters worse, the emcee,
Amira Graves, a senior in the School of
Communications, came out and
preached IO the audience that we were
wrong for booing her. The crowd let her
know that no one wa.s above being

almost fell outta my chair.) This was
It setmed that everyone was willing quite ironic because last year, many felt
to forget llist year's calamity. This was that W was undeserving.
hard for me to believe because I thought
The reaction was the same as when
they would ''dis" her instantaneously. they had annoww:ed her as the winner of
Yet, the audience, much to my surprise, the pageant and the same as the reaction
was quite atte~tivc.
,.
at the football game: she &or booed. No,
This made me feel''Mood becausc1it ''' she gOf·dlssed.
·
showed that we were willing to let
And she was well deserving. Maybe
bygones be bygones without rehashing she was hurt from lase year, but the
the past.
mark of maturity is being abrc to
Cummings seemed very well continue moving forward. Backwards,

dim: site got booed. Some thing.1 ...

audience did not like.

Maybe we were rude and
disrespectful, but I have a laugh time
respecting Someon~who represents
me all over the oountry-dl.at does not
her peers.
Ycali, it is kind of sad that she had to
endutt: lhat ordeal again, in front of her
parents, but lhat's too bad. You know
bow your parents always say, 'Think
before you speak?'' She had better get to
thinking.

"''ii""'

AIDS cure: Unbelievable
The "Capital

My senior year has had a tremendo~
beginning. One class that always brings
a smile is Swahili, even though il is an 8
o'clock class. Oddly enough, as a senior
taking Swahili, thoughts of sophomore
high school Spanish keep coming lo
mind.
In 10th grade, we had a lesson titled
''everything that glitters isn't gold'' and
to this day I can't remember what the

lina V. Travers
lesson was specifically" about, but that
title has come to my Jaj.nd quite often in
the last few. ~eeks especially when
looking at some of the flyers posted on
campus.
It struck me as being odd, that things
aren't always as they appear. Later, a
commentary in the Hilltop lead me to
put all of these thoughts in writing.
The commentary titled ··No one
showed up ror love," noted that a
discussion sponsored by C.A.R.P. had a
very small attendance. I. like I'm sure
most Of you, have seen n1any flyers up
this semester announcing programs tpat
seemed contradictory in nature/ all
sponsored by the same organization.
C.A.R.P. is an acronym for the
....Collegiate Association for the Research
of the Principle. an organization geared
to draw college students into the
Unification Church.
The Divine
Principle is a book written by the self·
ordained Reverend Sun Myung Moon,
leader l)f the Holy Spirit Assciciation for
lhe Unification of World Christianity
(the full name of the Unification
Olurch). Though supposedly Otristian
in nature, the theology of the
Unification Olurch (C.A.R.P.) vastly

an African·

American newspaper established lin
Washington D.C., has recently
.-iublishcd an article entitled ''Cover·
Up," whtch concerns the white m~ia
ignoring an African food cure for AIDS.

--

All that glitters

Spotligh~"

•

IS

n t gold

reminded of a C.AR.P. fl)·er I saw just
differs from orlhodox Christianity.
In Cults, World Religions and the a couple of hours ago. The organization
Occult by Kenneth Boa, Ph.D., Moon's uses posters, leaflets etc. · "to speak
about the betlennent of mankind, world
perversions bf the Bible are exposed.
'
Moon claims
that Jesus was the peace, ecology and the moral upgrading
bastard offspring of Zechariah and of the United States." Do those topics
Mary, who had been seduced by him. ring any bells concerning recent
''They end the
He claims that Oirist was to find the C.A. R.P . flyers?
most perfect girl in the world and have discussions by inviting contacts to
a huge fam ily. And he claims that Mary dinner and an introductory lecture at a
Magdelene was Judas lscariot•s lover local Unification center." Guess what
but fell in love with Jesus, and that Judas was on the bottom of the flyer I saw
betrayed Jesus because of her. Juchs today? An invitation to dinner at our
hung himself not out of remorse bu\ own local Unification centers acr~
because Mary turned on him for from Burr gym.
There are more people dealing in
betraying Jesus. Moon clain1s that the
kingdom of G.od and 1he unification of cults and the occult at Howard than
all people and religions will be brought n1any people wo_uld ever ima&ine. For
about through human effort, not the exan1ple, all of these lectures on spirit ·
channeli11g, higher consciousness, etc.·
work of O.rist.
Moon also teaches that God is sad if )-·ou gel deep enough into it you will
and is to be pitied because He is discO\·er that all that glitters isn't gold.
sunoUnded by the forces of Satan and The · same goes especially for
isolated from His children . He is transcendental meditation which claims..
imprisoned, but He looks to Moon 10 to be non·religious, but is clearly based
provide hope and restoration. Moon in E.astern mysticism. 0.eck oul the
claims to be the only · man who truly history of these movements .from an
encyclopedia and other sources. ·
loves God.
Even you. my Oiristian brothers and
Moon
exposes
himself by
contradicting Ch ristiani1y,
but hi Isisters, may be reading literature which
organizatiotis will asser1 that they t
'\5 put out by cult groups such as The
are Christian.
For exan1p\e, Moo
Daily Word, The Chrisli~n Science
. Monitor, The Watch Tower arid The
claims that al the age of 16, he had
Plain Truth.
,
vision in which Jesus asked him to carr
out the unfinished work of Jesus
Don't just take my word on it,
,salvatioq for mankind. Just befor
investigate it for yourself. All it takes is
to find out the name of the organization
O.rist died on the cross, He said, ''It i
and then look them up. Books dealing
finished." No one took J·esus' life, h
gave it up for the redemption f \•iith cults and the occult and even world
religions will give you more details, but
mankind . (John 10:17-18).
an encyclopedia is a fine to start with.
In reading a description of t
technique of gettink ''new c.onver '' And always reme1nber, all that glitters
into the Unification Church, I w s isn't gold!

returning to good health.
Another
patient treated with Kemron from
Dallas, Texas, stated that after 122 days,
he feels bcttct than even before be had

AIDS.
The New York Tima reported that

The cure was discovered by the African
nation of Kenya and announced earlier

black health officials allege that whitcdominaled news organizatioos did not

this summer by Kenyan President
Daniel Moi.

publicize the drug because of a racially

AIDS symptoms have disap~

based distrust of African science. The

I

.

Kenyan drug cure is also cheaper than

Omar Tyree
form more than 1,(XX) patients with the
drug called Kemron that is marked by
the Kenyan government
Gary Byrd, a New York radio talk
show host, learned of the tteatment from
a ~ries of articles in the ''New Ybrk
Native'', a gay publication, the ''Capital
Spotlight'' reports.
Byrd t~en
assembled a team of journalists and
'
.
medical researchers to travel to Kc?ya
to find out if the information concerning
an AIDS cure was true.
I
A team of medical researchers and
reporters were convinced, a~ter
conducting
interviews and touring
state·of·the·art medical facilities in
Kenya, that the findings were
legitimate. Following their return! to
New York, Byrd, who is the host of the
radio talk show ''The Global
Experience,'' on WUS.AM, held a
press conference at the ApoJIO 11lCater
in Harlem.
The Conference received a large
attendance from medical personnel,
community
residents
and
representatives
from
variol us
professions.
However,
although
1the
announcement had appeared on a local
black talk show and was covered in the
Amsterdam News, the white press lhas
ignored the announcement
The medical research head, Dr.
Barbara Justice, has already treated an
AIDS patienl who has responded well

the expensive AIDS medications
offered by the white . medical
establishment Black. health officials
believe that whites have ignored lhc
findings because of a fear of
competition.

1 cannot undetstand "'.hY the black
media and medical personnel are
concerned about having exposure from
the white media. Black health officials
should buy as much of the Kemron drug
from Kenya as poSS1ble to treat the
thousands of dying AIDS victims,
specifically black victims, who arc
dying at the highest percentage. Also, a
lot of money can be produced in the
black community with access to this
drug cure.
However, it seems as though the
black media must receive an OK sign,
like a seal-of·approval, from the white
media before this development of an
AIDS cwcj is sel foiward to ewe people.
Steve Thompson, a respiratory

specialise at the Hospital For Sick

Otildrcn, 1701 Bunkerhill Road, N.E.,
brought lhe article to my attention.
Thompoon s&d that black people have
reacted to the article with little concern.
"I think that people would have i<acled
stronger if the article ~ published in
the Wash;ngton Post,'' Thompson
responded.
It's amazing to me that. in this day
and age, blacb are still concerned about \
what whites have to say instead of

taking care of busincs.<. T'llllC is being
wasted, and when and if whites .do get
involved, I think we will be extremely
disappointed with' the outcome.
I believe that lhe white government
will take Complete control of this drug,
Kemron. The suffering black paticnlS
will be the last to get cured, the
inexpensive price will increase, many
political legalities will be placed on the
drug, and the white media and hca1th
officials will try to claim the discovery

of the drug.
Blacks need to be confident and act
instead of worrying about white
acceptance. 1bc same thing occurred

with the disoovery of blood plasma, the
Slop signal, peanut butter, and many
other black disa>verics that were taken
to the ''white masters.'' If the cure for
AIDS is found, then its time to act on
impulse to save our people by .. any

means necessary."

'

I

to the treatment and has lost / the -

'

CORRECTION BOX

1

Last week's column entitied "The Mdeast Crisis"
was
I
authored by nine Howard faculty members who grouped
themselves as 'Concerned Howard Faculty! They ere
Dr. Michael Blakey, Dr. David Deleon, Dr. Rodeny
Green, Dr. Janet Griffin-Graves, Dr. David James, Dr.
, Joseph McCormick, II, Dr. Lorenzo Morris, Dr. Katherine
Perkins, and Dr. Joseph Reidy
'
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continued from page 1
In spite of the arrest, the reports have
students, faculty and campus security
frustrated and concemedl

These complaints are not new
occurren~.
Several jrcidents were
reported last year duryng the spring
semester: however, no Suspects were
arrested in connection wjth the reports.
''I was standing Ill the hallway
talking to a friend when I heard a scream
from , the balhroom. \.\[hen I turned
around I saw a man ruru\ing out of the
bathn>?m.'' said StephanFe Sheffield, a
junior microbiology m~
· r.
The events have stud ts uneasy and
wondering about their · n safety and
the safety of th~ir friends. Many fcn1ale
studen·ts now fmd thcm~lvcs going to
the restroom in groups while Others

•

have opted not to use the restroom
facilities except in thel event of an
absolute emergency.

''I'm concerned but not really
afraid, I guess because I haven ' I seen
'
anybody," said Jenn ifCr
Booth, a
freshman form St. Thon1as, Virgin
'
Islands. ''I am aware of 1he
situation and
thal makes me feel a little 1nore secure,"

•

she added.
The ''peeping-tom'' incidents were
compounded after an unidentified black
male stole a purse fron1 ~ micrObiology
laboratory on October 10, 1990 while
class was s~ill in progres.s; only one day
after the last reported siting of the
peeping-tom.

The victim, Dan Jones, junior
microbiology major, xpressed her
shock rcgardi11g the sit a1ion.
The
incident has shifted her concerns away
fro1n exams and clas.s assignn1ents to
matters of personal saf ty.
''\ was at the fr nl of the class
cleaning my (n1icrosco ) slide when I
turned and s.1w this uy stealing my
purse. It took a minute before I realized
what was happenin , then I got
h} stcrical'' Jones sai ·'
''Two of my clasrmates and I ran
after •the guy whil~ my Teaching
Assistant called cam~us police. We
never caught the man •• she added.
1
Jones commented on the fact that
can1pus police responded very quickly
and took her report. 'Later that evening
Jones received a ' II from campus
police sta1i1lg they iid retrieved her
wallet fron1 the met politan police.
1

According to ones, D.C. police
officers fronl the 5th district reportedly
obrlerved a n1:1n thr wing a purse into
the reservoir behind Greene Memorial
Stadium after he dr ped the wallet on
the sidewalk.
'·J \vas surpris to get my wallet
back but I was \VOil eri11g why no one
we11t and got n1y pu
too," Jones said .
After co11tacti g the fifth district
JX>lice headquarters, Jones returned to
the reseivoir with a iformed officer to
retrieve her purse.
Campus police reports idedtify the
unknown perpetrat r as a black male
between 30 and 35 )'Cars of age, black
hair {thinning 1n e front) with gray

highlights, approximately 5 feet 10
inches to 6 feet tall. He was wearing a
Jong sleeve white shirt and glasses.
Chief investigator Gray was unable
to speculate whether the suspect that
was apprehended in connection with
the building intrusions was the man
responsible for the theft of the purse.
Students and faculty have mobilize.d
to ensure that sludents are aware of
these incidents by placing signs on
restroom
doors
and
making
announcements in lecture and
laboratory classrooms.
Female students have been urged to
travel in groups and males have been
encouraged to be aware of strangers in
the building and be conscious of female
students who may be traveling
throughout the building alone
These events, following the
attempted rape of a freshman student in
the Har.riet Tubman Quadrangle and the
apprehension of the two men believed
respon.Sible for the rapes and at>duction
of three women throughout the city
have female students, in particular,
wondering what they must do to ensure
their security on campus.
The general question amotlg feniale
stude11ts is ''If I ca11't feel secure in my
own dorm and I can't feel safe in m·1
,
clas.ses, where then can I be safe?''
According to Captain Harvey
Armstrong, operations officer, the
campus is still extremely secure. He
likewise assures students that the
Howard University Police ' Department
will continue to work to ensure their
safety.

"During the scmes1er I maintain a
full .calendar of activities. When I'm not
in meetings, I visit the campus and take
in all I can as much as possible." he said.
Favors also works closely with the
Financial Aid Office. He plans to spend
time making sure that the office works
more efficiently and more effectively
by finding ways to increase the staff and
provide them with the guidance needed
to improve operations.

;

'

of the larger p ograms to begin
tieveloping
thi semester~ The
leadership progra will be desiioed to
·sharpen
Icade ship
skills
of
representatives
om each campus
organization. Stu ents who contribute
to student life t Howard through
academic and no -academic programs
w~\I be encourage to attend.
Student lead rship retreats and
recognition cerem nies will be some of
the acti\•ities ir1tro uced in the program.
Because of cos!, r treats. will be limi1ed
to certain studen from the residence
ha11s and off cam us organiza1ions will

be invited to the other activities.
''Participants will go away to a camp
and discuss leadership skills and
various things at Howard that need to be
addressed," he said. The program will
allow students from all around the
campus to interact with one another and
the faculty to learn more about their
school and one another.
Favors' prin1ary focus as vice
president of Student Affairs, is to deal
with the interests of the students. By the
end of his first year, he hopes to have
achieved in making substantial
contributions toward bettering student
life .

On Saturday Oct. 14, a commentary

I

1dvertise in The Hillt9p

;

A student Icade hip program is one

continued from page 1

statement.
'"The integration that came about
written by Michael Wilbon, a columnist
for the Post appeared in the sports was because of Martin Luther King,
continued from page 1 section, which brought the statement by NAACP, NCLC, and other pc<>ple of all
colors . . This made it possible for Bear
two years, has re'1ted !in increased Moultrie up again.
''I was writing an opinion piece, I Bryant to integrate his teams.'' added
coverage by the Washington Post.
Favors.
But the article by Greenberger did not lake shots at him, I just wanted to
''I don't think that the articles were
stirred feelings, because / some people raise what he said to explore the issue,"
bad, just the location of them. For
feel that the Post is biased in covering said Wilbon ... We have gotten 20 calls at
example, a good story about Howard
Howard athletics in a negative way, and the Post about Moultrie's quote, and I
athletics would go on page four, and a
the quote by Moultrie was another got five calls at home Saturday, four of
them alumni, who asked why I did not negative one, the front page," said
attempt to do such.
George
Johnson
a producer/
''I do get along with Moultrie, I blast him •••
''I think that the Howard athletic sportscaster at Home Team SJX>rts, and
would never try to do something that
a Howard alumnus.
I
would hurt hiin 6r Howard,'' coverage by the Post has been fair. I've
Paul C.Onon, wresting coach at
Greenberger said. ''I think that the Post written positive things about Steve
Howard said,"We don't control the"
has done a remarkable job in covering Wilson, and Tony Komheiser (a S(X>rts/
Post, they have hired and fired mayors
Howard. In early years Howard was not feature) columnist the same, including
and coaches.•.We can't be concerned
getting enough attention as it should the ''fat boys'''', added Wilbon.
Others people have a different, about them, we need to utilize our own
have been, but now it ~es."
resources like WHUR and WHMM."
''You have to consider that the opinion on Moultrie and Post coverage.
Several members of the Howard
Dr. Steve Favors, vice president for
football team is 1-AA compared to
athletic department declined to
some Division I schools in this area. But student affairs, who oversees the
comment on the Moultrie quote in the
in the last six days {last week) there were athletic department, said ''I talked to
Washington
four major stories concerning· Howard." Moultrie about the context of his
Post, including : Sanya Tyler, associate
''(George) SoJoman (managing interview in which he made his
athletic director and women's
sports editor for the Post) feels that staten1ent ... I inforrTied Moultrie
basketball coach; Keith Tucker, head
Howard deserves equal lreatmenl ...a although I understand the nature of the
soccer coach; Larry Strickland, tennis
prime example is ~vering Howard reJX>rter, the statement was made for the
coach, and Ron Curtis men's assistant
football on the road. We did not always iristitution (Howard University) and I
was not in agreement with that basketball coach.
do that in the past."

Controversy

,-

Favors
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The insurance and financial
Services indusny provides more
) . opponunities, in more fields, than
you can imagine. And one of the
most successful companies in this
fleld is USF&G with over $14
billion in assets and nearly
.
12.000 employees.
USF&G has excellent
ppponunities available for
graduates who have made
t:ccounting, Acruarial Science,
Computer Science, Mathematics
lor Computer Information
Systems their field of endeavor.
These opponunities exist at two
convenient Baltimore locations:
the 35-story building at the Inner
Harbor and the beautiful state--0fthe-an center in Mt Washington.
We will be recruiting on campus,
Friday, November 2nd, 1990.
So if you're looking to grow
your field, there's no better
place than USF&G.
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moved."

Pageant
oontinucd from page l
1

Audience members as well agreed
with Baron's perception of the new
queen.
''She deserved it totally. She is one
well-rounded Afro-American," said

Robert Watkins, a jun'ior iIJ the School
of Business.

Shelly Robinson , a 22-year-old
member of the audience, said this year
the pageant sc°CQled fair because the
person that the mJjority of the audience
wanted to win did.

Ms. School of Allied H alth, Rita
ngeniality
Montgomery, won the
award.
The other contestants w re Mama
'
Foster, Ms.
School of
usiness;
Elizabeth Livingston, Ms. chool of
Education; Medina Burrell, s. School
of Engineering;Siheri Hu ter, Ms.
School of ArchiteCture and Planning;
and LaTara Matthews, Ms. · School of

Human Ecxilogy.

Controversy surrounding the Ms.
Howard pageant erupted ast week
when the original Ms.
llege of
Liberal Arts, Brooke Barrie · and the

''l thought she was a very good
perfonner and she seems to be the right
type of person to represent Howard. Her
perfonnance was so professional that it
seemed like that was how she would
represent Howard,'' Robinson said.

Nine contestants vied for the coveted
title in a semi-packed Cramton. But
Sutherland seemed to be the stand-out·
of thC evening.

Sutherland wowed the audience with
her jazzy gift wonh 25 points during the
talent segment. Acrompanied by the
''Nicole Sutherland Quartet'', she sung a
shattering rendition of ''Swnmertime'',
which brought the audience to its first
standing ovation of the evening.
Sutherland commanded the presence of
the entire crowd as she showed a broad
range of vocal ability-from earstraining whispery sighs to the musical
scatting made famous by Ella
Fitzgerald.
She further demonstrated that she
was, overall, well-rounded during the
question and answer segment worth 25
points. She was asked if AfricanAmericans stand a chance in the 90s
with an upsurge in racism and
affirmative action in peril.
''We as African-Americans always
stand a chance. God above looks down
upon us and coddles us to his
bosom ... We as African-Americans
always stand a chance," she responded.
First runner-up Desiree Robinson,
Ms . School of Communications,
anoth,er crowd favorite, sang ''Ordinary
People''. ''For our peopie we must
beoome ordinary people. For our 1people
we must beoome extraordinary' If°Jlle,"
she said before she encbant~d the
audience with her mellow, gospel
VOICe.

'

Second

runner-up,

,

'I

Artimese

. Williams, Ms. College of Liberal Arts,
did a dramatic rendition of Maya
Angelou's ''Our Grandmothers:: Her
sllrii1rg interpretat1bn 'Of "i
that
discusses the plight of blacks all over
the \\1orld brought the audience agam to
its feet as she repeated the famoi'.is lines:
'' I shall not be moved; We shall not be

poem

Omawale
oontinued from page 2
circumstances involving Njisane 's
death, he did say he had discussed the
maner with ''the appropriate person."
As far as presenting Njisane's family
with a posthumous degree, Jenifer said
the matter had to fast be discussed with

his staff.
''I'm talking now with· the Dean of
Students.1A lot depends on his ranking
add stude,nt status. But it will be
recommended,'' Jenifer said.
''I had a· visit from the President of
Ti-inidad last week and l bro~ght the
matter up. I told him of the ooncems of
many in the Howard oommunity and he
said the issue would get an open
hearing," Jenifer said.
offiawale has heard several different
versions accounting for the death of his
son. He said although he has pieced
many of the tragic events together,
many of it is still presumption on ·his
part.
_
''I might even guess that there was
not an intention to kill him. When police
came to the house, he might have been
shot just because he was a male in the
house presumed · to be a Muslim,"
Omawale said. ''But I just don't know."
He added, ''What I f1nd disgusting is
now there is a co~er-up. 1bere has been
a violation of his civil and human rights.
Particularly under these circumstances,
the government should investigate."

original Ms. School of

·al Work,

Minyon
McGriff,
we e
both
disqualified for not eamin enough
credit hows at Howard . M riff ran
uncontested in her school, th refore her
school was not represente in the
pageant. The first runnerin the
College of Liberal Ans repr ented her
school in tlte pageant.
Tonya Touchstone, coor inntor of
the pageant, was thankful t i~ year's
cerentony went as well as she expected.
'' I'nt so happy the pag ant was
successful l'm so happy eve one was
happy with the winner," she said. ''It
went off Jery well. The only problem
was in the timing of tall)·in of the
scores. But, I think for the ost part
everyone is overwhelmed
joyful
with Ms. Howard ~ I have11 ' t hea d of any
.dissatisfaction or negative co 1ments,''
the coordinator said.
Despite T duchstone's ef orts to
minimize dissatisfaction
' th the
pageant, one incident sou cd the
audience's mood which led to an
eruption of boos.
Ms. Howard 1989-90,
Cummings, returned to crown
queen . In her final speech
Howard she referred to laSt year's
oontroversy surrounding her
wning.
She said she prepared ardently \tor the
pageant but was not ,,prepar d for
rejection. In retrospect she s 'd, ''I
would never have given 1he tit! to the
undeserving runners-up i
the
pageant." The crowd reacted tot is ~th
a chorus of boos and would not let ~er
oontinue her speech.
Two other former Ms. H wards
were also present in the au ience:
Khadija Diggs, Ms. Ho.....•ard 1 86-87,
and Karen \Vhite, Ms. Ho"'
198586. In fact White, an actress. app
last Thursday 's episode of the •·
show.
, ,..,.,~
1

The

pa~l

concluded gra fully

with thel new queen, Suth rland,
praising God for her latest in .a lo g line
of accontplishments. Among her prizes
are dinner tickets, an airline p
and
money .
Increasing Omawale's gri f, his
former wife and Njisane's m hfr is
currently on trial after being
arged
with firing on a police officer fol O\ving
her son's death.
Omawale had last seen his
n m
December when he can1e to Thai al1d to
visit for Christmas vacation. He ad last
spoken td him on the phone near he end
of June.
''Njisane was a quiet person with a
sense of humor. I regarded him a very
responsible person, which, for hi
my mind, -is quite a comp!
Omawale said.
''He had a deep ooncem for human
beings and a deep respect for
pie. In
his later days, I think his fratem ty w:is
one of the most important thin in his
life," he added.
Tomorrow, members of N isane 's
fraternity, Alpha Phi Alpha Inc. ill be
performing in a step show
ere a
portion of the proceeds will go wards
a benefit fund for Njisane.
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athletics at the university than Dr.
King, '' Moultrie said.
''I was talking specifically about
oontinued from page 1
athletics,'' said Moultrie. ''I was not
feelings are being blown out of saying that Bear Bryan~ cared about the
proportion. He (Moultire) called and
welfare of black peo~le in the same
said he thought the quote was taken out . manner as Dr. King. IThat would be
of oontext," Greenhl'!rger said. ''We ran absurd. That is where t*e reporter made
a 'clarification' stating Moultrie meant
his mistake, he said in t~e United States
to say the former Alaban1a coach ''did as opposed to in athletcr, in the state of
more for integration in athletics in the Alabama. He never mal:ie an attempt to
state of Alabama than Manin Luther clarify the quote.
,
King.
''Bryant's only reason for recruiting
'That's the way it was said. I think I
blacks was based on th~ need to win on
have it in proper context with the way
the footbal l field. It was after he lost a
the story was written. If I wanted to take game to the Univers~ty of Southern
a shot at Moultrie, the quote would
California with Sam CWnning~arn and
have been in the lead and in the Co. that Bryant went on national
headlffie." Greenberger said. ''We ran a television and said that he wanted
clarification in respect to Moultrie, but blacks on his team, '' M:oultrie said
I still stand by what was originally
A~rding to Moultrie, 'The oorred
said."
quote
shouJd say, !'Whatever his
''The quote was not accurate. I was not
reasons, Bear Bryant hjtd a tremendous
comparing the two, they are like apples irnpad upon integration ,in athletics at
the University of A1abba."
and oranges," Moultrie said.
The question many are asking is why
In fact, Moul~rie said he was trying to
make the point that in the south at the did Moultrie use Searl Bryant in the
time when Dr. King was involved in the same sentenc.e as Dr. ~ing.
civil rights movement he faced more Said Moultrie:'' All I '1as talking about
resistance in trying in integrate the was athletics and the impact it had at the
University of\ Alaban1a than Coach University of Alabama. l was not
Bryant faced when he looked to recruit addressing the political ~ide of the issue
at all,"
black players lo his football team.
In recent years, white sports figures.
'••\Vhen Bryant said he wanted blacks
Jimmie 'The Greek'' and Al Campanis,
on his football team, there were blacks
have been fired for making
put on the team and that was something
controversial statements concerning
Dr. King rould not accomplish. ln tl1at
blacks in athletics.
manner Bryant did more for blacks in

Moultrie

Busar

oontinued from page 1

editor of The Hilltop detaUi!ig Edwards
feelings about what was said, Berryhill
said she could not remember the
situation Edwards described. She did,
however, say that inquiring about
whether or not a student has Worked
during the past summer is part of her
interviewing technique.
•'This incident sounds fabricated .
I'm sure some remarks were taken the
\.\TOng way . I wouJd like to meet with
the student. I try to be as couhe.ous as I
can," Berryhill said. •·1 wouldn't have
said strong men would have gotten the
money . I think he has misquoted me
and/or misunderstood me.''
The call for Berryhill'~ removal
comes just over a month after an
employee in her office reportedly
slapped a student who had asked a
question whil~ waiting in line.
The Hilltop reported in the Sep!. 14
issue that an unidentified student was
punched in the face by Kevin
McDonald, a temporary employee in
the Bursar 's office.
1
ffbis incide~t and the one with
Be~,hill bring to light a concern by
students that employees in the Bursar's
ofdc.e as a whole arc discouneous to
students.
Man}' students find themselves in the
Bursar's office when they must petition
for their certificates to be validated
while not havin2 the monies actually in
their accounts. The University Bwsar is
responsible for billing students at least
once per smester, receiving payn1cnts,
and notifying students as well as
appropriate university administrators
when penalties ~re invoked agai11st
students who fail to pay their bills.
''I haye to collect the money for the
university. I sec students when there are
extenuating circumstances as to why
they don't have their fees.'' Berryhill
explained.
One such student who had dealings
with the Bursar's Office during the fall
semester registration expressed his
concern about how he was handled in a
Oct. 5, letter to the editor of The Hilltop

•

Vassar

Tickets
continued from P'P 2

oontinued from page 2

multiculturaJ angle. At Howard, one is Due to poor sales, the Committee llill
surrounded with a variety of cultures.
has packets left over. "The JW*etw,•
On thC other hand, Vassar students Watkins said , ''were designed to aive
believe their college does not prepare the students a disoount."
one to face multicultural issues. At
Vassar, classes are taken in order to
But apparently the majOrity of
learn about multicultural education. students chose not to take advantJ&e of
One has to make a conscious effort to the opportunity . Rhea Edmonds, a
find out first hand about the altemativ~ broadcast journalism major, aid, 60 ]
perspective.
j
didn't buy the packet bcca1u1e I didn' ,
''You have to seek opportuni.ty . Yo~ want to go to everything.'' Shrnvl:aa
have to go out into the community (iii Adams, a television produaion mljor,
order to discover diversity), j said, ''I bought one last year and l didn't
Blechinger said.
even use all the tickets. l think i&a a
Although this was the official waste of money buying · the whole
closing of the symposia, efforts will be packet unless you 're definitely Fina 10
made for the grbup to meet again.
all the events.''
''We are· going to try to find
So far the gospel <Xlllcert, wbicb
independent funding for the future," featured the Winans, sold tho molt
McHugh said. ''We want to have other tickets. "The gospel oon~rt sold Olll b'
colleges that are not similar do the same the first time in a long time,'' Watkim.
thing."
said . The first show of the ooncert Del
Plans to write and publish the events out, ;md the added second show nearly
and the experiences of the symposia sold out as well. Thus far, the lip sync
have already been made.
A few competition is doing well in sales. The
students and faculty members ihat Greek Step Show and the second abow
participated
will
share
this of the Fashion Show are expected to sell
responsibility.
out.

''I did have to deal with very rude and
obnoxious employees of the Bursar's
Office," Kareem Murphy, a freshman
,
actuarial science major wrote.
I
,,
'd
''She was very ru e to me, sa1
Terrill Hill, a
enior human
development major who as~isted
Edwards in collecting the signatures.
'
Hill, however, indicated, as a campus
pal, she has had no teal problems in
deatiiig with Berryhill during Freshman
Orientation.
I
•
'' If she could just say and do in a more
positive way," Hill said.
·•1 know these men and women have
to deal with many students who have
little regard for their feelings and a
general lack off respect. However, this
does not mean that you have to take your
inability to cope with others out on me,"
Murphy sai_d.
I
Berryhill agreed that many students

come into her office with an attittude.
She says, however, that time is spent in
each of her staff meetings talking about
how to be courteous to students. ·
Individual staff members are tra,ined to
refer a student, who does not seem to
understand a response given to him or
her, to another staff member who can reexplain the response.
''Our students relate rudeness to a
reponse to what they ask. They are
those who expect this office to be rude to
them and therefore, they 're coming off
rude and defensive," Berryhill said.
Not only did Edwards . take the
s1udents' concern to President Je~ifer,
but he also filed a complaint with
Howard
University
Student
Association President April Silver and
Undergraduate Trustee Kasim Reed.
Silver said she had heard many
complaints over the years since fU'St
entering in 1986 about BeR)'hill.
'That 's a situation that def1nitely
needs to be looked into," Silver ~id. ''If
she needs to out [of her position] and it

•

accordance] with it.
Acconling to Edwanls, Reed wllllCd
to accompany him as he went to sec Dr.
Jenifer, but could not due to • prior
commitment.
The next course of action is U"('kar
as President Jenifer declined to djso•

any specifics regarding · Berryhill ,;,,...
it was a personnel matter. Edwlrdathowever, indicated to him that Jenifer

·said he had received several oomplllnls
about Berryhill alr<ady this year.
.:As I told students at the boaiMi"I
of the yeai, the university is a family IDd
we enoourage ltaff to treat studcntl with
a great deal of courtesy. 1be $lUdcnts
arc the reason that staff is here," .Jenjfer
said.

Berryhill has held the positioo of
Bursar since 1986 succeeding Alfred D.
Roscoe.

•
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October deemed
'Domestic Viole ce
Awareness

·-

'

By CaUlha T. Vann

Throughout October, non·violence
activists and Rdvocates for battered

women will make various efforts to
inform the District of domestic violence
and its harmful effect On victims.
October, which is ''Domestic
Violence Awareness

nth," will see a

series of educational orkshops, film
Showings and rallie's held by My
Sister's Place, a shelter for battered

women and their children
.
•

According to officials at My Sister's

Place, scheduled events will serve to
demand that the rommunity recognize
violence within families as a crime.

Acu of domestic violence occur
every 15 seoonds in thb U.S., 6 million
American women are beaten every year

by husband< and boyfriends, and 4,<XXJ
are killed. In addition,195 percent of all
spousal assaults are co~mitted by men.
All statistics were prov.ir·ded by officials
at My Sister's Place.
My Sister's Place, which has
'
sheltered more than 2,200
women and
their children and as.4istcd more than

17.SOO hotli~c callers. I atlempts
10 reach the

public through its
community cducalion efforts such as
Domestic Violence Awareness Month.
Diane Doc:is, a spokesperson for My
Sister's Place, said th'at ''there is not
enough awareness'' of th.is problem.
Domestic Violence AWareness Month
will also ··educate - pcQple t about ":hat
they can do to assist victims and
eliminate causes ,"
of dome stic
violence.
•
Doc:is said that the idea that a man 's
home is his cast.le and that no one should
concern him or herselti with what goe!'.i

'llli i!>jirle his castle has led to. a lack ,qi

•

concern by the general putf.ic.
Events during the mon,h will also
attempt IO make people a are of the
problems of domestic ab
as well as
inform battered women o resources,
sheltef help and legal as,s stance that
may be available.
..
My Sister's Place serv to counsel
battered women, as well as inform the
public so that they can bctte understand
the psychological, econo ical, and
legal conditions whic
women
encounter wl1cn faced wit domestic
violence.
.... Staff, volunteers and a board of
directors work together to a l1ieve the
ntission of My Sister's Pia , which is
''to rid society of domestic violence."
The organization desc ibes its
immediate goal as one
hich will
''continue our 11 year istory of
providing specializ.ed qualit. services
to victims of domestic viole cc, and to
advocate in tl1e conm1unit on their
behalf.'' This month's even will serve
to do just that.
Other schedul~d events incl
and demonstration, co-spo
men working Ito Slop men's v
Saturday, Oct. 20 at Sup
from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
~

e a rally
sored 1j· by
lence,.on
rt Circle

•

My Sister's Place will also ponsor a
Domestic Viiolence Work hop for
social service roviders on
. 24 from
9 a.m. to 2: p:m. at the M~·n Luther
King Librar . LegaJ issues and the
effect of d n1cstic violcn e upon
children will
addressed.

'

Pl kJI 0 BY CNO.. CAN:lN

Gasoline prices at Bison Texaco, the closest gasoline station to Howard, Increased 't hree times In the past few weeks.

•

District gasoline station prices increase
~~e:::ming parti~::~~' 2:L,g~A~h fuel cost ~rid long lines
Gas pnces around the wor1d
Biwn Texaco, wilere the cost of
gasoline has risen sine~ last Friday from

Hilltop Staff Aeport0f

Participants

The dcn1onstration p'anned
Dupont
Circle is expected to
ive men the
opportunity to help som of the
problems
concerning
omestic
violence.

~

this year· s
Hon1econ1ing will have to wait on
ovcrcrO\Vdcd lines al gasoline stations
as they cope \vith inflated gasoline
prices in the District.
The national average for rcgL1l;1r
gasoline is Sl .30 per gallon, but local
gasoline stations such as Bison Texaco
and Amoco have increased their
gasoline prices to as high as $1 .57 per
gallon.
The closest gasoline sta1ion to
Ho\vard is Bison Texaco, which is
cx;inveniently situated next door to the
in

$4.45
$4.01

''We had to raise the price because
the company decided to increase it .
When we get the g3s the price has
already been raised by the company,"
said Mr. Alunad, an erhployce at Bison
Texaco.
Amoco, which is situated at 400
Rhode Island Ave., N£, is also in the
•
immediate Howard viC~ity . Over the
years, Amoco has also been the
recipient of thousands
attendees that
Howard's Homecorrling festivities
attract.
At Amoco, the cost of gasoline is a
few cents cheaper per gallon !than Bison
Texaco. The cost -or gasoline is $1 .38
for regular unleaded , Sl .47 for
unleaded plus, apd $1 .55 for super
unleaded.
I.
The closest ... gasoline station -to
Howard- where buyers can get a decent
bargain is Quick Food Shop and Gas,
which is situated at 22 i;i.orida Ave. The
cost of gasoline is $1.31 for regular
unleaded, and $1.49 for super unleaded.

lub1·Plzz•

TRINITY SQ ARE
SHOPPING CE;NT R 265·4242
1

'

212 Michigan Ave., N. .

•

op osite Trinity College

FAMOUS FO OVE STUFFED SUBS
PE FEC PIZZA

Soufce: USA TODAY rasewch

Quick Fpod Shop and Gas does not have
unleaded plus gasoline.
''This is one of the chcape.St places to
get gas, but they ' re still charging us
n1ore for gas that is already stored in the
wells," said taxicab driver Earl Stalter.
Car owners, taxicab drivers and
riders arc all feeling the pinch in their
pockets, as Anissia Jones, a senior at
Ho\vard explains. '"I was late for work,
so I took a cab and the cab driver
charged n1e $3.00 for a ride that usually
costS' $265.''
She explained fW1her that before she
could protest the taxi driver produced a
typed s1a1en1ent that proved he was
legally entitled to increase fares 25
cents per zone due to the increase in
gasoline.

Explore
the Public
Sector
Possibility

--

•

•
•
•

I

I

I

r----------------------,

LARGE PIZZA
'$3. 99

According to the taxicab officials', as ,
of Ocl. 10 taxicabs are allowed to
charge an additional 25 cents per zone
because of the gasoline increase. This
rule will remain in aff~l up until midJanuary.
While the increase in the cost Of
gasoline is not by any means bringing
smiles to the faces of drivers, it is
doubtful that ii will cause people to
leave their cars at home. ''You need gas
so you just deal,'' said Grillian Pratt, a
Howard University senior.
''I used to be able to fill-up my tank
with $10 and that SIO \\'Orth of gas
would last for the Week." said Le
Thaniel Pew, a recent Howard
University graduate who plans to
participate in Homecoming activities.
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$1 OFF
l
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Colu»ibia 's Progra1n offers:
• Esse11tial tools in Public Manage·
meni and Policy Analysis
.
a Ability to tailor the Program to your
individual interests-concent.rationl;,
include: health, envirmmie11L, hnu$·
ing, international relations,
advanced managemtnt, legal. policy,

•

•

-

-------------------------
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Yes'

Valid only ac Jerry 's of Langley Park,
Trinity Square&. Four r,ornel'l. Noc
valid wi!h orher diJ'ouna Of in
conjunction w1rh ocHer promocions.

valid wirh other discounB or in
conjunclion witl1 other promocions.

Columbia Univenity's Graduate Pl:"Ogram in
Public-Nicy and Administration is character·
ized by its "real.world'' approach to policy
i$ues. Its curriculum includes the iltudy of
both publie management and policy analysis
and aims to de\-elop quantitative and quali·
tative Skills ~ually.

COLUMBIA
eccmmnic development, education,
UNIVERSITY
a1ul more.
II
Graduate • Excellent 100% job placement
record
Program in Public
•Unlimited access to Columbia's
Policy and
facilities and professional schools
Administration .a Stimulating New York location

.

ANY SUB

Valtd only at Jerry's of Langley Park,
Trinicy Square & Four Comm. Not
•

Marcy E. Mulins, Gannett News Service

I

•

•

manycoontnes.
Price per gallon

'
campus locations where
a large
majority of Homecoming participants
will stop to purchase gasoline. The price
of regular unleaded gasoline is Sl .37
per gallon.

be

•

U.S. gasoline prices are still low compared with

$1.45 to $1.47 forl unleaded plus
gasoline, and from Sl.53 to Sl.57 for
super unleaded, is one of the nearby
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Latest news

'

GED Mathematics tests draw on
concepts from algebra and geo etry.
Half of the science test que tions
involve concepts from physic and
chemistry.

GED TESTS RESfRUCfURED
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Sina: more
kids are taking advanced science and
math courses, the American Council on
Education is restructuring GED tests
and curriculum to reflect what students
are now interested in. The GED Tests
are intended to measure the major and
lasting outcomes of a four.year high
school program of study.
A recent study by the Educational
Testing Service revealed ~t there are
some major changes in the pattern of
OOUfS9 beir.g taken by high sehool
graduates. lbe new GED tests will, in
twn, reflect these patterns.
Half of the questiorui in the current

A9

GRA!'ITS FOR TEACllE
~10TIVA1E

\VHO

WASHINGTON, D.C. Inc.
and the National Foundation
the
Improvc1:1ent of Education have j ined
efforts to combat the nation's 29 rcent
dropout rate. provide with a SI "Ilion
program for teachers.
The ''Just Do 11'' program is ai ed al
recognizing teachers who do the
following: stimulate their students with

originality; encourage students to take
responsibility for their own learning;

NEW BOOK LOOKS AT GREEK

HAZING

challenge themselves (as teachers) to
find ways of creating 1upportive
environments to foster academic
success; and who show efforts that tie

Newly released ''Broken Pledges:

The Deadly Rite of Hazing" ($18.95,
Longstreet Press) examines the

self-esteem activities to academic
achievement.
''We're targeting teachers at the
middle school level," said Virginia
Hensen, spokeswoman for NIKE, Inc.,
A··.trut we have nOI foreclosed on the
actual grade level because we don't
want to eliminate any good ideas.
''We're just interested in programs
that ~ill prevent kids from dropping out
of school."
The program is part of a t*o-pronged

problem of fraternity and sorority
hazing and its oomequenc.es.

''Broken Pledges''
new

members

d~

through

initiating

coun
who were injured or killed . during a
hazing ritual.
Author Hank Nuwer says the book
explores a dangerous, and under·
reported, college topic.
''In the book, 1'5ically in the role
of a reporter, tryin
find out whatever
is available," he say . ' ey've been
trying to end hazing since the 1920s ...
yet it continues.''

age-old

activities like ''goldfish gulping,"
branding, stunning pledges wilh a ca!tle
prod or forcing pledges to eat or drink

concoctions
that make them ill.
•
I

The book includes a brea~down of
reported hazing incidents in the last few

decades and stories of oollegdl students

•

•

COLORADO ART S'l1JDENTS

BATTLE CUTBACKS
BOU!DER, Colo. - Students at the
University of Colorado at Boulder are
battling legislation that could allow the
National Endowment for the Arts to
require student artists to sign anti·
obscenity pledges before they are
awarded grants.
Colorado's university students who received more than $1.25 million
in NEA funding last year - arc urging
Congress to vote ''no" for the
legislation, which they say limits their
artistic freedom.

I

S'l1JDENTS DEVELOP

Howard University
Career Planni g and Placement
sents

I

ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT'S

•

'
-

•

...

programs, is aimed at fostering self·
esteem in high school students thereby
giving them a greater opportunity to
succeed in higher education.
Nearly $1 million will be awarded to
the university over the next three years
to develop and run the program.
Oemson University will manage
three school districts that will benefit
from the program. If successful, the
program could be expanded to other
areas.
FOREIGN TEACHER
ASSISTANTS SCREENED
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - Memphis State
University
administrators
reSJX>nding to student complaints about
not being able to understand
international teaching assistants have drafted a new, tougher, screening
policy.
The new screening program requires a
committee to evaluate both current and
potential international teaching
assistants as the assistants present a
mini·lecture from their field of study.
The committee will evaluate
applicants' communication and
teaching skills.
The committee, which is comprised
of experts in 'English as a second
language, the dean of the graduate
school and a representative from the
students' department then will decide
whether the student can speak English
well enough to teach. If they are fo~
deficient in language skills, they will be
required to take an additional class or
receive instruction before they can be
placed in a classroom.

~-··-----------------r-------------------·----------

nnua
ate and

I

I

Several universities have started
successful campus.wide proje.cts aimed
at saving the environment and reducing
the tons of trash created by college.age
students each year.
,
At the University of Hawaii at Manoa,
Honolulu, students have established a
''bring your own'' policy where students
pay le~ for coffee at campus restaurants
when they bring reusable mugs.
Students at Northern Arizona
SCHOOL TO OFFER ALCOHOL
Univeristy in Flagstaff, Ariz., have
TREATMENT DEGREE
started a campus·wide recycling
program that separates trash at NAU
Union Institute, in Cincinnati, Ohio
offices, dining halls and residence halls.
Students planted more than 10,000 and the American Council on
trees in the last two years at St. Olaf Alcoholism, ~ in Baltimore, Md.,
Collge in Northfield, Minn. A tree· now will offer a bachelor's degree in
planting effort there has tried to beautify 8.lcohol education and treatment.
The bachelor's program was created
the college's 30-acre reserve land.
Students and professors at Alvemia in-response to a need for counseloi!-'Who'
College _in Reading. Pa. have siarted a ,, haVll': I attained a degree. frpmwe•
trash separating project. Items like accredited institution to help millions of
office paper, cardboard and aluminum alcholics 1n treatment centers
cans are placed in separate containers nationwide.
and sen t to community recycling
The program prepares people fo!
positions as professional counselors
centers.
with an emphasis in psychology, _
counseling and management and offers
DROPOUT PREVENTION
hands-on experience.
CENTER RECEIVFS GRANT
Union Institute spokesperson Joellen
CLEMSO)'I, S.C. - The U.S. ·Grady says the program is designed for
Department of Education awarded people who want to cam a degree while
Clemson University's "Life Long they work.
''The program is designed to
Options Program'' $500,000 to help
oombat an increasing high school drop- incoiporate life experienc.e with college
study," Grady says. "It's ideal for those
out rate.
The program, which . features both people who have had some schooling
college preparatory and vocational and want to finish up and earn a degree."
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SAFE
HOMECOMING

Arm ur J: Blackbt rn University Center

Wednesday ctober 24, 1990
11:00 a.m - 4:00 p.m.
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100 Graduate and Professional Schools
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80 -7513
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Eight years ago, we decided
to base a system on acce ted
industry standards. Toda , open
computing is embraced b millions of people all over th world,
and Sun is the leading su plier of
technical workstations.:
. Just as we believe te hnically
diverse products can tlou 'sh on
any network, we believe diverse
workforce can tlourisn ~t un._ In
fact, we search for a un1q e mix of
ideas, backgrounds, and erspectives in our people.
We will discriminate ~hen it
comes to your thinking, hbwever.
You must be open-minded, passionate and confident enough to

carry on a legacy. That taken care ·
of, we'll give yotfthe freedom,
tools and resources to pursue your
ideas. If you're open to new cha!lenges, explore these opportuni- !
ties.
We have needs for interns
and graduates in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, and
Electrical Engineering.

See us at the Employer
._.,
• •
uuon11ation Senunars
on October 23rd.
If you would like to connect with
the industry leader, see your
placement center for more details.

'
Or; send your resume to: Sun
Microsystems, Inc., University
Relations, Dept. HU1019 at one
of the following addresses:

Northern CA or International
opportunities:
P.O. Box 391660, Mountain View,
CA 94039-1660_.
· 1
Re~onal opportunities:

P.O. Box 13447, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-3447
2 Federal St., Billerica, MA 01821
27 Carlisle Road, Westford, MA
01886
"" c4ual o pporl U,,ily/affirmalivc aClioo <O>ployc r.

••
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The Country Preacher
stirs Rankin with hope
By Rochelle Tiiiery

''Remember Homecoming is a time
to reminisce and see old friends. Too

Hi~top

T

Marvin, Carvin and Micheal Wlnan stirred the crowd through song at Gospal Show.
.

'he Winans Electrify Cramton
Dur ng Homecom~ng's Gospel Show
•

e. G. Neely

HlUtop Staff Reporter

Cran1ton Auditorium [w as transfon11cd fro111
an ordinary building into a rousing house of
worship during Sunday vening's
Homecon1ing gospel coricert fitti11gly title(!.
';lt'S Time to Make -a Cbange," starri11g The
\.\'inans. Vicki Winans ahd the HO\\'ard
University Gospel Choii,
Anxious I-Io\vard stuPents, f:1c11lt)'. a11d
members· of the co111muqity car11e out to st:111d
i.n the long line to enter lhc auditoriu111. Ma11y
spectators remained on their feet for the e11tire
evening \\'avi11g their hands and sl1outing
''thank you Jesus,," while others took tlieir
seats. But even tl1e soft padded scats of
~ramton couldn 't keep their h::inds fro111
clapping an'd !heir feel from tapping.
Shouts of ''Hallelujah'' !llld 'Th<mk you
Jesus'' exploded from the crowd as tl1c gospel
sounds run1bled from the 12 speakers 011 stage
and excited the audience.
''It was good. All of the contestants \\'ere
exciting. and Vicki Winans was down to
cann." satCI COiiene liemard, a freshman

Allied 1-lealLh nl!IJOr.
Jackie Webb. Sunday gospel llOStess on
\VHUR f.m., \Vas tl1e mistress of ceremonies
and i11trodl1ced tl1e i-lo\vard Gospel Choir
,,v]1icl1 was one of tlie country's first cl1artered
black college gospel cl1oirs. The choir has 75
n1en1bers and placed first l\\'9 tin1es in tl1e
Black Caucus cl1oir contest in Ne\v York.
Tl1e 1-lo\vard Gospel Cl1oir marclied and
s:1ng ''Gin1n1e tl1::it Old Tin1e Religion." Their
cl<1pping, sl1ouLing. si 11gi11g and foot ston1ping
bro11gl1t rot1si 11g appla11se fron1 tlie equally
e11ergetic audie11ce.
··T11e HU gospel cl1oir \Vas good. I think
they \vere nlore inspiring than the \Vinans and
I enjoyed tl1e cl1oir n1ore than the \Vinans. ''.
Tracy Miclielle 1~ 3)1 \Vood, sophomore premed student, said .
Follo\ving ll1e gospel choir's perfom1ance,
\Vebb, referring to tl1is year's Homecoming
niotto 'Me111ories of tl1e past, Visions of tl1e
ft1t11re' , said, ''Witl1 young people like tl1e
ones \ve just lieard, I liave hopes for our
future."
,
Vicki \Vinans. husband of the Winans
leader Marvin Winans, perfonned follo\ving
the gospel choir and came out enthusiasticall••
,

a

yelling '· Heelllllllllllllllloooo Howard'' to the
audience.

Sh<jtalkcd !)10« thar\JIJ<, sans, but the
audience didn't sccrn to mind at all .

•

often students die or overdose on drugs
and ~ alcohol,"
Jackson
said.
''Homecoming is supposed to be a
joyous time, not a mourning time for a

As the traditional kickoff to Howard
Univers ity Homecoming events,
Rankin Chapel opened its doors and its funeral."
lawn Sunday morning to both students
Jack.son also said that students must
and faculty, young and old.
take themselves seriously.
Although services were not set to
'We're sons and daughters of God
begin until 11:00 a.m., guest speaker, and that's a royal heritage,'' Jackson
the Rev. Jes.se Jackson, brought out a said as he tra~d the linage o[ Jesus
mass of would·be worshippers that Christ to Africans.
filled the walls of Rankin by 10:00 a.m. "Unless the Lord builds it, we labor, but
and extended out onto the surrounding we labor in vain." Jackson said He
la\vn of the chapel.
added that everything in life must be
Although many that turned out were done through Ouist in order for one IO
not able to make it inside of the chapel, succeed.
most were just happy sitting out on the
"We need to live by the Golden Rule
chapel lawn listening to the sermon (do unto others as they would have you
being broadcast by speakers in the two do unto them). And not he ••who makes
other areas.
the gold makes the rules, · " Jackson
"It was a · lovely day and the suggested.
broadcast was loud and clear,"
Jackson urged the congregation kt
Benja111in Hardy,1952 alumnus and keep striving for excellence in school.
regular chapel attender, said. ''We on the job,
in marriages and in
enjoyed Jesse 's sermon just as much as relationships .
anyone inside."
"In all thy ways seek justice and
During his sermon, Jackson peace and praise God. For he will din:d
emphasized worki11g through Jesus our paths." Jackson said.
Christ to achieve the ''New World
At the end of Jackson 's scn11011 the
Order'' goals as lie marked the crowd cheered as if it were a r.tlly:
oommencemcnt of Homecoming 1990. ''Keep hope alive."
In the beginning of the sermon, the Although he wasn't able to -get a seal
audience cheered as Jackson told of inside the chape~ Raymond LliFontainl,
Chri.slian African ~realness.. But, the a senior business major, said he enjoyed
audience sat qu1tely as Jackson the servk:c.
reminded'SludenjS that their lvxlie• arc p• e a - j'iR(l.iling f huge aowd. Bui
temples of Goft and they shouldn't
use of unseen circumstances. I was
pollute them with alcohol and drugs.
late. But I really enjoyed ii," he said.

'

ey

Staff Reporter

'The concert wa.s extraordinarily
inspirat ional. Vicki was a trip," Haywood
said. ·• I liked tl1e way she shared spiritual
experiences \Vith us."
Winans 1old the audience about her hard
time getti11g to Ho\\ard from her morning
sho\v in Memphis. Her plane had mechanical
difficulties and arri\.Cd in D.C. with five
n1inutes to spare .
. 'The Wina.i1s can1e out slammin' with an up
ten1po song from their new album ''Return."
They sang nearly 20 songs to wil'd applause,
Hallelujahs. Ame11s. and .standing ovations.
The concert includ~ a variety of fast and
slow songs. The Winans sang new, more
wntemporary songs as ·well as old favorites.
.
'
The concert ended with a "It's Ttme," near
1 a.m. with a rap-sl)·le hit from their latest
albun1 w~.ch climbed high on gospel and pop
charts.
"It was real £ood. It was hyped. The

,

Howard gospel eXO'<ded my expectations,"
said Hardett Taylo;, freshman Zoology major.

,
-

they were looking for," Angela Hill of
K. T. and the Posse said.
Debbie Veney performed Dr. Feel
Good by Dee Dec Bi-idgewater. · Veney
performed a sexy, grinding, hip slinging

Lip sync
almost
like the
real th~g

routine that tluew the audience into a Jesse Jackson: The Country Preacher
state or mental «stasy. 111e audience
yelled ''Enrorc" as Veney excited the
stage.
Rhythm Nalion performed a
perfectly stage interpretation of
Rhythm Na1ion by Janet Jackson. Inga
D).•er, portraying Janet Jackson rose up
out or the stage on lhe pit which gave the
audience a feeling of actually being in a
J.met Jackson concert.
All acts were judged on lip sync
ability, appearance, and originality.
The scores ranged form one to four. The
ftrst place winner was K.T. and lhc
Posse; second place was Debbie Veney
who performed Dr. Feels Good; and
third place went to BBD, pcrfom1cd by

By Joi Lynn Brown
•

H'11op Staff A""°""'

The lighis came up as the crowd
yelled "Encorc,Encore'' as Lip Sync
' '90 opened up with a bang Monday
night at Cramton Auditorium. 1
Ted Mcbane, of WKYS f.m. radio,
was the master of a:rcmonies for the
evening. With humor, Mclbanc ,added a
touch of spice to an afready hot and
exciting show.
The undispulcd top act of, the
evening was given by KT. •nd 1hc
Posse whO perrormcd ~ well
choreographed dance rout/ne to
Thieves in the Ten1ple by Prinoc. ,
The oostun1ing was an excellent
choice of ar.tractncss; yet,
\\'ere
dear similarities bclWCcn PrioC% ai1d

thek

the lead pcltormer who impcponatcd
Prince, Tony Bell. Other me1'bcrs of
K.T. and the Posse were : Amanda

Phaylcn Adullah.
The judges for the show were
William Din1ps and Tracey Dent of
Georgetown Universi1y; Earnest
Tuckett, president of the Black S~dcnt
Alliance at Georgetown University;

Lisa

Shaw,

president

of

the

Undergraduate Student Association at

K.T. and the Posse, 1st place winners In the Up Sync '90.
Farnum, Cc,vyon Chandler, Angela
Hill, Rosen1ary Willian1s, Kin1bcrly
Bc11nct1, Tacuma Kay Sn1ith, ai1d Paris

Campbell.

''I lhought our· performance \Vas
bc1tcr than we expected. I was pleased
by the audic11cc's response. I thiiik the
judges were fair. We gave them what

·

'ty

f th

o· ·

I

t hc Un1vers1
o
e
1str1cl o
Colun1bia; and Roberta McCloud of
Howard University.

The crowd at the Lip Sync Show was

see UPS. page 6
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Variety show beset
with disturbances
By Jennifer Golson
Hilltop StaH

Reporter

An initial conflict between a student
and the guards al the front door should
have been son1e indication of the
disturbances thal would continue
throughout lhis )'Car's Variety Show:
A n1inor disturbance at the front door
be1ween the guards and a student
resulted in a dcla) ed opening of the
second performance of ''From
Vaudeville to Broad\\'a}'."
Before entering the auditorium,
1

Sophon\Ore Traci Anderson said, ''It

better be
good for all the trouble it took
. h .,

m er~..
. .
A ft er arr1v1ng 1ns1de for the show

4'10- get

she added, ''It nlakes no sense that we
tiave to go through all that trouble when
it's all just to have fun."

The delayed opening, coupl.:d with
the shoving utilized.Jo gain entrance,
caused a feeling of discon1ent among
students waiting to enjoy the show,
which is a part of annual Hon1econ1i11g
activities.
"It's just another reason to hold us
back," said sophon1ore architectural
n1ajor Thabani Band.
The delayed entry was oot the only
set back accompanying the show. Aller
finally 1aking scats students wctilcd for
nlorc than 10 minutes bcrore an
introdudion of the host for the evening,
Craig· Frazier, was "Booed'' before
Jonathan Augustine Wti able 10 fmish.
Frazier, a Howard alumnus,
performed "the same thing from '88,"
accordin'g ·10 junior Michael White.

"The ooly thing dilTcrenl in his ad

see VAPIFCY. page 6
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Star of NBC's "A Different World".

'

His

album BRAIN DAMAGED features 56
minutes of comedy including the first
single "11Ain't. Lyin" with M.C. Lyte. and "I
•

,

think I Want to Rap" with the Boys .
•

••

..
•

•
SPICY
•

c

•
.

'

•'
A premiere comedic talent as seen in

•

Spike Lee's "Do The Right Thing" and
I
"Mo Better Blues". The new album,

;·

BE-BE', Kids", features 74 minutes of

•

live stand-up comedy.

•

I

,

'
•

f
t
Po1vaor

•
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1990 POL YGRAM RECORDS, INC.
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I
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AYAILABLE AT

MUSIC GALLERY
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New Howard rap group
• a '
T.K
• • I• IS
OC k OUt'
I

By Tarryn Nole
•

1

Hiiitop Statt R -

1\vo talented Howard students from
New York City have fprmed a new
group, entitled Two Kings In a Cipher
(T.K.0~ and is on their ~ay to taking
the rap industry by storm with their
unique mixture of rap, jaiz., hip-hop and
funk all rolled into one pn their debut
album ''Children of the un."
Ron ''.The Noble Amen·Ra"
Lawrence and Deric · Deliverer of
Prophecy'' Angeletlie ar the sources
and engineers of this j philosophical
group, and their single '' ovin' On Em''
(A-sideY'You l(now
w to Make
Me'' (B·side) has already been released
and is doing well, But ·hy does the
group's name end in an 'Q', but is called
a C)'pher?
I
Angelettie explained t~at a C)'pl1.cr is
a 360 degree circle and lin the Islamic
alphabet it equals zero. ''The circle is
our kingdom, so it's like two kings in a
kingdom. The culture of Egyptians used
'
different connotations -anCi a C)'pher is
one of them."
~
Eg)'ptology is a major pan of the
group's principles and their music is
based on v.'hat they calli the Eg)'ptian
mystery system. Their system begins
wi1h Lawrence who comt>oses the beats
1 and music and then Angel'ettie who adds
the lyrics. ''Our music is basically a

.

secret. We call it ou oWn mystery individual style, rap nlusic is what's in
system, because we t ·e it through a their heart. ''Rap music is the only voice
system of steps like a initiation stage that We have as far as expressing our
from sampling and shaping. Like disoomfort with the system. No otl1cr
Egyptology, when they
geometry to music is doing it," Angelcttie said.
sample, we cut pieces o music down to
The group feels that neither r&b or
cenain ponions and kin of shape it to country music has as large a voice as
suit the rhythm pattern we're trying to rap. ''Jazz is doing it, but most people •
make,·· Lawrence said.
can't relate to it musically. They listen
This philosophy also transcends into to the music but don't hear what's in it,"
how the duo feels about heir music. It is Angelcttie said.
the cSscnce to their
finite plan of
Both rappers feel that ''rap is a tool of
success for themselves d other young resistance against what is happening.··
blacks. '' I think that o e thing we're They are not saying that music is going
trying to do is put How d back on the 110 be a means to the end, but they think
map as far as music g . A lot of great it is a step in the right direction.
people came out of Ho ard and we're
The musicians also have otl1cr irons
trying to stan a little Re ai~nce here," in the fire for their career. They have
Angelcttie said. One f the other been producing other artists in rap and
singles on the soon to be released album r&:b, but they could 1101 dispel any
(1991) is entitled ''Fo the Brothers names for contractual reasons.
Who Ain't Here," and as a creative
The determined duo have also
collaboration of Ho\vard talent : started their own corporation in
Angelettie; Lawrence; Ras Baraka, production,
management
and
•
Ho\vard
Unive rsit
Student \ Publishing and work out of the
Association president: nd A. Haqq apartment that lhcy share. The two only
Islam, the rap team's m nager.
} wish t.hat Ho\vard could help other
Islam is Vice· resident o! young black students gain the
Philadelphia I~ernationa Records and experience needed to take the steps they
is also a HO\Vard gradu te. He helped arc.
T.K.0. sign with the Bah a/RCA record
Angelcttie said, ''I like Howard, but
label and because o him Philly I always wondered why Howard
International records has been a strong doesn't have a cl~ to tell you how to
support structure for the roup.
start your own business. That's the type
Even with the diffe ent types of of thing that needs 10 be more popular
music used by the group to create .their than Spanish 001 or Gr_wk Philosophy."

•

•

Ron Lawrent. and Derlc Angelettle form the duo Two Kings In a Cipher,

'
I'
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'

'

Pierre Wilson a1id erry Dianis

•
'

Presc11ts a

"Pre-Homecoming

elebratio1i"

•

Friday, October 9th
10:00 p.m. to 3:0 a.m.

,,

at

--

s --

1100 Pennsylvan.ia
Washington, D
In the Old Post Office
Located in rea
Donation: $8.00 before 12 plimentary Champagne
$10.00 after 12
Pierre 726-5657
Attire: Cdsually Chic
Jerry 559-4719

I

\
l

·- - · - - - - - - - - - - I PEPSI-COLA COMPANY
I nf~rmation Session/Reception
•

-

(all interested are welcome)

H\,,.

•

:

'

'

Find ou.! how you c~n have your medical sc ho I tuition , required books and
feo'.}:ta1d in full - plus earn more than $700 a onth while you attend school.
,ijfp and mail the coupon below. and we'll .sen you full details on the Armed
Forc,es Health Professions Scholarship Program.
Vuje·11 tell you row you could qualify for a Physi ian's Scholarship from the
Army, Navy or Air Force.
If ~~ted, you'll not only beat the high cos t of medical school, you'll also gain
valuable. medical experience serving on active d y 45 days each school year as
a cofnm1ssioned officer 1n the Reserves .
A1ter graduation, you'll serve three years or m re - depending on the Service
you felect and the level of scholarship assistanc you receive - as a respected
__A-rmed Forces physician . You 'll also get good pay, regular ~ours, great benefits
and the chance to work with a variety of patients nd the latest medical
technology.
If yo~ meet the age requ irements noted below r the Service of your choice and want to cut the expense of med ic al school - end for more informalion today.

... YES- - - -

·- -.,

I

.,

I
I
I
I

Send me lull de1a>ls on how the Armed forces Heal Pl'o!ess1ons Scholarsl'Hp Program
• can help cu1 my medical school e• penses I meet t e aye requuements noted below
I unders1and I am under no obl1yat1on
.
Ma •! this coupon to Armed Forces Scholarships, PO Bo • 286
Huntington Station, NY 11146·2102
9017
Check up to three
Army
Navy
Air Farce
• _!
l21 ·:M 'fli•l'I or '9•)
l21·36 yt:an or '9
t11·:M yt:an al 1111)
f,te~<e PJ10I all •i>lo•mo11on clo •rlv 1nd tomplete...

Name
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'
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Address
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October 30, 1990
School of Business
Student Lounge

•

5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Careers and Internships In
Sales
Finance
Operations
Employee Rel.ations

.

'

INTERVIEWS OCTOBE:R 31 & NOVEMBER 1
Business Place"ment Office

"
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TER ATI
Students lend support to Angola

CARIBBEAN SEA

By Quentlna Johnson
and D. Malcolm Ceraon

7

ZUELA

Hilltop Staff Reporters

r1nces Town

Prime Minister of Trini ad
delivers message of hop
By Juliet Chance
and Paula Mltehell
Hilltop Staff ~eporters

The tlonourable A.N.R. Robinson,
prin1e n1 inis1c r of tl1e Republic of
Trinidad and Tobago, presented a
nle ss.1ge '?f hope for the twin island state
to a capacity crowd at the School of
Business Auditorium last Tuesday.
The Prime ~1inister listed several
problems that presently plague the
Caribbean nation. He cited as the most
critical problem the deplelion of the
foreign exchange reserves which were
bring used much faster than they could
be earned.
Robinson said his government also
h:id t~ address the Si!uation of the public
debt - a situation he attributed to the fact
that ''the government was spending
n1uch raster than it was earning revenue
and had used up its savings."
'
Some
measures taken by the
government are the restru&uring of the
tax system and the reschdduling of the
public debt. The Prime Minister said
that a. seven-year plan has been
fom1ulated with a ''one-year program, a
three-year program and also a public
sector investment plan.''
''\Ve were devising programs to meet
the needs of the most underprivileged in
socie ty, for example the schoOI
nutrition program," he said. Other
programs include building 36 new
schools to supply the demand for school
spaces, the squatter regularization
progran1 and the planned housing
settlements.
.j
Prin1e Minister Robinson said that he
and his government are
king to build
a base on entrepreneurship l from the
si n1pl es t activities. Abcdrding ' to
I

sef

,

I

Robinson, iliere are plans to improve
light manufacturing ,
gricultural
industry and the petrochem ~ I sector to
1
ensure that th e country wi have solid
structures of business e tcrprise at
every level.
He also discussed pla
for shared
ownership of public utilitic by citizens
so as to encourage greater i 1terest in the
development of the public sector.
During the question and answer
period a heated exchan e occurred
bet\veen Robinson and
eeneh Reid,
who was the girlfriend of Njisane
On1a,vale, the Howard stu ent who was
killed by police in the aft nnath of the
coup attempt. Den1andin an inquil)'
into On1awale's death, R 'd stated that
''he was beaten so bad!)' t at had he not
been shot, he would ha e been brain
dead."
In response, tl1e Prime inister said,
''ln son1e countries, the g ernn1ent acts
as judge and jury, which i what you're
doing now."
The connict was not r solved. ''You
attacked the wrong perso ," Reid said.
It was the general con nsus among
those in attendance th t th~ Prime
Minister did not re ate enough
inforn1ation on the coup a empt and the
events which followe .
Vaughn
Martin, host of · the ra io program,
"Caribbeana,'' felt that the audience was
more eager to hear about the events of
the coup attempt and he resulting
effects rather than the pla that was on
ihe government's agenda
"Th ere
• was
'
1·1ttIe e I bo ration
.
on
some of the things they !the
govemment] 0 want 10 do,' said Martin.
'ii don' t think the country in as nom1al
a state as the in1pressi n one nlay
believe."

•

USIA wages global cam aign
•
of distortion, deceit and ies
By David Mahdi <;oldberg
Spe:cial to

th8

South Asia, all reporting to offices
\Vashington .

in

Hilltop

''To
strengthe n :
foreign
underst.111ding and support for United
States policies and actions, to counter
attempts to distort the objectives and
policies of the United S~ates, ! to
cooperate with the American P.rivate
sector, 10- enhance the qu<llity ·and: r~ach
of America's overseas in(ormation and
cultural arfairs." Thiis is the stated
purpose or the United States

News Analysis
Jnfonnation Agency.
In the posi-war period of the 1940s,
1
the United States realized that it had to
cont inue inrorm jng foreign peoples
about its policies and opinions.
Growing out of the Ofli5e or War
Information,
Congress
passed
legislation in 1946 to meei tl1at need and
by
1953, under
. isenhower's
administration, the fl ' ited States
Infonna:io11 Agency was created.
,Principally an overseas agency, the
USlA presently has. 204
grouped
in five geographical arbs:
Africa,
Europe, East Asia t nd Pacific,
. American Republics, and Near East and

loosts

October 19, 1Soo

The main purpose or e USIA is
projecting the U.S. image n lhe rest of
the world, making sure t at everyone
else agrees with our action and is very
clear on our motives and i tents. With a
complex and ever-expa ding print
media, telecommunication and radio
network, the USIA is t ly in the
business of making opinion.
Occasionally, these op 11ions come
back to us in the ror
or racist
comments such as those ade by high
Japanese orficials who nia1ce bigoted
statements about Africanr Alnericans.
The most recent instance occurred
recently when a Japan eke Minister
1
compared increasing
umbe1s of
prostitutes in the Shinju u shopping
district of Tokyo to the n1 th of black
people ''pushing whit s out of
neighborhoods.''
African-American gr~ s like tl1e
NAACP called for the resig alion of the
Jap<1nese Mi11ister ror his !mment and
e11ginc;ered a protest
utside the
Japanese embassy.
Ho ever, the ...
source of the problem Ii s with the
Voice Of America's 1,13 hours of·'
programming in English
d 43 other
languages to an estimated 129 million
listeners all over the world - including

,
•

Student Call organiz.ation, questioned
the United States' intentiOns toward
wanting peace in the count}y of Angola.
''Why, if the United States wants
peace in Angola, would theY fund a civil
war which kills and starves thousands of
illllocent people?'' Brown said.
''It is necessary that we opJX>SC

Howard students have united to
focus on current issues in Africa as
several student organizations have
become a part of a Concerned Bush's administration or CIA efforts
Student Coalition for Angola in an that keep African countries in tunnoil.''
effort to end U.S. aid to the Union
According to Brown, the student
for the Total Independence for grass root community is against the
Angola (UNITA).
spending of millions of dollars in order
The students organized support to fund UNITA's war in Africa.
for a congressio11al amendment,
However, a group known as the
which
was
sponsored
by Peace Fund for Angola is supporting the
Congressn1en Ron Dellums (Dem- United States' aiding of UNITA
Calif:), Mervyn Dynmally (Dem- military forces.
Calif.), and Lee Hamilton (DemMalik Chaka, a representative of
Ind.) and voted down in the House Peace Fund for Angola, said that U.S.
of Representatives on Tuesday.
aid is necessary to maintain a "military
Speaking out against an equilibrium." He feels it lprovides "the
estimated $60-$100 million in greatest chance of negotiations."
covert funding approved by
He said that if aid is cut off to the
Congress to aid the South African- military forces of UNITA the threat of a
backed rebel group UNITA, militacy solution could be imposed and The chlldren have been among
members of campus organizations ''free elections'' would not be held.
cease fire and refused lo join in a
expressed concern.
''The only reason you have had talks constitutional rewrite toallo\v mulitAsked about students' feeling is because of a military arm twisting,." party elections."
The United Nations and all countries
the need to concentrate on local he said in reference to the continual
excep1 the United States and South
mat1ers concerning African- support of UNITA
Americans in the United States
''Both parties have been guilty of Africa officially recognize Angola's
instead of Africa, Howard human rights violations," said Chaka, in present leader, Jose Eduardo dos Santos
Un\versity Student Association response to the questionable policies of and its govemme11t, which is run by
president, April Silver said, ''We UNITA and its leader Jbnas Savimbi. . Popular Movement for the Liberation
need to broaden our perspectives
Chaka said that cutting off aid would of Angola (MPlA).
The inforn1ation disseminated by
a11d encoin pass all instead of being seem good on the surfacC but ''whoever
narrow nlinded - it all tics in."
had the biggest guns would be in .the be{;t Peace Fund For Angola contradicts
She sa1'd that Angola's future position.''
other published rep:>rtS about UNlTA
According to the reports, UNITA
indirectly
affects
AfricanYet,
according
to
Aubrey
Americans. To furlher educale Mc:Cuthcheon, the Executive Director has used land mines in agricultural areas
students on Anogla, HUSA and of Washington Office On Africa, U.S which had resulted in many children's
Black Nia f."ORCE are having a aid is hurting the chances of peace and deaths and amputations.
TransAfrica, The \Vashington
progran1 on Oct. 23. ''It's the m\)lit-party elections.
overall s1ruggle of African people,
"The Angolian government along Office on Africa, Angola Foundation,
we must look to the liberation of all ·with the Soviet Union had agreed to halt and black political figur:es such as Jesse
African people," Silver said.
military aid as soon as the United States Jackson have openly condemned the
Eric R. \Valcott, exec-utive funds stop going to UNITA." said acts of UNITA and United States
funding. Primarily due to UNITA land
men1ber at large of the Political McCutcheon.
Science Societ)' said, "As black
"Angola is already in the process of mining, Angola has the highest amputee
people we need lo be concerned of adopting multi-party free market rate in lhe world, with over 50,CXXJ
victims - nlostly women and children.
an)'thing which affects African elections system.;11 he adds.
The early history of Africanpeople. \Ve need to stay abreast of
McCutchedn said the Angolian
the
r' event~ that are going on over
government had made many attempts • An1ericans in the ,U.S. can be traced to
Portugual's invasion of An~ola in tl1e
there . \Ve have to be."
to negoiate with UNITA
J<.1hn Brown, a n1ember of the
"UNITA has refuSed to accept a 16th century. More than three million
Angolans were exported as slaves to
America over the next 300 years.
Armed struggle of the Angolan
people for national liberation beg~ .in
1961 . In 1966, the movement had split
into three different liberation annies:
the National Front for the Liberation of
Angola
(FNLA),
the
Popular
Movement for the Liberation of Angola
(MPLA), and the National Union for the
Total Independence of Angola
(UNITA). Exploited differences
between personal rivalies, ethnic
background, political idea and thought
caused these fractions.
In 1974, the fascist Portuguese
government was overthrown by
military officers eager to disengage
from Portugii.l's colonial military
conflicts in Africa. Soon afterwards, on
Jan. 15, 1975, the three movements
signed the Alvor Accord which was to
be followed by independence on Nov.
11, 1975.
Unfortunately, the U.S. government,
having supported the Portuguese
govemn1ent throughout tlie liberation
struggle, sabotaged the transition to
independence.
An article by Damu Sn~ith, national
coordinator
for
The
Angola
Youths have been on the frontllnes of the Angolan war
1

i
Japan. Japanese opi11ion of the U.S. is a
direct result of this official ,U.S.
governme11t-sponsored misinformation
campaign.
The Voice of America broadcasting
•
service is supposed to represent all of
America. not any single segment of
American society, an<1 should thererore
present a balanced and comprehensive
projectiQn of signiricant An1erican
thoughts and institutions.
But this claim is definitely
questionable, particularly with respect
to ''segments of society'' that don't play
a part in tl1e ofricially·sanctioned
·'significant Atnerican - thought and
institutions." With underlying biases
and selective presentation being an
inherent part or Ainerican society, the
image projecteQ abro11d is bou11d to
reflect these biases.
Plain and simple, the United States is
generally lying to the rest of the world
behind a smokescreen of In1emational
Youth Exchanges, Artistic Ambassador
Programs, International Visitors, the
U.S.-Soviet Exchange Initiative and the
Cultural Property Act tl1at supposedly

llimits the illicit trade of cultural
[artifacts.
•
! It' is also ,waging a propaganda war,
!epitomized by last year's jamming of
r idcl Castro's television broadcasts
·with the U.S.'s own T.V. Marti (now
euphemized as the Voice of America
Cuban Service which provides ''news,
commentary, · and other informatio11
about events in Cuba arid elsewhere to
promote the cause of freedom in
Cuba.'')
Apparently the USIA also considers
itself the voice of democracy. This is
exemplified by the Third International
Council Conference hosted by the
USIA in May of this year where more
than 125 of the world's ''leading
opinion makers'' from publishing,
industry and fmance met in Washington
to ''discuss the rise of democracy and
the implications· of' the global
I
' . '
commun1cat1ons revolution.''
The
International Council
Conference was ~ begun in 1987 to
enable opinion-makers from lhe U.S.
aiid abroad to engage in exchanges of
views
and
information
with

•I

Administration officials at the highest
levels. This year's conferfnce speakers
included the Secretary of the Treasury;
Secretary of Commerce; White House
Chief of Staff John Sununu; Under
Secretary of State for Political Affairs;
EPA Admi11istrator and Partnership for
a Drug-Free America O.airman James
Burke .
The)' discussed ''some of today's
most important global problems ,
including illegal narcotics, terrorism,
the international environment and
•
refugee issues." Somehow the USIA's
founded , role as an objective and
informati,ve representative of the
United States has blurred into areas of
global planning.
The USIA is reportedly under the
scrutiny of various private sector
co111mittees and
the U.S. Advisory
Commission on Public Diplomacy, a
presidential I)' - appointed, bipartisan,
seven-member body of private citizens
who conouct a continuing overview of
USIA's policies and programs. By law,
the Commission reports its findings and
recommendations to the president, the

the worst affected.
Foundation, stated the U.S. ''caused
the collapse of the Alvor Accords by
rushing the FNLA $300,000 in
weapons
through
the
CIA, I
encouraging it to anack the MPLA."
Furthcnnore, the U.S. ''gave the
green light for a South African
invasion from the south backed by
UNITA guerrillas," as part of their
general strategy to keep the MPlA
from gaining p:>wer. Because of U.S.
supp:>rt for the Portuguese during the
liberation ~truggle , tbe MPLA had
been forced to appeal to the Soviets
for military assistance. For this
reason, the U.S. opposed the MPIA
on the grounds thal lhey were pnr
Soviet, Marxists.
•
•
ln response to intervent~on by the
U.S. and direct invaSion by South
Africa, as well as an additional
invasio11 of Zairean-FNLA troops,
the MPLA appealed for international
assistance. The Cubans responded
with 12,000 troops ~ the Soviet Union with weapons; ! the ZaireanFNLA troops were routeti and the
South African-UNITA troops were
forced to retreat to the south.
After Congress bec.lrne aware of
the CJA's activities in Angola, they
passed the Clark Amendment in.
1976 barring an)' U.S. assistance to
any group fighting in Angola.r The
Amendment was repealed however
in 1985 due to pres.sure from the
Reagan Administration a~d antiCuban forces in Congress.
After a visit to the Oval Office by
Jonas Savimbi in Jan. 1986, the
Administration began funneling
covert aid thro'Ugh the CIA to
UNITA. Before this point, UNITA
was funded primarily by South
Africa.
After · the South African army
itself lost a major battle against
Angolan forces in 1988 at the Battle
of Cuixto Vanacale, they entered into
negotiations which resulted in
Namibian independence and the end
of South African support for UNITA
The United States has replaced South
Africa as UNITA's main source of
military aid.
Speaking further upon student
involven1enl in
ma11ers afTCCling
-Africa, Silver said that students can
pressure
their
congressional
constituents through letters and
phone calls (lobbying)~ .-

i

Congress, the Secretary of State, and the
director of USIA
\Vho arc these private citizens? Are
they asking people in this country if
they ' re being propcrly1 represented in
the global con1munity? Are these seven
people making sure that the USJA lets
the rest of the world know about the
Klan
marches
in
D.C.,
the
misrepresentation
of
AfricanAmericaffi, the gang violence, the drug
addiction, the .,AIDS demonstrations
and the thousan~ other things that go
unspoken or? Of cqilrse they'n: not
That's why Japan thinks America's ball
and chain is it's population of AfricanAmericans .
It comes down to the fact that the
attitudes of the rest of the world reflect
\vhat the United States shows it - the
good, the glamorized and when
necessary, the ,sometimes false reasons
for the bad.
The United States
Information Agency is indeed the voice
of America and it is becoming
necessary that we watch what it is
Sa)'ITig .

BS

Political Science students travel to the Motherland ·

be considered a double degree. Books
arc not enough. ''
She also said students need to see

undergraduate and fonner chair of the
Political Science Society.
The program created an awareness
Hiiitop Staff Reporter
of the social is.sues facing African and
While many students spent th·cir
African-American students by using the
sumn1cr vacations in their ~orrteto\vns,
experience of living and working with
members of the Political Science
African families as a vehicle for cros.sDepartment embarked uporl a trip to
cultural exchange.
Africa. A glass display of their pictures
The program included a minitaken \Vhile in Africa can be found in
symposium organized and prepared by
•
Douglass Hall in the Political Science
Amaizo and Fryar to examine crossDepartment. A documentary of the trip
cultural differences. The purpose of the
was filmed by Channel ·32·s WHMM .
symposium was to maximize the time
''It was a dream that came true for the
that the students fr~m Howard spent in
students. Many people were not Togo, West Africa by ~nderstanding the
confidcnt. they did not belfvc that it The students received a arm welcome from the Togoies.e
governmental, economic and cultural
the)' raised the nloney to sponsor their They spent <:lot of the time enjoying the differences in this particular region.
\Vas possible that the)' could achieve
such a trip," said Adeline Amaizo, a three \vcck trip. Gcralcl Fr)·er, ulis cit)'. They were surprised Africa was
Togolese instructors, college and
r1c not in the bush.''
Ho\vard student fro111 Togo who hosted Gittens, Matthc'v ~lud so11,
senior high school students all met to
Walcott, and Vru1ctta Q,vcns \VC ;111
S1udents \verc received by mayors, watch a video about HowarCJ University
the trip.
governors, and secretaries of state . entitled, ''Think Howard.''
·•11 \Vas so111cthi11g that \Vas not easy hosted by An1aizo.
''The students sta)•ed ''' ith n1y ';ThC)' were treated as guests in my
to realize . In one and a half n1011ths. \Ve
Exhausted and tired from hosting the
raised a substantial amount of n1oncy to fan1ily. They experienced diff rent country," s..'lid Amaizo.
trip they took this summer, Amaizo
aspects of culture. They even v.•ent ight
Plans for the trip were initialed in the , expressed her reasons for bringing
pay for everyone.''
r sun1n1er of 1989 and developed in 1990 students to her home. ''Everybody
The students and one faculty -clubbing,'' she added.
''The men appreciated the beau y of under the leadership of Amaizo, a needs to go to Africa. Every student
rnen1bcr stayed in Togo from July until
August. From May 14th to July 20th the wo111en in their gr11ce and kind ess. gr;1duate student. and Gerard Fryar, an .needs to go before graduating. It would

Africa with their own eyes."Many
students have made up their own
Africa'', she said.
''As soon as I came back, many
students who heard about the trip
wanted also to have such an
experience.''

By Quentlna Johnson

. ..

Haitians to march against
FDA ban on

I

Man)' Haitians_feel 1hat the ban is

discrin1ina1ory. ''\Vhat \Ve arc facing is
a great risk of quarantine, ·· said Hally
Voln}'. member of H.EA.R. and one of
the organizers for the Washington, D.C.
•
march. ''\Ve face social ostracism. Our
By Marie Eusebe
20, in Ne'v York broughl togclh ran cl1ildrcn \Von ' t be able to play with other
estin1ated 80.000 Haitia'11 s a11d cl1ildrcn, our doctors \Von't be able to
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Africans.
prf1ctice. our pcOple \Von ' t be able to
What if you and your brother were in ·
On that san1e d:1y the F A's \vork.
Not because we are more
a car accident and upon arriving to the advisory board rccon1n1c11ded tl1at the - susceptible th.<Ul others. but because we
hospital it \Vas found he would die FDA find a ne\v procedure to prole the have been sir1glcd out.''
"'
without
an
in1mediate
blood blood supply with out using gCogr:1 l1ic
'' This is just another forn1 of
area or national origin as rules for discrin1ina1ion, "said Moies St. Louis,
t~nsfusion? You offer you ~ blood and
save your brother's life rigt#? Wrong. measure.
The present P.r:edur is president of the Haitian S1udent
If you are Ha.itian or sub-Saharan based on an exclusion sc ree ing Associ:11ion at Brooklyn College. ''A
African, )'OU are ·banncd frtjm donating process which. b:1sed o findi gs. person should be categorized to have
indicated whether a person or grou of
blood .
AIDS because he has been tested
On Friday.
Haitian Enforcement people is at high ris~ for AIDS .
positi\'e for the HIV virus. not because
Agai11st Racism (H.E.A.R.) an un1brel!a
·•\Ve didn't do ar1y research on
he is Haitian or African.''
organization of Haitian students · arid per say," said FDA spokesperson
activists from \\'ashington. New York. Stone. ''\Ve used research done by uch
Jn response to the allegations of
Boston and Mian1i . \viii makh from the organizations as the \Vorld H al1h discrin1i11ation. Stone said. ''In
steps of the Capitol to. the Health and Organization a11d the Center for Di ase retrospect \Ve can 11ow appreciated the
Human Services (HHS) bui!C:ling on 2~ Control. ''
sensiti,·it}' of lite people fron1 those
1
lndepe11dence Ave .• S\V, to, protest the
That research was con1piled and cou111ries.
J1 has stign1atized them.
Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) · analyzed. Based on i1s findi11gs t~e
That· s a11other reason \vhy we would
statement banning all Haitians and sub- FDA concluded that 1J1e data i11di ted
like to n1ove a\vay fron1 our present
Saharan Africans from donating blood. tl1at for Hai1ia11s the niai11 avenue for screc11ir1g procedure."
··we began plannin
for the AIDS transn1issio11 ' \vas thro gh
The FD1\ is 110,v in the process of
\Vasl1i11gton. D.C. march t
day after heterosexual i11tercourse. TI1is. tl1e
A
reassessir1g
its screeni11g procedure.
the New York march. ''
id Roland says. maKCs it difficult to screen ou1
'' \Ve are looki11g at cl1anging the
Salomon. H .E. A.R. ' pub ic affairs people at higl1 risk.
questions to be n10re specific such as

•

•

'-·

From left to right Political Science Society President Gerald
Fryar, Adeline Arnalzo, and Dr. Lorenzo Morris, HU; professor

Nat/on8/ March

African Students Association
reaches out to the campus

Against Racism

By Ethelbert H. Okoro

MARCH TODAY

b~~~rdThc~~~~~~ip~l

'

The group went on three inland trips,
tours to economic centers. government
agencies, and historical sites.
The flight to Africa itself enabled
students to see other parts of the world.
''On their way back we visited Brussels
during our five hour lay over there."
said Adeline.
''If you want to find )'Ourself go to
Africa," she added.

•

'

'

When:

Special to the HUltop

Rally will start at 10:00 A.M.

The African Student Association
(ASA), Howard University branch,
held its elections Sept 28,
at the
'
Blackbum Forum after a long absence
from the university map.
The forum was filled with an
atmosphere of festivity, as would·be
leaders dressed in traditional African
style. They campaigned in the full
capacity crowd hoping to sell their ideas
and lead the organization into the 21st
century.
When the African brand of JX?litics
was over, the following officials were
elected: President • Charles Thompson;
Vice
President
Diagne
Abdourahmane; Secretary • Chinwe
Eke; Vice Secretary - Leke Adekoya;
Public Relations Officer • Ethelbert H.
Okoro; A:ssistant Public Relations
Officer - Ekowa Authur-Mensah;
Treasurer - Hend Kassab; l and
,
Parliamentarian
Sik_h osiphil
Mkhinandzi.
Membership in ASA is Qpen to all

·Where:

March startsat 12 noon on i the
sleps of the U.S. Capitol and
ends at the Health and Human
Services Building
.

•
l

Invited Guests 'speakers:

Dr. Abdul Alim Muhammad

Rev. Pierre Aristide
' Do you have a sexually transn1itt~
disease?'. 'Do you have multiple SC)(
partners?'. We are also looking into
presenting
the questionnaire in
Creole." ffhe Haitian dialect.)
'' We
sympathize
with
the
protesters,''. ~id Stone. ''We would like
the protesters to understand tJw.t we
\don't have any hostile intentions toward
)Haitians. It (the ban) was done with the
~best infonnation we had at the time."

~!

African students, those Jrom the
continent itself as well as those found in
the Diaspora.
,..
The purposes and objectives of the .
organization are as follows:
(1) to act as a support network for
African students at Howard University
• •
during their period of transi\ion.
•
(2) to foster in these students a sense
of African unity, as some of these
students are expected to be future
African leaders.
(3) to identify problems affecting the
African continent and propose \Va}'S
and means of solving these problen1s so
that these future leaders " ' ill return
home with a clear sense of direction,
(4) to integrate 01her students of
African descent who are ,,.j\\ing to
assist in bringing Africa back to its 1
proper place in the world con1n1t1nit}',

and
(5) to create an awareness of Africa
in other students from distant places.
Studertts.i.interested ~1;1 joining ASA
are adv-ised;;o call Mr. Ethelbert Okoro.
Public Relations Officer, at (202) 3327663 or 806-7517, or they can stop b)'
Roon1 121 at the Blackburn Center.

•
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Variety

selection, was Kim Graham, w o and females to light.
moved the audience with ''Can I Bu d
The fin11l act left both men and
'
. women in the audience swooning. as
My Home In You lord.''
Things continued to go well s · t..c;>ren Brown and Leslie Thompson
dancer Tina Brower twirled across I e performed ''Born Again.'' The song
brought the last standing ovation of th(
stage to ''You Aie My Friend."
A11houg\ most of the acts w e evening.
The major complaint was associate(j
interrupted by outbursts from the rear f
the auditorii1m, mosl of ,the studc ts with the continuous noise from
\\'e re able to work pa~t them a d students. The boa's caused Frazier t<•
iterate a request for their tem1ination.
co1lt itl\1e tl1cir pcrfO'nnances.
''I'm tired of all this ignorant ••••. 1:·
Ho\''e,•cr. frus1r1ttion was met wilh
rct:1lit1fion as Mitch Green insertJd you don't want to hear the••••, go out'
ron1111cn1s 10,vard the hecklers in10 His he exclaimed.
Junior Ra\\'n Brown believed the
sta1ld-up con1cdy routine.
noise took away from the show.
The ,,·inner of the 1990-91
''It would have been nice if I could
Ho'''ard Pageant rose above .it all as e
can1e front the bowels of the sta e have heard it," he s.1id.
Outside of the noise and the del ay~
singing ··summertime, Summertim ,"
the san1e tune tl1at helped her gain r between acts, students were not totail>
dissatisfied with the evening '~
title.
Ra}'Sho11 l'larris' original drama ic presentations. One student, who wished
interpretation, ··Black Men and Blafk to remain anonymous, said, ''It could
Won1cn. Forgive Each Other," brou!!ft have been better. It could have beer
the stereo-t) pification of black males worse.''

1

continued from page 1

'

from 1988 was the music jd his joke
about Baby Face,'' he adde~
Frazier's opening was. w~romed by
an enthusiastic round of ~~· which
seemed to come from the tlack of the
auditorium.

'

The negative response fro the back
portion of the facility did
t cease as

they continued to jeer at most of the acts.
The first selection of, -1 evening,
1
''It's Got to be Real,'' was performed b)'
the band Shiekera. The band was also
the first act: for last year's variety show,
in which they performed ''Back to Life.''
Despite a host of illfults from

members of the audience, jlhe group
remained on stage until the ~d of their
routine. Most of the acts wOO received
such feedback did the same.!
The first act to receive a standing
ovation. even before com eti11g her

1

October 19, 1990

Lips

Homecoming's bi gest party
continued from page 1

the best audience Cramton Auditorium
has seen in long time. James Moses, a
senior and a member of the event staff,
said that this was the best crowd he has
ever seen since he has been at Howard.
Other acts were: The Exceptions
performing Crazy by th·e Boys;
Dreamgirl performing Love Under
New Management by Mild Howard;
Ace perfonning My Fantasy ~y Guy;
BBD performing Do Me Baby BBD;
Lady Sings the Blues performed! by Dr.
Feel Good; and Smooth D perfonning
Rub You The Right Way by Johnny
Gill.
''Rhonda Crittenbon. a sophomore
who syn·ced Love Under New
Management said she did not '~ike the
audience's reaction to her perfapnance.
''I was very surprised by the
audience's reaction. I thought they were
rude," she said.

hr

•

i

'

'

Positions Available

By Use M Miiier

enough to acromodate all the people
that came, but we think we have solved
that problem by having the party at the
convention center this year," Oarke
said.
But this year's Johnson and Clarke
production is not strictly being held for
profit; a percentage of the proceeds will
be donated to Grandma's House, which
is a center that cares for boarder babies
in the District.
1be 'jam' whose theme is "Just
Party'' will be held in hall "D" of the
Convention Center which features
105,CXX> sq. feet of dance space and will
take plaa: from 8 pm to 5am. The
'damage' is $15 in advance and $20 on
game day.
Music will be provided by three DJs:
Frankie Knuckles who is credited with
the creation of Chicago house music in
the mid·1980s, Atlantic Records DJ
Clarke Ken~ and a local ]}J from
WKYS- Greg Diggs.
The party is being sponsored by
Miller Brewing Company, Black
Entertainment Television, Polydor
Records, Motown Records, and
WKYS.

Hilltop Staff Reporter
Homecoming is here and your
friends from home are traveling
hundreds of miles to see you; so you're
looking for a place to ''just party,"
without the hassle of people you've
never seen in your life mauling your
face to squeeze inside an already
overcrowded party!
Well, the search is finaJly over,
because on October 20, the 'infamous'
duo Todd Johnson and Maynard Qarke
are giving the biggest homecoming
warehouse party ever in Washington at
the Washington Convention Center,
New York Ave. and 11th SL NW.
Johnson and Clarke are former
Howard students who are the creative
and promotional force behind The Ritz
Nightclub and have thrown various
successful parties for studenis over the
ye;l.rs such as the Spike Lee
homecoming party in 1987.
''Th~ only problem with the Spike
Lee party and some of our other parties
was that the facilities were not large
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Test Preparation For:
!SAT, GMAT, MCAT, ORE+ MOREi

I

!

STANl.EY H. KAPIAN

Talo: Kaplan OrTake Your Cllant<S

•

(011stitution Hall

Reporting & Writing O

Midnight Stroll
AYoiloble at

•

352-TFST

Success c•n be
a matter of making
the right
connections.

.
••

See The
Robert Cray Band
October 24th at

No. VA

Wash. DC
244-1458

Betheada
770-3444

Magazine Publishing O
Broadcast Journalism 0

•

•

Nevvspaper Management 0

Arnold's and
Pltontowogorio

'•

The new curriculum D
1n Integrated Advert1s1ng 1
Marke11ng Commun1ca11ons

•

1

Make a connecti on
Grad /Professional Sci100' ')ay
October ~ 4

Medill School of Joumallsm Graduate Ptogr.ms
Noi dtwestet I I University
'-----•
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Last Year 3500 People Wit essed It, Th_is Year
Saturday, October 20th 45 Milli People Win See It On
/
·
·
Black Entertain ent TV !
·

STEVE SOLOMON -

J

Present

HOMECOMING f!AY SATUR AY, OCTOBER 2oth

-

1fhe Official Pre-Homecoming

The Pfficial
Greek
Siepshow
'90
. . )
I

•

2 HOUSE PRODUCTIONS

J{..JRA

A<l>A

'

KA'P

LARGE SLAM JAM .

. 10 So lid Hot Hours of Mind Mixing Music

START AT 10:00 P.M. -

<l>BI.

ENDS AT 8:00 A.M. NEXT DAY

~RIDA YNITE,

il'P<I>

Z<l>B
AKA

-

f

OCTOBER 19th

1

FEATURING . -

NEW YORK CITY1'S HOTTES! DEE JAY
(/\l so 11ecording Artist on' Nugroove Records)

~I.0

BOBBY KONDE·RS

I.rP

-

ALONG WITH -

•

D.C.'s HOTTEST DEE JAY

Howard, NCA&T, Univ. Md ~ D.C., JMU, N.Y.C.,
West Coast Champs from L. . Compete for over

I

'

'

'

(Al so Reco rdin g Artist on Back Beat Records)

$400000

Sam ''The Man'' Burns

at

ONE MORE

Miracle Faith Ce tre Coliseum

'

fe ee Breakfast Buffet Served at 5:00 a.m.

3rd and M St., N.E.. D.C. (onl 5 min. from campus)
I .After the HU / NCA & T Football Game
'
I
DOORS OPEN 6 30 P.ftoll.
Tick ts On Sale In Advance: $ .00 Blackbum Center
For Tickets or Info Call: 202) 667-5745
Don't
Fooled, This Is The Onl Howard Univ. Stepshow
.

~eaturing f•I: it

a .

THING

10 TO P/\RTY -21 TO DRINK (UNTIL 3 A.M. ONLY)
I

.

at

I

And All Greek Letter rganizations
Portion of Proceeds to Benefi NJISANE OMAWALE
Memorial/Williams Scholarship
A Frank Love Producti

•

19 th St. & Dupon t Circle across from Dupont Circle Metro

•

For More Info.: (2(}2) 463-8888
An othe r Slammi n Biac k Unity 2· House Production Party!
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The AJaciruosh Ckmic

I

I
,

I

, With Apple's introduction of three n w
Macintosh· computers, meeting the challeng s of college
life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, verybody
can afford a Macintosh.
· · The
is our n1ost fordable
mode~ yet it comes with everything you nee - including
a hard disk drive.The
combin s color
capabilities with affordability. And the
is
perfect for students who need a computer ·th extra
power and expandability
No matter which Macintosh you ch se, you'll
have a computer that lightens your work loa v.ithout

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every cintosh
computer is easy to set up and even easier to mast~r. And
1vhen you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all.That's because thousands1of
available programs all work in the sarne, consistent manner.
)bucan even share information with someone who~ a
different type of computer- thanks to Apple's versatile
SuperDrive~which reads from and writes to Macintosh,
MS· DOS, 05/2, and Apple" II floppy disk.5.
1
See the new Macintosh computers for your,elf,
and.find out how surviving college just got a whol lot
'
easier.

~ IOgO, and-... ........... _

•

-

•
a....: ......-m nod
a<1•m1--o1 ..... ' Coopcw-09J2••••_,.-ad.,_ol _ _ ....,,._Cool>O'......_

....-.olApploC-..... inc~- "The-IDM!Q.O'i..or .... , •. ·-olAl>!lll~ lnC

MS-OOSl1•1• gl.

For more information visit

The University Bookstore
or contact Myrtle Crabbe
at 806-6656

t

The power to be your best•
·---~-IDAl>!lllColnpuMl. tnc.
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BESf COIJ.EGES

WALKING SHOlITS FOR ·
THE

"

FALll

Harvard UnivcrsitY. and

Women arc wEaring w~king shorts
this fall, a popular twist inlthis year's
fashions. According 10 Consumer
Reports magazine, walking shorts tend
to be longer than many summer shorts
styles. They hit just above or below the
knee and come in fabrics like corduroy,
twill, cotton flannel and si!k, fabrics
usually reserved for skins and slacks.

Colleges, out Monday. Th

regional universities include Vi lanova
and Simon's Rock of Bard Colle e. The
survey looks at class ranki gs of
incoming students, faculty antl perstudent expenditures.

GIRDLE REPIACED BY
HIPSLIPS:

BABY BOOMERS B
TO BOOKS:

The answer io ycsterday\s girdle may

filling college classes again t s fall.

tight look is here and the hipslip is a
necessity. Working as both a..panty and
slip in one, it also has thinning control.

USA WEEKEND says they are laking
everything from ''Citizens Te
Training'' 10 ''Scarf Tying.''
popular topic is the cnviro
Almost 14 percent of all adul
some kind of cla~.

The Lycra Hipslip is available at major

retailers
such
as
Bullock's
Bloomingdales.. Saks Fifth Avenue and
Macy's.

HANDBAGS GEl'I'ING
SMALLER:

r Gas
Olher
ment.
s take

Broadway ticket sales held steady last
week, despite an expected Yorn Kippur
dropoff, says Variety. Box-oft'ice
receipts of $3,985,392 were down 1.4
percent. Road shows look in $8,466,321
for 23 productions, down 6.7 percent
from the previous week's total for 25
shows.

NATURAL IS STILL
POPULAR:
Makeup emphasis this fall is still on a
natural-looking face, but soft, subtle
color replaces neutrals of seasons past.
Aziza says flawless makeup docs not

have to depend on using . skin-tone
colors and nudes exclusively. New eye
shades: heather, moss, pebble, berry,

and wild rose. The col.ors arc soft and
smoky, never artificial or bright.

DESIGNERS IAUNCH
SECOND LINES:

'

SCHOOLS CRACK
ON HOOKY:

With clothes getting more pared
down, and skinny little dresses
suddenly looking fresh again,
accessories' proporti_ons are changing
too, according to the October i~ue of
Self. Some leather crafters arc creating
mini-vc~ons of their bigger styles. ihe
new bags can hold . ont the - bare
essentials: a house key, credit card,
lipstick, comb and mcncy.

;

K

Baby boomers with idle ti e are

be loday's hipslip. The spandex, skin

'

best

Maxine Brooks let her

WN

1

hooky, so now they both have
school. Brooks, 57, of West

play

I

go to

amlin,
W.Va., was sentenced to spend 6o days
in the sevcn1h grade after bein~r found
guilty of repeatedly letting Oscf.r, 14,
skip school. She also was fine $50.
Brooks is being punished under state
law holding parents rcsponsib c for
gelling their children to school.

1

'

Almost every designer worth his or
her inseams is whipping up secondary
lines, lower-priced c.ollcctions, ·usually
wi1h the same fashion flavor as their
higher-priced lines. Reason : most
people cannot afford designer clothes
these days. The lines arc aimed at
women not wealthy enough to afford a
wardrobe of designer clothes but not
discount shoppers. ,
,

SCALPERS GET B
SEATS:

Once a much-anticipated outing,
shopping has become a chore for many
pcople .L;isa Caugherty, 1dircctor of
sh<>Jrat-home services !Or the Direct
Marketinp,Association in New York,
says value, convenience and service
have fueledcatalog sales. In 1989,
according to the · OMA 91.7 million
adults shopped byphone or mail
compared to 57.4 million in 1983 - a
59.7 pen:ent increase.

Camping overnight in line will ot get
you a front-row ticket to rock c erts
these days. Top seats go to scalJ?Crs to
resell for a huge profit. The Nov. 1
Rolling Stone says scalping ma be a
$300 million-a-year business.
lpers
got up to $600 each for tickets o the
Rolling Stones' 1989 Milw ukee
concert and $550 for David B wie's
Philadelphia show this year.

SELF-ASSURED STYLE
FOR FAIJ,;

NEW COAT SIYLES FOR
FALL:

This season's looks will place a fresh
spin on color and texture, according to
\ I
G!amour. Long. fitted pcKets arc the
newest shape going this fall . Spirited
accessories that amplify c~othes' bold
point of view will also be 11°pular. The
fall's longer jackets call !for longer
necklaces. worn in multiples for a
maximum effect.

According to McCall's, the news for
fall coat styles is roomy shapes and
strong colors. Harve Bernard is
introducing an updated shawl-collar
camel coat layered with a fringed scarf.
Swing coats and parkas are making a
comeback. Tapered,_ oversize folkloric
blanket coats are alsp making a hit.

"

.

•

ARM CHAIR SHOPPERS
INCREASING:

'

BROADWAY SALES
STEADY:

hcrst

College are the nation 's top ranked
schools., according to the U.S. N s and
World Report's America's Best

'

SHOPPING AT OFF-PRICE
STORES:

CANADIAN
TRAVEL:

BUY PIAID TIIlS SEASON:
Working Woman magazine says
hold. plaid items will u~ate work
\vardrobes th is fall. Genkrous. big
plaids give serious suits a fresh. lively
style. Traditional colors and refined
fabrics make for a polished jmpression.
Working Woman says onC versatile
jacket can spark up workday basics and
be worn into the evening.

Pictures of body parts can noW be
faxed to ''Playboy 360," a new monthly
video program premiering Friday on
pay-per-view's Playboy at Night, Show
producers say they will take the best
body parts · men 's and women's - and
compile a ''perfect'' couple for
November's program .
I

COUNTRY CIASSICS TIIlS
FALL:

~10RE

Debra Wise of Glamour magazi11e
says by ·shopping at off-price stores,
consumers are offered a belier
selections. separate departments and
specialty stores. Off-price stores;
generally have a larger selection of sizes
and styles; have separate sections for
petites. maternity and other specialities:
and nIBny are specialty stores., like Sltoe
Town or Bags and Baggage.

FAXING WIDELY USED:

More ··open skies'' between the USA
and Canada could be in the works. The
nations agreed Wednesday to negOliate
a pact that could lead to service from
more cities for. airline passengers. U.S.
Transportatio11 Sec retary Samuel
Skinner and Canadian Transport
Minister Doug Lewis said talks 'would
begin early next year.

McCall's says fashions inspired by
riding clothes will be the rage this fall .
Lo_ng, lean fitted jackets with a touch of
tweed and plaid will be a must~have .
Wool slim skiI1S in rusts have city
appeal this season. The equestrian-style
wool boocle suit will be a wardrobe
foundation staple.
0Copyrigl1r
1990, USA TODA Y!Apple
,

College /11formalion !jetwork

I

'

,' MYTHICAL PRODU TIONS

PRESENTS

HOWARD UNIVERSITY vs NORTH CAROLINA A& T
HOMECOMING PAR Y
OCTOBER 20, 199

..

growth through dividends. CREF's
know that your future depends on variable annuity offers opponunities
how well your retiren1ery syste1n for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
performs. T\AA-CREF has been the
ecause it does. Smart investors

B
FEATURING
RECORDING ARTIST

DJKO

premier retirement system for people

with the long-term perspective esse_n-

in education land research for over 70
years. We ha~e enabled over 200,000
people like ypu to enjoy a comfonable

tial to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account
•
The CREF Social Choice Account

retirement . And over 1,000.000 more
are n_ow pla~ning for the future with

TIAA-CRE, .

~rom

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GR
AND DIVERSITY FOR
RET
ENT SAVINGS.

f O untii

$6 w/college ID
$7 wo/college ID

Security-so the resources are there
when it is ti1~e to retire. Growtt1-so

'

you'll have e9ough incon1e for the
kir d of retiren1ent you want. And ·
di, ersity- tolhelp protect you against

-

•
•

m .rket volatil ity and to let yolj.benefit
fr 1m several types of .investments .

The George Washington University
Marvin Center

'

.

'

CAil l-800-842-2ni
ID FIND OUT MORE
Our experienc~tirement counselors

will be happy to answer y,our questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
•

Experience. Performance. Strength'.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world .

· We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

THATS Wl1lY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.

800 21st Street N.W.
Market Square 1st Floor Ballroom

•

!AA offers~ou the safety of a

across from Tow er Records

raditional an uity that guarantees

1our princip plus a specified rate of

I

1

interest, and rovic!es for additional
I

For more coniplc~ inlOrn1a1ion. ini;J uding charges and expenses, l.'a~I I 800 ~2-2 733, ext 5509 for a
pr ·pcctus. Read the pnlspcctus carefully before you invest or send 1noney.

!

I
J

•

•

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it ....

'
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-·· _._Weekly Cross ord ---,
•

1 tf(/c

"B CH TO MUSIC"

i

ACROSS

' • '

1 Music wit ~ a beat
5 Will Roger's forte
10 Past tense: Abv .
(archaic)
14 Yes yes
15 Word with case or cut

10

11

11

IJ

16

16 Play part

17 Cha in pa ~ _
18 Krupa anolrfOCh tools
20 Precedes TERN ":
Pod ium )
21 " Hot Lips ' Loretta

J6

I

Il's \.\OOEFOm1nc,.

WE£)(,. l..li'~ J"O\n
LJ'ftle ~j)!Jt Ul.Gl3'i{RT/d.J

J9

22 Mules
13 Computer letter
25 Your lod.der's house

.,

27 Type of in~trument
29 Lover's

sorg

Ar till HOl"iCOMll')G- 'PAffrf

33 " Stardust' or
" Goodnig~l

Irene " eg
34 Musical intlections

35 Precedes "SATION ":
Bring lo a halt
36 Garlield 's buddy
37
( 38
39
40

42 " Licorice stick "

44 Macys and Gimbals
45 Leisure
46 Music holder

'
1

50 Mend the1Sock
51 XXXVI minus XXXlll
54 John Philip 's invention
57 Word with Calypso or
Mariachi
58 Type of root
59 Roof edges
60 Story starter
61 Capital of Yemen
62 Word with teen
63 Tennis pro

DOWN
1 Partner ol 1 across

2 Person from Tulsa
3 Musical instrument
4 Klandest ine org .?
5 Mr. Beelhovan

l-IF\S Nor

61

41 Conductor 's roadmap

•

MAI~"\
k-i')
::!Al'IAll ~· .:\I'.'' ;.Q
IS H~.I ANO
{i!J

;;

58

Laugh track sounds
Frosts lhe cake
Mr. Fleming
Grand Central , eg

47 Highway

1

•

6 Song word with Showers
and Paris
7 Precedes " NIK ": Russ ian
sattelile
8 Short tor theological
college
9 Word with eithers
10 San Quentin
11 Large mythical birds
12 Ms·. Sommer
13 Ms . Trueheart
19 "
of Vlena Woods "
21 lucid
14 5,180 feet
25 French parliament
26 Angers
27 Passionless person
28 Word with wave or basin
29 " Heal not a furnace
_ _ ": Shakespeare
30 Squeeze bo1es
31 Plow man
32 Dangerous curves
34 Honor Soc iety inductee
37 Roosters wives
38 Re li gious image
40 Woman of song

4 Mr. Kenton
~ Rationale
44 Tension
Even more lucid
4 Thin man 's dog
4 Burden
4 Remedy
5 Peace bird
5 Ruler part
Idea in Nice
5 legume
5 Crone
5 Feathery necklace

''. \

·

WfA~IN<;
~M:SI
•

-

4,

Ar. ?HI f.10~'- GNYIE
("'FIELD
"·

•

I:!.

0
0
1.111'h yea h.... +- •::.
:~¥;

l

Wl!llom
-

RAii.

F. ~·lc"'r. :.i.!.'
!•

u

'
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•
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~ IMCLUDES

Party l ruise,

The: Blues
Feels Good
It Never Rains
(In Southern

you can windsurf,
par.isail,

Ia
0 r Join

Oekland Stroke
Pnx>oced by

'I

'

o~ three
for ,I e.

friend

Tony! Toni! Ton91

.............

dive.

Raise a n.cquel..;

Cal~omia )

"~
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'
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B 'ball coach
pushes team
to greater
1heights

BISON ASKETBALL 1990·91
'

•

j.

Seniors collapse,
get swept by Boyas
in final home game
Failed to win a set last match of year

By Martin Lewis
By Christopher Taylor

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Running fiistcr, farl11cr and harder
was the atmosphere in the Burr
Gymnasium on Monday when the 1990

men's basketball team took the noor

under the guidance of frrst year Head
Coach Buich Beard.
Omnisciently, ~t seemed like the two
new Bison Maseru that are painted
onto the gym noor pushing the
basketball toward t'hc hoop, symbolized
the style that the Bison would bring to
Burr in the 1990s.
In fact, the 22 players that were dressed
in new high tops, Bison colored ~horlS
and shirts (lucked into the shorts, taped
if necessary)' appeared to be j very
focused. The nerves, however, sHowed
up and Lhcy were scc11 in the mi!libns of

shots missed.

0

I'm not working on your time, you re
working on tninc. We'll get helter, ot
bad, keep working it's go11na co1ne. ~· m
llOl gOtllla walk gentle1nen," are some
of the encouragi ng words of wisd 1n
that Beard had for his uoops.
With many new faces fighting r a
spot on the team, Beard went bac to
basics in the opening practice. After 25
minutes of stretching, the lC{m ente ed
the gymnasiurn and ran laps.~t o er
some basic plays, ran a five-s ot
shooting drill, rJn a thrce·on-two d ill
(which cn1phasi1..cd the up-tempo st le
of play suppose<lly coming to the Bu r),
shot 25 free-throws and rJn soinc ni c.

I

''Physically they were ' what r
expected them to be. They worked' hard
for n1e and that's all I c.:1n ask ol thcm.
We'll get better each and every
practice,'' Beard said.
Beard appears to be a coach Who is
going to run the show his way or no way
and it is this attitude that has captured
the attention of a team that many arc
looking for great things.
''Work quick and work effici~nlly.

At a time when there were no siar
expectations placed on anyone, Lhere
were some who st~ out as a r·o, cc to
reckon wilh in Lhe up-coming season.
On the other hand, there were some who
need to iake their games back to the
intramural level for needed work. But
considering this was .only the first day,
and no spots are filled, all went well.
The practice ended with the team
yel ling ''Together'' a word that just
might symboli 1..c the 1990 Bison. In
Beard's camp it is strictly all for the
tca1n, indeed it appears the days of the
individual stars arc gone.
''We arc closer than we have ever

been before, all 1hal's lcfl for ls is lO
learn the system," said last year's
Captain Martin Huckaby.
Point Guard Milan Brown a~recs:''
The practice was very positive.IWe 're
more together a?'team. Weare ~clping
push each other ma good way a~ that' s
something we didn't do last ydir. Our
hard work is really bringirig us
together.'' .
Nearly two and a half hours after it
stated at 6 o'clock the first official
practice came to an end with l-luckaby
summing it up saying," This is the
beginning of something new and
sweet.''

Graduating seniors, while playing in
their last home ganle, like to go out as
winners, giving thanks to the people and
fans that have supported them
throughout the years. But uying hard is
often not enough.
This was the case for the Howard
University volleyball team which
closed the ho me pan of their schedule
with a 15-7, 15-9, 15- 12, loss to
Georgetown University, Tuesday night
at Burr Gym
But the final score of the match was
not that imponant, as the seniors that
played their last game at home.
''I am disappointed that we couldn't
win, this being our last game at home,"
said senior Arlinda Pierce
The match can be considered a
downer for other seniors playing in their
last game namely : Charisa Courts,
Sandra Crenshaw, Rcbccca Sanders,
and Nocola Thompson.
1llc m:.1tch itself was not that close
mainly because Howard did not have
the size to match up with Georgetown.
The Hoyas average six feet on their

Grapplers prepare .fo se-a son
with grueling niorni g workouts
By Martin Lewis

pace quickly.
As Cotton yelled , ''Going live,'' he
team responded with some intense ta cdown drills. After a few n1inutcs,a s ell
filled the80 feet by 20 feet padded room
explaining wliy it is located in the
basement.
The combat sessions orily lasted wo
minutes, but every player looked
if
they just returned frorn a trip to ell,
when the word ''stop'' can1e ou of
Cotton's rnouth.
''I just 11ccd somebody who wan to
work hard," yelled Cotton.
After that sta1c1nent it w:.1s back tow rk.
Two players ju1npcd tl1e wl1istle a d it
was 25 push-ups for all . At the cx:t
whistle, one wrestler got a fi1gcr
guag~ in his eyes tcrnporarly dela ing
the process, but for all others it as
strickly non-slop wrestling.
''Right now I'm trying to get t csc
guys todcvclopjlf ramcol-mind LO ork
hard. In wrcsLling yourcondititon i the
o'nly thing you have control over. If ou
arc in better pl1ysica1 shape than our
opponent you can overcome ny
adVant.agcs that he l1ad over you g i11g

Hilllop Slaff Reporler

,
• Al five 1hiny in 1hc mominglhclearc
few Howard Students awake j and
movi11g, but in the basement of tlic Burr
Gymnasium, there is a group ofi men
running, doing push·ups, ru1d eng ging
in hand to hand combat.
1l1ese men make up the wrestling team
and tliey arc training for th~yp-c ming
season.
In addition 10 running 35 mil on
their own, these 12 wrestlers are ~n the
process of getting their bodies in top
condition so they will be a11e to
compete against their top notch
opponents. With the offici'a l sbson
starting in less than three weeks, Head
Coach Paul Cotton is working the
players ex:ucmenly hard.
Following brief strctchingcx:crtiscs,
the team starts to wrestle. Fundamentals
are stressOO at this point, but most bf the
,
i I .
wrest Iers h ave
some wrest 11ng

'

knowledge. so Couon Jpgradi lhc

'

into the match. In this sport, the pc.rson
who gclS tired first usually makes the
mistakes that will cost him the matcli,"
Cotlon said.
Between the wrestling drills, each
person did a ton of push-ups as well as
ran a million sprints.
''We run like we'rcon the track team,
do push-ups like we're on the football
team, and wrestle in tlic mean Lime,"
Col ton said.
''I'm trying to get in about 400 pushups a day for cacti of the wrestlers, as
well as go over between three and four
techniques. Everybcxly h:.lS a certain
aniount of skill, it's the quality of that
ski ll which varies,'' Cotton said.
''It takes a long time to get in top
condition, I would say that we as a team
arc about at the 50 percent mark . One
thing I do know is that we will be ready
for our November third season opening
invi1.<1tion in West Virginia," said
second year wrestler James McDowell .
''We got a devil of a coach and he.
puts us through hell ," remarked third
year wrestler Derrick Colton when the:
two hour workout came to an end.

Hllllop Slaff Reporter

ElTRICK, Va.-Whcn your team
plays flat and it's the opponen t's
Homcco1ning · anything can ha~pcn.
Even though tl1c visiting Learn iS the
clear favorite cnlcring the game, that
team docs not play well, then the
underdog has that extr..i incentive to
Win.
Some people will 1c+k at the
Howard Univcrsi1y fcx>tball tc<ltn's 1914 loss LO Virgiriia State as a sl1ocker,
but it shouldn't be .consi<lcrcd as a
surprise becal1Sc it was the Tigers
i-lomcco1nir1g and they were up for the
game.
Also i1nport.ant, is that I.lie Bi sdr) (51) suffered an uncxpcctc<l loss, whici1
puts a wrench in their rankings, j and
play-off )X)Ss ibilitics.

if

With tJic.loss, 1-fowar<I is 11ow ~ ced
to win their re1naining five ga1ncs and
hope tl1a1 other si.:l1o<>ls in the ran ings
lose <ind fall out, letting Howard i .
''I lhi11k WC liad a lot of ITI ntal
lctck>wns ... Wc had our 111i11<is set 11 to
1na11y other tl1ings, we did nol t>l;1y
ball ... pc tca 111 beat ourselves, we ave
to clc;.1l witl1 it, we will learn," s:.1id
Howard defensive end Brian 1'a toa11
after the game.
Virginia St.ate tcx>k a 6-0 lead af1cr
scni<>r running back Terry ~ o<lrc
scored <>n a 19 yard pass ·ro111
qu<trtcrback Gregory Clark witl1 4 : 19

We took plays from
last year, I tl1011gl1t
we sl1011ld l1ave beat
t11em t11en ... we were
able to capitalize
today

PHOTO BY ALOHAA FULlER

Wrestlers work on take down technlqes-

touchdown run by Rya.11 Hr1thcoc.k
witl1 8:53 lcft, and a 23 yard pass from
Donald Carr LO JJ. Carpenter I ith only
four seconds left.
But Howard would score no more, as
the Virginia SL.1te d efense f9rced I.lie
Howard quarterbacks into th~ second
half interceptions, and Howard had five
total turnovers for the game.
The other Trojans' points ca1nc Oil a
seven yard pass fro11.1 Clark to ight cnLI
Marcus Kenny mid-\\·ay thr · ugh the
1t1irdquarter. This made these re 14- 12
i11 favor of Howard, bccaus Robert
'
.
Okonkwo n1i sscd another extra
po111t.
Then C lark had another toUchdo...,·n
pass, this ti111c 30 yards, to run~ing back
Clifton Cooper with 5:09
s till
remaining in the third quarter.
'
Even tl1ough Howard , plagued by
turnovers amt pcn~111 ic.s in the g;1me, still
'
h;K! a c.hancc to \\·in l~1tc in the
fourth

.

Ho...,•ard ca111c back to lake a 14-6
lc.1<1 b)' ha If·ti111c, because of a one yard

''Actually, we did not play that welf.

we played sloppy," said Coach Nila
Straka, , bul al the same time, Howanl
has better technique than last year.
''One of the problems that we had
tonight \\'35 that we have been playing a
lot," added Pierce •'But.we as a team,
are confident going into tllC MEAC
Tournament."
The Lady Spikers have the touch challenge of having fourn1atchcson tlie
road before the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference Tournament Nov. I and 2,
which is at Coppin Sli.llC i11 Baltimore.

Hiiitop Staff Repot"ler

I

Out of sync Bison hocked by Divisio II school
rc1naining in the second quarter. But
their kicker 1nisscd the ex;1ra point.

gel the ncx't seven points.
Howard's best set of the matCh wm
the last. After falling behind 9 -2 the
lady Spikers came back to close the
score to 14- 12, but lost a side-out, the
next poi11t, and the set 15- 12.

By Peter C. Powell

'

The los..'> to the Troj.ins (4- ), a
Division II scllOOI, co111cs after de ate
had been raised ;.1bout 1-foWard ma ing
the ran~ings. That in turn would use
Howard to make the play-offs,
use
for Division l·AA schools the ra11 ings
indicat~l10 wil l make the play-o fs.

9-8 lcad, in largcponbecausc 1hc Hoyas
had their starters on the bench, but
Georgetown put the starters back in to

Booters
shut out
UDC, 6-0

'

By Christopher Taylor

front line, the Lady Spikcrs do not, one
rcaso11 wl1y l11c game finislicd 1t1e way it ~
did.
In the first set, Howard jt1n1pcd to a
early 5-2 lead. But here come the
Hoyas, countering with a 10-run,
winning the set.
The second set had f-Joward taking a

quar1cr.
With 3:45 left in the gan1e, and
SL.'Vting Bison quarterback Donald Carr
on the bcoch for a rest, freshn1an
quarterback Chris Dubose threw his
first pass of that series for an
interception Lo Baye Elliott of Virginia
SlalC.

''I was giving (Donald) Carr a blow,
we said we were going to play Dubose,
I'm not afraid to play him ... It was a very
humid, muddy,soggy gan1eand Donald
was tired,'' said Howard Head Cooch
Steve Wilson. ''I could fcclcarlytliat we
were not in si11k for their
Hcl111cco1n ing,'' he added.
Trojans coocli George Moody, saitl
that his tca111 was ready for the game.
''We did a lot of a11alyzing, we took
pl:1ys that worked from last year, I
thought th:.1t we should have beat the n1
then (a HO\\'<.trd 17-14 wi11 in 1989) ...wc
were <!blc to c<1pitalizc tod1y ."

1'hc Howard University Soccer
Tcan1 bou11ced back fro1n a pair of 1-0
losses last weekend as the).' rocked an
un~r1nanncd University of I.lie District
ofColun1bia squad 6-0.
~ 111e g:.1n1c actl1ally ended up being a
wcll 11ccclc<I rest for tl1c Boc>tcrs as they
heacl into tl1e l101ne stretch of tl1cir 1990
campaign. ·n1c onc-sicted contest saw
Bison Hc:.1d Coach Kcilh 1·uckcr clear
his bench.
''It was a very relax;ing gmnc for us."
We were able lo attack the goal well
today and we got a chance to pl:.1y a lot
or pcoflle," Tucker added.
.
The ganlC beg<m very slowly as both
tc.irns turned the ball over at critK:al
ti1ncs. This lack-lustre style continued
u11til the 27:40 mark when the Bootcrs
clicked. Midrteldcr Wendell Regis
collcc1cd Llic ball in fl'Ofll of the UDC
goal .ind let go a 20 yard blast that the
Fircbirtl goalkeeper Cliarlcs Molen '
could 11ot l1andlc.
Biso11 forward
Muyiy,·a 0111:.1u1jo was there tc>put i11 the
rcbou11cl .
llic only otl1cr score of the half cw11e

jusl seconds before lhc end or lhc half
wltcn Oc11atajo set up Regis · with a
golden pass. Regis found the back o£the
net wilh his right footer.
''We 1nade it easy for them early on."

said UDC Head Coach Clyde Watson,
who was not pleased with his team's
pcrfonnancc.
The scrond half brought no relief lO
Coach \Vatson as thcga11lC tr'J.nsformed
into the ''l~islop Brothers Show".

Shaka Hislop, who is usuolly lhc
starti11g go:.1lkccpcr £or I.lie Bison,
Jllaye<I the f()f"\\'ard position with his
brotl1cr Kona.
In the 7Sth 111i11utcof play Shaka was
taken clown in the UOC goal area and
was awarlkd a 1>enalty kick. l·lis sh()(
was blocked by Molen but tlk! rebound
was 11ut into lhc ncl by Kooa.
TI1c Hislop's cCMt1bincd for lhc
ga111cs last goal a..<; Sl1akn ' £ound KOlta
with a fXJS.." ir1 1·m1t of Llic UOC goal.
Kuna heal ~1olcn CMicc ag~tin as the
Booters celebrated their sixll1 goal .

)
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Track
star
endures

I

HU Shar
get
new head coach

•

•

'·

•

By Shannon K. Murrell
Hiiitop Staff Reporter

By Karen Good
Hiiitop Staff Reporter

Dressed up in the latest

fas~ions

and

adorning a boyish grin. at first glance
Brian McDaniel looks more lili:e a male
model than a track star. He is seemingly
never at a loss for words, and when the
subject of track arises, he's more th~
ready to talk.
''I love track. I like the feeling of
being competitive; the pitting of one
man against another to find out who it is
that can get to the finish line the fastest.
I enjoy that. It gets my adrenaline

going."
Known as ' 1B-Love'' to some, and
simply Brian to others, the 5 foot 9..inch,
158-pound senior from Tacoma, Wash.
has been on Howard University's track
team for almost fourf years,
exemplifying that he is indeed ne of the
n1ost dedicated athletes at thi school.
McDaniel's track career began with
his mother urging him to run in the ninth
grade.
Initially he didn't want to
compete because he '\3s more
interested in basketball; however, after
he found he was faster than the kids
already on the team and he could n1eet
several girls while participating,
McDaniel decided to run.
And so the quest began
In his
underclass years at Woodro~ Wilson
High School, McDaniel part.lcipated in
basketball and track. Unfoiilnately in
1
his junior year, he had a selious knee
injury that required surgery. After the
operation, McDaniel was o of track
for a year and his basketball hreer \\'as
ended.
.

j

r

~s

"The injury cauS<d n1e 10

n1ore

Brian McDaniel pre

Pho

!--launch himself Into stardom

sa.if.

on track," McDaniel
-''I went about his high school track
through extensive rehab" tiori a d it accomplishments.
Not only did
actually gave me more incentive to Moultrie accept McDaniel into the track
practice running my senio year. I was . program, but he also gave him a full
st~nger because of the r habilitation." athletic scholarship.
Indeed he was. His nior ye&- in
''I didn't know Coach Moultrie \Vas
high school, McDaniel
ptured the going 10 offer me any financ'ial
Washing1on state title in e 100 "meter assistance," he said, ''but he has bcn
dash, and held records in · conference very giving. He's allo\ved me to obtain
in the 100 and 200
eter races. the education that I have and I'm very
Considering his succes , McDaniel appreciative o( that.··
,
decided he wanted to
collegiate
McDaniel describes <his freshman
track, and Howard Univ rsity was his year at Howard, as his ''most enjoyable
first choice, in sports as well as year," but describes initially ruMi ng
academics.
collegiate
track
as
''quite
McDaniel wrote to
ch Willian1 overwhel111ing. '' . He adnlitted th al he
Moultrie, head coach oft won1en and really wasn ' t accuston1ed to 1:1e
men's track teams, and n(orrned hin1 strenuous " 'orkouts Moultrie had i.i1

By Marlin Lowla

s1orc for !he runnel, bu! afler he
bccan1c comfortable Jith the program,
McDaniel said ''the matriculation into

' smooth."
the university was rather
In his freshman /and sophon1orc
years, McDaniel took fourth place in the
100 and 200 meter ciJhcs in the f\.1EAC

Championship Finalo;;.

His junior

he v.'orkcd on the relays.

)' Car,

McDaniel,

however, is still not .Jacisfied. This year

1tj

reach his main

collegiate goal
NCAA's. whether o
solo effort.

reaching the
a relay tean1 or

he wants to try

9r

Currently McD 'el is running in
cross-country meets. Usually the entire

see TRACK pagb 7

-

Dexter Browne: A Howard grad that
knows the sport and the Sharks
The Howard University Swim team
honored Dexter Browne Monday with a
plaque proclain1ing him the Youngest
head coach in Howard University's
history.
When Eric Howard decided to
resign as head coach of the Sharks last
year, experience, not age was what lead
him to rerommcnd Dexter Browne as
his replacement.
Browne has been swimming sinc.e he
was eight-years-old and was on the
national team for his native rountry of
Trinidad and Tobago since he was nine.
While rep resenting his count ry,
Browne competed in meets in Cuba,
Puerto Rico and Mexico City, Mexico
where he won the Bronze medal in the
1981 Central An1crican and Caribbean
,Championships. Browne qualified for
the Olyn1pic tean1, but because of
Trinidad and Tobago's financia l status
they could only afford to send one
swimmer to represent them.
Jn the spring of 1986, Browne was
recruited by then Head Coach Yohnnie
Shambou rgcr and Assistant Coac~
Andre Cropper, who also swam on the
national tean1 for Trinidad and Tobago.
During his fi;.>ur years at Howard,
Browne n1anaged to break records in the
500 free-style, 200 . free-style and 100
free-style races as well as earn his
degree in 'engineering. He was also
voted most valuable male swimmer at
the 1987 Black Nationals at Lincoln
University in Philadelphia.
Although Browne is also currently
working as a civil engineer for Thomas
L Brown and Assoc., he takes coaching

the Sharks very seriously. ''When you
c.oach you want your primary c.onccm to
be coaching, but there's a lot of paper
work involved in o rder to run a program
effectively.
''Brown said he thanks the athletic
department for ''showing him the ropes
and guiding him." .
All papeiwork aside, Coach Browne
has great expectations for his team this
year. His goal is to make Howard the
first ,black university to qualify for the
NO\A in swimming.
Browne is concentrating on winning
as many dual meets as JX>S.Sible and
taking back the Tri-State conference
title Howard loot last year after winning

it back-to-back in 1988 and 1989.
''With no opportunity to recruit I
have to do the best I can with the team
that was handed down to me. I have
some
ext reme ly
ta lented
and
experienc.ed swimmers as well as some
newcomers that will need a lot of extra
help."
Despite the closeness in age between
Browne and the team captains, Michael
Houston and Chris Gayle, they are both
in agreement that Cooch Howard could
not have made a better choice than
Dexter Browne.
~
''Dexter· has a weal~ of experience
and knows the swimmers," said Gayle.
''He's well organized and I'm
impressed with his ideas."
Houston expressed gratitude to Eric
Howard for laying the foundation for
Browne to build on. ''I'm glad they
overlooked the age factor and looked at
the experience." Houston wen! on to say
that as teammates he and Browne had
•
previously discussed the changes that
were needed fo r the team. '·Now that'

•

see SWIMMING page 7
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Flagb.a.11 .comp .gets stiff
By Richard Flowers
Hiiitop Staff Reporter

Intramural Flagball fans have tried

out their psychic ability b trying to
predict the 1990 mate
in [ the
championship game and its /winner.
The league has been pl!gued "'ilh
man)' c9ntroversial predictions and
statements by the players sufh as, ''The
chances o( us going back-f:back are
about the same as San Franfisco going

back-to-back las• year,"

Tour

1hird

ur

mentality will take
_to the
championship'' and ''Experifnce is the

key to a team and it will p v,{de us with
a championship trophy." The students
have attempted 10 clear the air with
controversial statements llk:e these.
Lisa Brennon, a st dent o( the
School o( Business said, ''l think it is
about time someone cam ·10 thd fans to
(ind out what we think the
championship will be lik ."
''There is no doubt in y mind that
• the players lake lhe Fl gball League
serious, / but let's be h9nest with
ourselves, there are so e ' teams that
have no chance o(
inning the
championship," Brennon said.
'"The two teams I (av to make it to

.

~ORGIA

'

a

--

... .

AVENUE. NW

.

',.• .....
~

LIQUOR
TAX SERVICES
HOME COOl'IED Fooos OAILV

the championship are The Reneg:;des
and Team One. They both display a
strong offense and a strong defense:
ho\vever, I believe The Renegades'
experience and their core of wide
receiveli& gives the Renegades a sligl1t
•
adva11tage," Brennon added.
Daren Hall, a student in the School of
BusineSs and an ex-football player said.
''U I learned one thing from being ~ ·
football player it is in order to win
team must have the eye of the tiger. Th
Renegades is the only team out the1
that has this eye." ·

see FLAGBAU. page 7

-,~,1'1"/

290't

MON -T .. URS. 9 AM · 9 P M
FRIDAY 9 AM · 10 P M
S AT 9 AM · 12 M IONlGHf

TEL. C20 2l 387-5175

'

EDWARD M _ DEAS · PROP

Today's
PEACE CORPS
Has Something

for You ...

'

'

one of th• con·
aocl1l lau11
omm1nd our at·
has I hll!Doy. II
undlntlnd the
e1usea 1nd condHI ns 11111 p;o.akld
1)llttlcui. aoclll
, poalbllltln
•lllllV• tor llllvlng ose concerns."
Louise Tiiiy: Hislorian

'

1

I
I

•

I
'

Louise Tilly is one ol our coun 'smost respected historians
• The 600J;/e faoJy.
""Pniosso< ~ l""Y""
She joined The Graduate Facu ifl 1984. fifty-one )!ars after
rt was born as the i;livefsily i Exile.
On October 24, Michelle older, of our Student&;airs
Office. visits Howard. We ho ~u can meet Mich on
campus. She can describe P , r Tilly's current interests
abo!A lhe Gr.!<i<j" rao.y 111atawealed •""
If you can1 meet with Mic le. return the coupon or call

I '

""...,!was
j
I

'

I

(212) 741-5710. We can tell
you about all our great
teachers. Because in Choos·

ing a master's or doctoral
PfOQram. your single most
important consideration
should be lhe faculty.

raduate Faculty
PolHlc1I
nd Socl1l Science
!NI School
r Social Research

'

•

I

I

ffllh Awtnue. H 'f , N'f 10003

•
'

Contact: Peace Corps Recruiting Office
1990 K Street, N.W., Room 5400
Washington, DC 20526
(202) 606-3940, ask for extension 100
\
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D-line

Bison sack attack

•••

the aftebnath

RTS
Bison predict pain
for visifutg Aggies
By Christopher Taylor

tone

J

By Martin Lewis
Hilltop Staff Reporter

If it is oi'le new thing that the novice

coaching staff has broug.i.t- to Howard
Football: it is a killer instinct. ThCy
preach don 'I just beat ) .our opponent,
annihilate him.
No one unit 011 the ttam lives that
style of play like the defensive line.
They are big. mean and pl~y aggressive
1

)

football.

)

What makes 1his unit ngerous and
hard to defeat is the fact hat they have
•

•

•

I/~

., '

•

a lot of weapons. "

a

op~~=ntsha~~e toba:~etp ~:~:e°:J~
on the field. Our defense Is so complex,
we literally have an endless supply
formation to throw at an offense -to

c3n

confuse them. We
cane out in the
' a totally
second half and look like
different te.a.m, '' said dcfehsive end Ron

Smith.
''I have four and a half sacks,
RansOn1 Miller has rout+ and
a half
.
sacks, Brian Talton has three sacks and
Gary Willingham leads all with five
sacks. We have a lot of talent in this
group and the beauty of it is that we are
basically a yOung group,'' Smith said.
''They all work well together as a
unit. Thev now read the big picture of
the defense and I think it's helps them
read the game better,'' Defensive Line
Coach Rubin Carter said.
''One of our goals going into the
season for the defense was to play
physical dominating football. The

•

barometer which I
easure ,the
performance of our play rs is based on
the number of pla s a player
contribulcs. Right now fo a player to be
at the top of his game e should be
contributing in some n1ann r on one out
of every four plays,'' Cart r said.
As of last Saturday, e barometer
suggests that the men on e defensive
line have been contributing · one out of

every 3.8 plays.
''Our defense allows us to be·
offensively oriented to the point that the
offense has to adjust to wbat we do. We
are no Icinger just sitting back and '
wailing for the offense to n1ake a
move," Willingham said.
''As a unit they have:played "'·ell all ~.
season. They have done a good job of
stopping the run. They have played well

with the linebacke~ and the defensive
backs an4 when f:'eryone does their
jobs the whqle defense plays well,"
Wilson scijd.
t
' 'The fadt that we have gelled as a uni!
is the main reason that we have been
successful. We corhpliment each other
ve;y well and we allow the rest of our
•

see DEFENSE page 7

•

Senior
evolves
with time
By Martin Lewis
Hiiitop Staff Reporter
In the game of football, one can
usually separate the \\'inners from the
losers by examining the teani t11at made
the proper adjustments during the game.
And there isn't anyone on the rurrent
team that has made the adjustments t11at
starting quarteiback Donald Carr has
been forced to make over the past three
years.
By admission Carr says that he isn't
the smartest., fastest or most talented
player on the team, but if there is a
player that has come full circle it's him. Quarterback Donald Carr
''I hate to lose a game of marbles or Steve Wilson said.
checkers. I hate to lose anytJ¥ng, if it has
For Carr, learning to
a pro.set
my name on it., I want it,'r Carr said offense was a difficult task
Indeed it is this inner drive thai makes ''In high school I quarterbac of a run·
Carr go.
oriented offense. \\1e ran th wishbone.
"He lmpres.ses
.
I
me daily. He has When I came to How d, Willie
shown this year that he Can run our Jefferies then head coach, ran a dive
offense. For a player who had to learn option offen~ out of the ey formation.
the system from scratch last rear, he has So the switch to a pw.set fo
lion was
done a tremendous iob.'' ~ead Cooch a lot to swallow,'' Carr said
•

Surprise starter
·c By Ma'ani Martin

Hilltop Staff Reporter
The Howard Universit Footba11
team has many weapons when they go
into battle against teams hcross the
country.
They can resort to the
or defeat
their opponents on ~'land ." However,
one weapon that Howard's football
team has turned to in many battles on the
playing field is Ryan Heathdx:-k Oand·
carrier), the Bison main man on the
' ground attack. When the quarterback
hands-Off the ball to HeathCock. he
usually powers his way towards the goal
line for a score.
Heathcock,
a
l 9i-y ear~old
sophomore, Radio, Televisioni and Film
major Crom Ricllmond, Va. was a high
school standout at Mills God~in. In the
year of 1988, Heathcock ras All·
everything in football, from lll·District
to all·State, and he was also ~amed the ·

··J·
.J

r

I

.

pHOTO SY JAMES BOlOEN

''l just kept telling myself that J had 10
get better. I . was thrust into a spot of
playing "''hiie trying to learn a whole
different st)'le of offense," Carr added.
Under Coach Wilson Carr has
become a student of the game, learning
what the entire offense and defense is
doing on every play.
''This was a big adjustment because
under Jefferies all I had to do was

-

.

concentrate on what the offense was
doing. For example, the stand up tight·
end would tell me ,hat type of coverage
the defense is in ~so I could foeu& on
executing.the pla~ In Wilson'a-effense,
I have to do it all~~self. All of this has
to be done betweerl two-three seconds
I
before ~ snap of the ball,'' Carr
said."And once the: bail is snapped, I
have another two-thlee seconds to drop
back, read the defehse and deliver che
ball," Carr said.
Carr gives a lot of credit to ex·Bison
quanerback Lee Dubose ... He was the
most ta1ented person I have ever seen
with my own eyes. After seeing the
things he did on the field, I realized chat
he was just smart as far as understanding
the game of football. \Vhat he lacked in
, physical tools he made up for with his
smartness,'' Carr said.
Quarterback Coach AC. Cauthom
said," He's one of the hardest workers
on the team. He now knows what it takes
to get the job done. When he makes a
nlistake he takes it in stride, and that
wasn't aIJays the case. I think he know
understands that the team reacts to him .
If his teammates see him getting d0wri
they will get down. He understands that
he is the leader of this team; he's knows
; he has to be another coach on the field
~ and he is c0mfortable with that now.''
''On the field, it's killed or be killed,
smash or gee sn1ashcd. If we win by 01ie
point, I'm happy," Carr said.

pounds on their offCnsive line, said a
concerned Wilson al his weekly preM
Hilltop Staff Reporter
conferencc ...They will be a very tough
foe for homecoming, but we will be
Keith Jackson the college football
•
ready to play.''
broadcaster for a national television
That concern starts with the Aggies
station, has a saying that would apply to
quarterback. junior Connell Maynor.
this game.
He is 65 of 97 for 901 yards, nine
''Oh Nellie, it goina be: a big one
touchdown
passes,
and
five
today, some heads are going to roll, Oh
interceptions.
Nellie!''
Sophomore halfback Kevin Acker
Jackson is right, this game is big, it's
has 88 carries for 386 yards and four
homecoming for Howard.
touchdowns.
Another sophomore,
This is a Mid·Eastem Athletic
Craig Thompson, has 18 catches for 314
Conference football , game between
yards and three touchdowns.
Howard University (5·1, 2-0 in the
Howard is paced by quarterback
MEAC) and North Carolina A&T (5-1,
Donald Carr (54 of 101 for 791 yard~
1-1 in the MEAC).
three
touchdowns,
and
five
The action will take place, Saturday
inte rceptions.
Fullback Ryan
October 20, 1 p.m. at Greene Stadium.
Heathcock has (103 carries for 412
This game will be broadcast on
yards, and eight touchdowns.
television station WHMM, and radio
In a game that could be decided by
station WHUR.
special teams, Howard has punter
Both reams are coming off loses, the
Cedric Rawls who has a 33.9 average,
Aggies to Florida A&M 17·15, on the
and seven punts inside the 20.yard line.
road, September 29. Howard was
Place kicker is Gary Mos.sop of 8 of 12
defea1ed by Virginia State 19·14 last
with field goals, and 15 of 17 ~ith extra
week.
points.
Last year, North Olrolina A&T
defeated Howard 13·9 in· Greensboro.
HOWARD AND GAME NOTIS
That broke a three game losinj slide to
Howard ranks seventh in total
Howard, but A&T still leads the series
defense for Division I-AA teams, and
10·8-l.
number two in pass efficiency defense,
The Aggies are coached by William
number five for rushing defense. The
Hayes who is in third season, and has a
Bison has won · five straight
overall career record of lQ0.54-2. The
homecoming games.
Bison are coached by Steve Wilson, in
J1is second season, and he has a career
Nonh Carolina A&T is number four
record of 134.
in total defense for I-AA teams.
''A&T is coming off a loss ...They
Maynor has accounted for almosl 50
will bring a big crowd and a 5· 1 record,
percent of the Aggies' offensive
this should be a huge game. The key to
production this season, with 1190 total
this game for us, is winning the line of
yards (rushing and passing) and 16
scrimmage. They average 6-4, 6-5, 300
touchdowns.

Bison D' stays
By Edward Hill
Speaclal to The HJJttop

Entering the 1990 football season,
there was ''great concern about the
Howard defense from a unit that led all
l·aa in total defense and scoring
defense. With the loss of eight starters,
including ·lhree that ended up in NFL
camps, there figured lo be a dropofI.
And if that wasn't enough, 'defensive
coordinator Cllarlie West, the architect
(Canadian Football League) and
defensive back Coach Roger Jackson
(scout for Denver Broncos) departed.
So when Head Coach Steve Wilson
suggested in the pre·sea.son that this
year's defense could be even better than
1989 it was not surprising that many
people thoug.l<it he was blowing smoke.
Well, few peOple are doubting
Wilson's suggestion as a prophet. The
''Buffalo Soldier'' defense is alive and
playing better than maybe even Wilson
expected.
Going into this week's game against
"North Carolina A&T, the Bison ·arc
1rnnked number two in passing
eft1ciency defense, number five in

rushing defense (78.7 yards per game),
nun1ber seven in total defense (216.3
yards per game) and number seven in
scoring defense (123 points per game).
New defensive coordinator Rubin
Carter bad put together a well
coordinated wtit that is well prepared,
fundamentally sound and makes very
few mistakes. It is a blend of well-tested
veterans and hungry youth.
The defensive front of defensive
Gary Willingham (23 solos, 12 assists, 5
sacks), Miller (17 solos, 8 assists, 4
•
sacks) and Ronald Smith (8 solos, 3
assists, 4 sacks) along with nose tackles 1
, Brian Taltoan (28 solos, 10 assists,· 3
sacks) and Todd White (12 solos, 6
assists, 2 sacks) have formed a solid
wall that stop.s the run and applies
constant pressure on the pa.s.$er.
The linebacking Corps of Kenneth
Newspme (19 solos, 18 assists), Emmitt
Smith (16 solos, 13 assists) and •Aack
Jones (8 solos, 8 assists) on the inside
and Anthony Hooper, (18 solos, 9
assists, 2 sacks), Eton Parish (14 solos,
10 assists, 23 sacks, 1 intera:ption) on
the outside have played consistently
well .

nds home at fullback

Virginia State's All·metro Pl yer of the
Year and the Henrico Offen ive Player
of the Year. He was al
a.1 AJlAmerican Honorable Menti n in the
U.S.A. Today newspaper, an with his
offensive power, led Mills odwin to
District and Regional Titles.
In high school, the 6 foot 2 nch, 215·
pound Heatha>ck played ta back and
this is where he received his n toriety as
an explosive runner. At G win, he
rushed for 1,832 yards and
touchdowns as a tailback. However,
Heathcock had to undergo a change
from tailback to fullback, w en Steve
Wilson replaced Willie J ffries as
Bison head roach af1er Je fries had
recruited Heathcock.
''I used to play tailback a d now I
play fullback· I'm used to 'ning 170
yards a game, but I'm learn g to be
fullback and fullbacks don't n for that
many yards a game," he said. ''But for
now, as long as the team is w' nlng· but
a spore played with 11 playe ."

I

This year, Heatho:x:k. l1ad to step up
to the starting position after the Bison
fo011er starter Rodney Magnum injured
hin1self earlier in the seas'on.
Heathcock, mentio11ed that he w::is
affected en101ionally as a player and a
person when ~1agnum \Vas i11jurcd.
''I was the starter going into the
season, but not the most experienced.
Magnum being hurt, really affected me
because he used to give me advice on
areas such as blocking, protection·
spri11t outs, and things like that,'' he said
''I lost and I felt that·prcssure as a starter
at the beginning· I ~·as nervous because
to step up from high school to collegiate
b~I was hard. for me ai1d playing m)'
first game 1n California against
Southern was the ultimate pressure." '
That is kind pf iro11ic, because you
would never tell if you sa\v Heathcock
play,.in his first six stans as a starter for
the Bison football team. He had 103
carries for 412 yards, and eight
touchdowns.

He also' 'as five catchTs for 75 yards,
and averages at least fi\.·e yards a pl,ay
and 82 y~ a game in helping the
Division l·AA Bison off to a 5-1 start.
He is also ranked 11 in Division l·AA in
points per game with an average of 8.4.
lieathcock. describes his style of
play as being B.Y.0.B., it has nothing to
do with liquid refreshments, but the \\'t?Y
he plays on the field.
''Coach Cauthun mentioned that
certain tin1es, you just might have to he
B.Y.O.B.· 'Be Your Own Blocker'
because at times there is an extra
linebacker in the middle that is
unblocked," he said. ''Football is a
hard.nosed game and the best way to
run with the ball is hard."
Ed Hill, SP?rts information director
at Howard, said, ''He's a throw-back
from the old days, a tough player- he
,:.owers and runs over his opponents.
There's no moves, just slraight·ahead
power football. When we get down to
the end zone, that'~ who we go to."

"'fTO l't' oll' •
Howard's top rusher looks for big agllnlt NC A&T
·
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Smokers prepa e
Cancer Society Isponsers annual
By Shannon Garnett

Smoke", on your maJ, get set.

Stop ... smoking that is~
Great
Anlcrican Smokeout is on it~ way with

·The

a brand new campaign. Scheduled for
Nov. 15, the America~ Cance~
Society's ''Great American $moke6ut''
is a nation-wide event 19 persuade

smokers

to

quit snioking for)24 ttours.

This year's smokeout

v.iill

feature

ads that turn the "glamorousl image of
smoking inside-out.
·1
Instead
of
the
orgeous,
sophisticated, seductive model used so

•

often by the tobacco companies,. the

smokeout's ads will show a ihonstrosity
created by smoking.
''\Ve are hoping it (the campaign)
I
\\'ill break through the clutler on TV
and ... (will) make an imptession .. on
.

young people," said Susan Islam.
national director of Broadcasting and
Advertising for the Ameridtn Cancer
Society (ACS).
''It (lung cancer) takes while to
dC\'elop," said Islam, explaining that
I
young people do not relate to lung
cancer. ''People think they'r9 irnmonal,
particularly young people,'' She said.
According to Islam, by graphically
sho'.."ing the internal damage caused by
s111oking. these ads will forc.e smokers
to confront the damage they subject
thcmsel\'es to every day they smoke.
··\Ve want to tell them (smokers) it is
bad. it is ugly, it is not attractii e, it is not
glamorous,'' said Islam.
I
This year's ads will feature a
Hispanic model ''disfigured'' by
smoking because the ACS ~ reaching
out more aggressively to the 1 ulation

I
r.

•

Report highligpts
more health gains .
•
In quiting smoking

out

most targeted by the tobacco
companies--women and
nor1t1es.
''We are talking more to omen and
minorities because those are the groups
that cigarette companies ta et. Also,
young women have no stopped
smoking at as great a rate as rniddleclass white men,'' Islam sa
According to Islam, th Hispanic
model was chosen to repr
and nlinorities in general.
Rose
Mary
Ron ano,
a
reprcscnlative for the
ffice of
Smnkine: and Health, a divi ion of the
Center for Disease Control, id women
have stopped smoking at a uch lower
rate than men. ''There's bee a slower
progression downward for
men," said Romano.
According to Romano, m e women
are dying from lung cancer
breast
cancer, which used to be the top cancer
for women.
''It (Jung cancer) has
breasl
cancer, which used lo be e highest
incidence of cancer for worn n; now it's
lung cancer," explained R ano.
Education is a big factor · smoking,
Romano said. ''In 1987, 16 percent of
college graduates smoked, while 36
percent of people without a igh school
diploma smoked.
''I1's (smoking) a soci conOmic
thing as well. The rates are higher for
the lower level groups," sai Ramano.
This year's ... Great
mer1can
Smokeout'' ads are more
d-hitting
than in previous years and ar designed
to ffiO\'e people to action, mot vale them
to seek help in quitting sm king and
ultimately, help them save t ir lives,"
said Islam.
Still the smokcout is ju a lightheaned event.
According to Islam,
''(The smokeout) is a onC-day event, not
a long-tenn commitment''

By ShaMOn Gau Hitt
Hilltop Staff Reponer

Created as a public service by McCaffrey and McCall, Inc.
Courtesy of the American cancer Society
_
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Lucy Booth •• Worth its 'U!eight in
'

By Shannon Garnett
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The nurse is in. The Howard
University C.Ollege of Nursing ''Lucy''
booth is once again in operation. The
ses.sions are being held from 11 a.m. lO
1 p.m., monthly, in the Blackbum
Center Ground Aoor Plaza. ,
The ''Lucy'' booth is :a health
information booth sponsore~ by the
College of Nursing as a cbmmunity
service for the Howard community.
The booth provides selected health
information
and
hypertension
screening for the academic staff,
.' and suppon staff.
students
''It gives information to the students.
Once a month we deal with different
health issues. We provide current
information co the students and have
blood pressure screening for the
students.
Those (students) with
elevated blood pressure can Qc referred

to the health center. \Ve ( so) have
information on diet, exer ise and
numerous ways to contr l blood
pressure," Suzy Guerrie -Adams,
coordinator of the RN ( gistered
Nurse) to BSN (Bachelor • gree in
Nursing) Track.
The booth is mainly ope a1cd by
volunteer nursing students.
''The
students must be in the clini I pan of
their program. They must be j iors or
seniors in the C.Ollege of ursing,''
according to Dr. Harriett aruhije,
Associa1e Dean in the C.O lege of
Nursing.
Members of the Nursing Sorority,
Oii Eta Phi, also participate in manning
the booth.
During the academic ye r 19901991, the booth will hold ses.sio on the
Common Cold (Oct. 23), Suicide
Prevention (Nov. 27), Birth Co trol and
Family Planning (Jan. 22), Eating
Disorders (Feb. 26~ Drug and Aloohol
Abuse (Miµch 26), and Da e Rai>e

'peanu~s'

(April 23).
·'Tue topics were cho.5en to illustrate
areas of interest in a community such as
this (Howard). in reference to seasonal
conc:ems; for example,... the common
cold, because we're ntoving into the flu
sea.son,'' Karuhije says.
The booth got its name from the
popular Peanuts comic strip character,
Lucy. ''Lucy runs a booth that offers
psychiatric counseling:· The sign on
Lucy's booth says 'The doctor is in.'
''We feel it is a cute idea. Lucy is a
female and it's (the booth) operated by
·females.'~ Karuhije says.
The program was initiated in
November 1989 because, according to
Karuhije, ''The College of Nursing was
interested in providing a health-related
service to the Howard University
community."
Adams says the booth was so
succes.sful last year that the nursing
students decided to bring it back.
''I helped with the blood pressure

HUH treats

keliods
By Dana Kelly
Hiiitop Staff Reporter

I

ALCOHOL WILL NOT CURE STRE S.

• arc
Keloids, common sk..in ailments,
prevalent among African-An1ericans.
Howard University Hospital (HUH)
of(ers a variety of treatments for
individuals afflicted with the condition.
Keloids arc composed of cxces.sive
collagenous tissue. For most patients.
trauma is the triggering factor for keloid
formation. Other factors include car
piercing and surgery.
The most common area of keloid
formation include the ears, jawline,
chest, shou lders and upper back.
African-An1ericanS have a higher
incidence rate for keloids t:omparcd to
other races.
There are preventive measures that
Arican-Arnericans ca11 employ to

screening (Jast year). The students were
very interested. They found it very
infonnative," Ad
says.
This semester's first session on
AIDS was held on ptember 25 and
was well attended.
''We screened 22 blood pressure
participants, and we seemed to have
attracted a great number of students, ''
Karuhije says.
University students think the booth
provides a good source of information
and they look forward to the next
sessions.
''I thiJtl5 it's a good idea. People feel
they're ~sinformed ... It will be a good
source of lnformation,'' .Lily Cuffy, a
sophomore from Miami, says.
Annie Thomas. a psychology major
from Maryland. says ''I will use it
Sometimes you don't want to go out to
the hospital or clinic to get this type of
information. It will be really convenient
for students."

minimize their chances of forming
keloids. First, unnecessary surgery
should be.avoided.
If your family has a known history of
forming keloids, you should refrain
from ear piercing. Second, cosmetic
surgery should not be done ? unless
there are health factors involved.
There is no perfect treatment for
keloids, however, HUH does utilize
treatments that arc effective against the
fight African.Americans have with
keloids.
Tenovatc, a scrong topical cortisone,
can be used to treat keloids.
-.According to Dr. ? Minus, director
of ilie dennatology unit at HUH, intralesional injections may be used in order
to help break down the collagen.
Keloids may be removed
excisionally. Another Qption is laser
surgery. This procedure will ren:iove !he
keloid with little or no blood.
Keloid problems ' are now being
treatment at Howard University Health
Center and HUH.

The Surgeon General warns that
quitting smoking now greatl}' reduces
serious risks to your health.
Besides whiter teeth, fresher breath
and cleaner lungs, there are now more
reasons to quit smoking. According to
a reoort released by Surgeon General
Antonio C. Novello in September, the
benefits of quitting smoking are many.
According to the report, smokcrf:lated illnesses cause more than one
out of every six deaths in the United
States, however, the risk of these
problems begins to decline as soon as
tfie smoker quits.
Someone who stops smoking before
the age of 50 is only half as likely to die
within the next 15 years as a person who
continues to smoke, the report stated.
''The earlier one quits, the greater the
benefits,'' Novello said. She added that
even people who quit smoking at an
older age can still enjoy a healthier life
than those who continue to smoke.
An estimated 390,000 Americans
die each year from diseases caused by
smoking, including 115,000 deaths
from heart disease and 106,()(X) deaths
from lung cancer, Novello reported.
According: to the report, smoking
cessation increases life expectancy
because it reduces the risk of dying from
specific smoking-related diseases, like
•
IWlg canctr.
Lung cancer is the ~t common
cause of cancer death in both men and
worhcn, the rcpon states.
The report, more than 6CXl pages,
summarized the results of hWldrcds of
studies on smoking-related illnesses
and o.n ho?Y their frcquency_js affected
by quitting.
Smokers are twice as likely to die of
heart disease as nonsrri'okCrs, but
approximately half of this risk
disappears within the first year after
quitting, the report said.
Still many long-term smokers lack
the motivation to quit smoking. Some
believe they are no longer at risk of
smoking-related diseases because they
already survived smoking for many
years. Others think the damage of
smoking has already been done and is
irreversible.
However, the report indicates,
Americans who have Smoked for many
years and those who suffer from
smok..ing-rclated diseases can reverse
some of smoking's ill effects and extend
their lives by stopping.
According to the report, about 25
percent of pregnant women in the
United States smoke throughout
pregnancy. Smoking during pregnancy
slows the growth of the fetus and

increases the chances of premature
delivery, bleeding and
other
complications.
If all women could be persuaded not
to smoke during pregnancy, about five
percent of infant deaths , and 20 percent
of low·birth weight births could be
prevented.
Qui\ling also reduces the risk of
getting cancers of the larynx, mouth~
esophagus, pancreas, and bladder, of
.-1,.velooing stomach ulcers, and dying
from a stroke.
Many smokers worry that if they quit
they will gain an enormous amount of
weight. However, according to the
report, the weight often gained by
smokers who quit poses far less risk to
health than continuing to smoke.
People who quit smoking gain an
average of five pounds and less than
four percent of ex-smokers gain more
than 20 pounds.
More than 38 million Americam
have quit smoking cigarettes, and
nearly half of all living adults who ever
smoked have quit. Even still some 50
million Americans continue to smoke
cigarettes.
According to two new studies, the
number of people in the district who
smoke cigarettes has declined
dramatically.
The studies, by the federal Census
Bureau and the D.C. C.Ommis.sion on
Public Heal~ indicated that cigarette
smoking has been decreasing in the
district since the mid-198'Js.
The greatest decrease in cigarette
smoking, the single most important
preventable cause of death in the city
and in the nation, is among AfricanAmerican residents, particularly among
African-American men, the studies
indicated.
According to the studies.. tbc~ were
about 20,0C'IO fewer cigarette smokel'i in
the district than in 1985.
Howard University now offers a ,
program to help its employees ''kick the
habit'' .
''Fresh Start'' is an American Cancer
Society sponsored program that is now
available on campus. ''The program
was staned to help Howard University
employees to kick the habit (of
smoking). Also we are trying to adhere
to the health objectives for the year
20CXl. One of the objectives is to have
a smoke free environment," said Dr.
Denyce Ford, associate professor of·
health education at Howard.
The program is n;iadc up of four one·
hour sessions that focus on a specific
objective. ''The first SCMion's objective
is to get people to understand why .they
smoke and ho\v it affects them,'' said
Ford.
According to Ford the sessions.
designed for adults, arc mainly for
Howard University employees.
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No senous side effects found
•
m French Abortion Pill

1
·

•

c:::2

' a'

8y KIM PAINTER

Specla' to the

H~ltop

allowing Grimes to sec how RU 486 · makes the company· reluctant to market
works in women who don't know if they the pill here.
~,
·
arc pregnant.
Previously, the largest study ever of
The results: The women who got RU the pill concluded that it was ''safe and
486 had similar cramping, bleeding and effective as a -suction abortion," the
other .physical responses, whether most common surgical proccdu~. That
pregnant or not and had less bleeding study, published by the New England
than non-pregnant women getting a Journal of Medicine, was based on
~

1be controversial French abortion

•

8y lie/Issa Washington
H•ttop Staft Repo<18r

When a woman goes to the store and
buys a new eyeliner or a tu~ of lipstick,
do you think she ever stopped to wonder
how the product was_tested?
Courtesy of the Humane Society
Well. the Humane Society of the
United States (HSUS) has been doing a what they choose to buy," said
According Mitternight, the animal
great deal of thinking about this lately Mitternight.
tests are not 100 percent accurate.
and they have come up with an idea.
Tom 's of Maine, the Nature ood ''The animal testing method is not
The HSUS has launched the ''The
Center and Rachel Perry arc just a t w of scientifically va1idated. In fact there
Beautiful Cboice," campaign in which
. the manufacturers and stores inv lveO have been conflicting results with
they challenge the cosmetics industry to
differenl rabbits. The ID.SO lest is
in the ciunpaign.
give the consumer alternatives to
Manufacturers that are no! involved really a rough measure at best, it really
animal testing.
in the can1paign as of yet could n t be depends on the species being tested.,''
The manufacturers use a logo to included because ''They couldn' t t e a said Mitlernight.
show that their product is in compliance
pledge to say their products were nonHSUS created the slogan 'The
with HSUS standards to be a nonanimal tested," said Mitternight.
Beautiful Choice' because, ''People
animal tested product.
The animals being used usual! die vote \\'ith their purse, that is the choice
According to a national poll
during the test or they are illed part of it, and the beautiful part came
conducted by Penn & Schoen
afterwards because they are no Ion er in fron1 us (HSUS). Beauty is more than
•
As'iOCiates, Inc., under the direction of
useful.
\vhat is on the exterior, it means buying
HSUS, 72 percent of Lbe 1CXX> people
One test, which is perfom1cd on 11ce '''ith consciousness.''
surveyed said they wanted testing
and rats, is called the LD50 ( thal
Kat11ili Williams, a senior in the
methods developed for cosmeliC:s thal
School of Business al ijoward
dose).
did not require the use of animals.
The mice and rats a[e either forced eat University said, ··1 would buy these
Two out of five consumers said they
or breathe vapors in order to tes the products if I knew where to buy them. I
would shop in a store only because they
c.osmetics. 'The lDSO test is used t see would go into a store to see what major
knew the store offered noif-animal
how much of a substance will k.i I 50 labels were available and that would
tested products.
influence me to try one product (nonpercent of the animals.
There arc two main reasons HSUS
''In another test, rabbit's eye are animal tested) over another if it were a
created ''The Beautiful Choice''
clamped open and a caustic subs nee si n1ilar product,"
campaign.
'
(capable of burning or corroding l'ving
The campaign has ·already begun and
''We found that people are really
tissue) is dropped into them," said consun1ers should be seeing the logo in
interested in non-animaJ tested products
Mitternight, ''just imagine som one various stores.
bul lhey don't know where to find them.
spraying hair-spray in your eye 011
·'once retailers realize that people
We thought of the campaign.as a service
purpose.''
\va11t to 111ake the effort to find products
't\'C could offer to the consumer," said
One alternative to animal tcsti g is !hat weren't tested on animals. we hope
Helen L Mittemight, public reiations
the Draiz test. This test uses a ferti ized the~' will do the smart thing and provide
director at HSUS.
egg, which has no nerve endings, b~t the people " 'ith products that have earned
''The second reason is consumers
same reaction as the eye. The e¥· is The Beautiful Choice logo," said
have a lot of power and they very much
slightly cracked open and the substance Patricia Forkan, HSUS senior viccsend a message to the manufacturers by
is dropped through Lhe opening.
president.

The Bea tiful ChoiceTM

'

•

•

HSUS
offers
altetnatlves
to ani1nal
testing

•

pill produces about the same physical
effects as a heavy menstrual period and
less emotional trauma than a surgical
abortion, according to the only U.S.
researcher to study it
"'This is not a noxious drug," said Dr.
David Grimes of the University of
Southern California, who will discus.s
the study Monday at the American

Public Health Association meeting.
The study included 16 women and

provides new information because

Grimes \'Omparcd the pil~ RU 486, with
a plac.cbo and asked the women detailed
questions to gauge their emotional
responses.
Half the women studied were past due
for periods, but not pregnant -

reports by 2,115 Frcnqi wo~en. lbcy
t09k RU 486 within 49 days of their last
menstrual period and the drug caused 96
pei:ccnt of them to abort. No serious sidC
effects were reported.
Some opponents of the drug have
argued that it is risky and that it can
cause hemorrhaging or incomplete
abortions.
.
Currently, the drug maker only
provides RU 486 to France, although it
is considering providing it to women in
Britain,
lhe
Netherlands
and
Scandinavian countries.
(Kim Painter writes for USA TODAY.)
•

'

,

'

Study Says Eating Yogurt May Prevent Yeast Infections
For years, Dr. Elieen Hilton, an infectious disease expert at Long Island Jewish Medical Center in New
York, listened to patients tell her that eating yogurt helped get rid of their vaginal infections.

A

'

.

Lactobacillus acidophilus, the bacteria that helps milk ferment into yogurt, is known to be a natural enemy. of
yeas' according to the researchers. What was lacking was the scientific evidence that yogurt could prevent
vaginal infectioµs.
Putting folk medicine to the tes' Hilton studied a group of women with recurrent candidal (or monilal)
vaginitis, plainly known as· yeast infections.
The results showed when women ate;, eight onces of yogurt containing lacidophilus a day, they had three times
fewer yeast infections than they <lief when they were not participating in the experiment.

Hilton, cautions that man1 brands do not contain the specific culture lacidophilus, the only kind her study .
showed to be effective against yeast
_
Of the many types tested, only ''brown cow'' and ''storyfield farms'' had sufficient amounts.

l..acidophilus

tablets are sold at pharmacy and health-food stores. According to Hilton, the tablets may be as effective as
yogurt if taken with a glass of milk.

.......

...

~r1:1
•• •

placebo. The results ''were much
comparable to a heavy menstrual
period," Grimes said.
. - All said they would choose the
drug again if needed.
- '.J'hose who'd had prior surgical
abortions said the pill was less
traumatic.
The study was part of research on
about 400 U.S. women. The research
has stopped because the drug maker
Roussel-Uclaf, under pressure from
abortion foes, has stopped, supplying
RU 486 in the United States.
The company has said the antiabortion climate in the United States
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DO YOU HAVE THE ANSWER TO THE
'

'

$1000.00

.

•

QUESTION ?????

I

....•

•

'

•

QUESTION:

Do you know of a need in the HOWARD UNIVERSITY
community or a district neighborhood that you
could address by starting a ''FOR PROFIT''
business?
'

•

ANSWER:

YES!

•

I DO!

•

TH N, SUBMIT A BUSINESS PLAN FOR THE
•
'' ALUTE **91 BUSINESS PLAN CONTEST
'

.

QUESTION:
ANSWER :
THIS

Why should I do it?

$$$ MO' MONEY!

MO' MONEY!

MO' MONEY! $$$

OULD BE THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME
~· •

If ;o·u ~ould like to start a b siness, fund a business, or build a business7'J;ick
up your appl~cJtion in the SMALL
I
BUSINESS DEVELOPME
CENTER, SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, RM 128. Also, ask abo,ut.the business plan
workshops to assist you in de eloping and writing your ideas .
•
•

GOOD LUCK!!

•

•

•

'

The ''Salute **91 '' Business Plan Contest is
sponsored
by
the
SMALL
I
BUSINESS DEVELOP ENT CENTER (SBDC) and the ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ,
FINANCE CORPORATI N (EDFC) . Winners will be announced at the 6th

Annuai ''Salute to Bla·cks in Business•• co ference Awards Luncheon,
February 7, 1990 ~
1

•

•

•
,
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Track

Continued from page 2
team runs aoss..country to get .in .shape
for the upcoming indoor and outdoor
seasons; McDaniel, however, finds that
cross country running is definitely not
one of his stronger sports.
''Cross.-country is very interesting
for me for the fact that I am a sprinter.
I'm really not affluent in the long·
distance field, but I try my best and go
out there and run."
.When cross-country season expires,
McDaniel can concentrate on -the 100
meter dash, his favorite competition.
He runs a blistering 10.44 seconds in the
evenl, and takes the race quite seriously.
McDaniel has a plan of action for each
step he takes, from the moment he steps
on the track, to crossing the finish line.
''Being a sprinter, once I step onto the
track. I try to visualize my race,"
McDaniel said ''When I get into the
blocks, I'm concentrating on the gun
because the most important phase of the
race is the start. Then, Pow. I pop out of
the blocks, with my fust 10 meters
being quick, choppy steps. , I raise
myself to an upright position and I'm
running with my knees as high as
possible.
''By this time I'm really trying to
maintain. Now it's not really who's the
fastest, because you 're all basically
going the same speed. It's who's
decelerating the least that's going 10 win
'
the race."
Unlike many athletes, McDaniel
handles defeat very strategically.

Instead of letting a k>ss press him,
McDaniel turns the agony defeat into
a useful tool.
''I look at defeat as an
look at obstacles as op nunities to
improve. Without obsta Jes, you 're
never never going to have anything to
measure yourself against, and you'll
never know what it is y need~ lo
improve on."
After three and a half ears on the
track team, many wonder what keeps
McDaniel going. Unfor nately, in
Howard's track program.
y runners
do not last four years. Somehow,
McDaniel is different.
''Many times when tra k pradice
was hard," he says, ''you re bending
over, breathing heavy, and our whole
body hurts. of course you hink about
qu1tt1ng. Actually, it n er was a
serious thought for me. I ever really
considered quitting anythin ''
Teammates, as well s former
trackslers, believe in
cDaniel's
dedication 10 the sport. Ho Ii Walker,
cap1ain of the men and women's track
and cross F,untry teams, ex lained that
it is McDaniel's love ot: trac - that keeps
him going year after year.
''It's his love for the spo ," Walker
said ''He enjoys what he's d ing, so he
makes it fun. Brian has foll wed what
Coach Moultrie sa)'S 10 turn ·m into a
seasoned runner."
Sean ~icCray, a former Howard
trac~er. ran with McDanie in their
freshman yeaf. He said that hen they
entered Howard, all McDan I talked
about was track. and his n tto was

'Ain't nothin' to it but to do it.• ''Brian
is a hard worker," McCray said, ••and
I'm really proud of~him for sticking witl
."
II.

Coach Moultrie expressed that
McDaniel's perseverance in track was
in direct conjunction with him being a
mature, quality human being.
''I think quality people will do
quality things. and a lot of it has to do
with rhaturity, discipline, and being
goal oriented-and Brian is all of that.
He'll bejsuccessful wherever he goes in
whateve he does."

.

'

Exactly what does lie in the future for
Brian McDaniel? Is there life after
Howard University?

S~im~ing

Flagball

continued from page 2

Continued from page 2

he's coach its all fresh .! his mind and
we can relate to him very well as a coach
and a friend.''

''Their
opponent
in
the
championship will most likely be Team
One; however, I sec the ·Renegades'

Dale Skinner, a juyior, said that

receivers out matching Te3.m One's

swimmers are showing /UP to join the
team with much more enthusiasm.

Defensive Backs. This will allow The
Renegades to win the championship,"

''Dexter is excellerit. /They couldn't

Hall added.

have picked a more quaJitied swimmer.
If anybody knows swimming he does."
Browne said he also owes a special
thanks to Eric Howard. ' He did a lot for
the program in his thre years. I was
under his direction and hC did a hell of a
job. I want to honor hifn by doing the
same.'' The Sharks
rt their season
with a splash at thf Washington
Metropolitan Relays Oct. 27.

st'

George Bremley, a student in the
School of Allied Health said,
''Everyone is jumping on the band
wagon and yelling Renegades because
they won the championship last year,
but this year the competition in the
league is much tougher and Team One is
apart of this competition.''

'' Well, everyone that runs track
considers the Olympics, and that is my
out the secret of the defense's success,
ultimate goal,'' McDaniel said ''Bui
Wilson says it is all very simple.
righl now, my immediate goals consist D e f
3
of competing this track season and
''We are not doing anything any
completing undergraduate school,
The secondary, a real question mark different from what anyone else is
entering graduate school and studying with only one returning ~tarter in Walter doing," explains Wilson. ''We just
law in the fall."
. Price, (two garne-savinf interceptions) happen to be doing ii well c.onsistently.
McDaniel believes thal his colleje has overcome a shaky start against We have a lot of yoW1g players, but they
experiences have sufficiently prepalcld Southern surrendering three m passes - understand what we arc trying to do."
him for the outside world, and he's to improve each gam~. They have
•' picked o~ 12 intercept1ons, three that
ready to play the game of life.
Through the first six games, the
''You can draw a direb correlation have gone• for touchdoWns.
Bison have faced five teams that were
between track and life. There's always
Comerback Joe oiidge, safeties, pass-oriented. The remaining five
going to be somebody out there who is Eric pore, Keith Han±k and Reggie contests will feature teams that rel)'
have
s own
steady heavily on the rushing game.
either coming on you or better than you, W.i{gins
but if you let something like that get in improvement under th le<idership of
your way. you won't accomplish new secondary Co ch Jeremiah
Coach Wilson views it as a
anything."
Castille.
challenge.
While opponents arel tryng to figure
''What people don't realize is that we

e~m~~rompage

''Never before in Flagball has a team
displayed the ability to run the ball lilce
Team One. They have big guys up front
and an excellent pair of backs. They an:
definitely the most organized team on
-the field, they have a coach and
diagrammed play~ Taking all of this
into consideration they would have to
be the favorites for the championship,"
Bremley said.
The fans arc in agreement that The
Renegades and Team One will be the
two teams in -the championship.
''These preBictions should not
discourage any of the other teams
because after all they were made by
fans," said High Rollers' receiver Derck
Stephens.
Time is the best predictor of all and
you know how the saying goes, "It ain't
over until the fat lady sings.••
are really better against the run,"
explains Wilson. ''We arc going to face
some teams with the wing-t and option
type offenses that run the ball very
effectively. We just have to continue to
use our techniques and play sound
fundamental defense."
DEFENSIVE NOTES: The Bison
defense is limiting its opponents to 23
yards per carry... Teams arc completing
only 30 perc.ent of their passes against
the Howard defense... Overal~ teams
arc averaging a little over 3 yards per
offensive play... Howard has sacked
quarterbacks 27 times for losses of 173
yards... The Bison have not been scored
upon into the first period all seasons••.
The Bison have posted four shutouts in
, the last 17 games...

'
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•

BIZ

OTllERS ..•
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MASTER D AND KEN l,l VE
ONLY StO B/MIDNITE
AT
Tl·IE O/\M/\DA REN/\tSSANC HOTEL

999 9Tlt ST. N.W.
(ACn o ss Fll OA1 \\IASIUllGTOll COll\I Ell IOtl CEll!Ellj

SPECIAL CELEBR ITY APPEAR/\ CES PLUS
AECOODS,TAPES,CO&GIVE WAYS

OY MCA,TOMMY BOY, AND RC
Tl IE BEST OF BEST OF FOIEf.JOS /\OE BA

RECORDS
TOGETllER AG/\INI

last Year 3500 People Witnessed ~t. This Year
Saturday, October 20th 45 Million People Will See It On
Black Entertainment
!

•

HOMECOMING DAY SATURDAY,

•

TOBER 20th

The Official Greek Ste show '90

•

COCAINE Will MAKE YOU~
THE
LIFE
OF
THE
PARTY.
I
13uta1·en·1 y11u too young for this to he
your lasl'1 c:ocain(' is seductive. enticing and d¢aclly. l~l'en fo1··uccasiona l
users. each time is Russian roulette
1vith llcath. If yuu hal'~n·t tried it. don l.
Get the fact~ fru111 tl1c University
Student ~leqlth Center professionals.

1

Howard, NCA&T, Univ.' Md .· D.C., J U, N.Y.C .•
West Coast Champs from L.A. Comp te for over

$4000.00

They 1vill refer you to the experts
at the Howard University Hospital for additional information.
Call no1v and
KNOW YOUR
save your
\ifp.
HEAtTH FACTS
flowarrl l 'ni.-crsit.v f/ospital ~ii•cs priority
cmcrucnc.r 1reatn1c11110 students.

'
•

at

Miracle Faith Centre C liseum

HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

3rd and M St., N.E., D.C. (only 5 min. f~m campus)
After the HU / NCA & T Football iame
DOORS OPEN 6:30 P.M.
Tickets On Sale In Advance: $8.00 Blackburn Center
For Tickets or Info Call: (202) 66J-5745
Don't Be fooled, This Is The Only Howard niv. Stepshow
Featuring[!\: (ll

•

(202) 865-6roo

Q· ~ Q

And Al I Greek Letter Organ izati9ns
Portion of Proceeds to Benefit NJISAN~OMAWALE
Memgrial Williams Scholarsh,1p
A Frank love Production

'
•

'

•

•

cs

THE HILLTOP

October 19, 1990

ILLT PICS
Importing & Exporting "The Quest [O<
the Trade Markets.. Od. 24 6:30 p.m.
~ of Busines.s Auditorium spcmored
· by The lnlemational Fraternity or Delta
..
Sigma Pi

'

I

An Indian Swnmet, Social
""""""" by

The Ladies or Sigma ·Gamma Rho
Sorority, Inc.
Alpha Phi Cllapter
On

The Ladies of Alpha O.apter,
Della Sigma Theta, Sorority, Inc.,
-present-

..Artistic f.xprcs.sion: A Weapon in Ille
South African Freedom Struggle"
Tuesday, Oct. 23, 1900 6:30 p.m. School '
of Social Work Auditorium.
The Ladies of AJpha Olapter
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
-present''Women and Expectant Mothers on
Drugs.,
the first of a three part lecture series
Wednesday, Oct. 24, I~ 6:30 p.m.
Undergraduate Library Locturc Room
(!Al).

The l.adH:s of Alpha O>ap<tt
Delta Sigma Theta\+Sorority, Inc.

-presentSadic Yancy Essay Contest topic: As
we approach the 21 SI century, AfricanAmcricaM will be the major labor force in
the U.S. How can we prepare ourselves
educationally, socially and technologically
for the challenges ahead?
Oiteria: freshmen only, 500 words
typed, double-spaced. Due Nov. 1, 1990
318 Baldwin Hall box- 478: Tubman
•
Quad.

St.ate O•

o

\

"" r110:1·

6:00 p.n1. i11 · ~!· ,,.,
01

Uu..:.1ness

i,.JOr11ff

·1 UA. AJI

The Ladies of Alpha O>apter
DELTA SIGMA IBETA
SORORITY, Inc.,
present:
''Pearls of Distinction"
The Homecoming Cabarc1
Saturday, Ocl. 20, 1990
Ramada Renaissance Hole!
10:00 p.m.·until 1icke1S $12 Cramt6n
'Box Offtce $15 at the door.•

overseen by: BIG VERN, RAST
ERIC & NIGHTSTALKER. Da
only $7 in advance Limi!ed adva
tickets arc available - drinks will
available (free) For more infoona9on:
.Eric. (202) 479-4164; Vernon or~n,
234-3842 IUP-HOP·HOUSE-RE AECLUB. PCIK% lo Public Enemy•

The HOward University Studc!I
Association prcsenlS the official Pul>lic

Blackbwn Gallery Lounge
7o00p.m.

>o

Hospira!) on Friday, Oct. 19, 19'JO ~(}.00
p.m.-4:00 a.m. music by DE1RO 'S
DJ. G. FREE & BOY WOND

n1 .... 11bcrs

please a11end.
Next H.U Bicydisls' Society meeting:
Tuesday, Oct. 23 6:30 p.m. Douglass Hall
Room B-21 .

Enemy aftcr-pany 1be One O 'clock pub
925 5th St. N.W. 10 p.m. Friday,
19
$10 H.U. ID $12 Gen. (DJ Terminal X)
Saturday Oct 20, $8 H.U. ID $10 1 n.

I

I

1HE ANA!tCE CLUB PRESENTSo •
JAMES LfllHER. FlNANClAL
ANALYST WITH 1HE WASHINGTON
POST. TOPICo INVESTING IN
FOREIGN RNANClAL MARKETS
DA1Eo MONDAY OCT. 22. 19<)()
TIMEo 5oOO-OoJO P.M. PLACEo
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ROOM 400
AIL STUDENTS WELCOME.

of America presents: "'Building a Career
in PR" Capital Hilton 16th & K St. N.W.
8:30-10:30 a.m. T esday, Oct. 23, 1~
1., Students: Slil.00 breakfast served
11

OJI.. 20.

more info. (703) 214-4765.

IBE MARKETING QUB General
Body Meeting Wednesday, Ocl. 24, 1990
5o00 p.m. School of llufiness Room 428
Attendance is Mandatory!!

1990!!!

PRSSA. MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE
DUE Mon., Oct.22nd $38.00 Questioffi?
Call 806-7494 or visit G-0'>-H (CBP).

Jazz & Poetry Series at the Punc out!!! Oct. 25, 1990

The English Oub proudly p<esents the
cinematic classic "'Imitation of Life''

Mon. Oct 15 5 p.m. Undergro:I ubrasy
Lcctw-c room.
AlTENTIONo All CAMPUS PALS
Mandatory General Body Meeting
Sunday
_. Undergraduate
Library Lcdure Hall 3:00 p.m. Sharp.
C.ontact Oiairwoman (265-6504)
regarding any absences or tardiness.

Attention! Altcnlion! H.U.S
Giveaways! oome k> Room 102.
Blackbum for your budget Rent-a
.
'
dlSCOWll cards. Contact: Cttoii & Mau.

I

Inn

SAMMY'S CAFE Inside Days
Mold N.Y. Ave. & Bladensburg Rd. NE
Washington, DC 2!XXl2 (202) 8322

all you can cal $4.95 Buffet
hi
Salad Bar l l a.m.-3p.m. Monday·F3day
Also... only $4.95 All you c.an eat
breakfasc 7a.m.-12 noon Sal & S .
Reserve meetin&'banquet rooms. call (:202)
832-9462 fret/ample parking We deliver
lo officcsA>u.-.i~ (Sl5.00 minimJm('1, i111.:scf, \ r11crican cuisine)

Exterld Your Beauty Hair Extensions
by Tracey Lynn Call (202) 483-3468
braiding, weaving, basket weaving. twist
and jumbo braid SSO or less Od. only.

Congratulations to to MLK. Jr.
Forensics Sociely members: Jay
Auguscine. Toni Blackman, Rhea

HOWARD ASSOClA TION FO

EdnK>Ods, Hass.an El-Haman, Tracie
Hunter, Candace Kelley, Sonia Redd.
Kanili Sharp, Theodore Snead for winning
at the Howard and George Mason
tournaments Oct. 6 & 7!

APPLIED SllJDIES ARE YOU ~DY
FOR SUCCESS? Join HAAS and Mev~
Toward Socccs.s Oricntnlion Meeting lmd
Welcome to New HAAS Affiliaicsl

f

Thursday, Oa, 25, 1990 Room B-2~

End of the World, rationally explained.
Thursday Oct. 25. Rm
. 142 Blackbum 1 1
a.m., 12:30, 2 p.m.

.

1

p.m.

Pan-Hellenic C.Ouncil meeting Oct 25,
1990 at 6:.30 p.m. Rm. 125 Douglass
JI
all Greeks welcome. Good luck at e
official step show 1
sorbrs ec-ii-k e.

Room for rent in luxurious townhouse,
close IO campus. Seeking individual that
is non-smoking 22 yrs. or older and
female. tsc month's rent and security
deposit required. For further infonnation
call: 202-234-1277 or 202-234-8120.
Housemate needed: to pay $260.00 per
month + 1/4 of utilities. Dining room w/
fireplace, living room, washer/dryer,
basement + scorage space. Can move in
November lSl Call 462-4338 for info.
Rooms for renl 10 minutes from
campus. Brand new IOwnhouses rent from
$250-325. First come, first served. Call
anytime at 462-7113 or 234-2817.
''Howard University. The
NEBRASKA. One bedroom rondos under
$ti0,00). Low Down payment &~ '
financing. Call 1Bert Pl;µlagan 547-9200.
Long&Foster Realtors."
For renl: Four large rooms in
remodeled house. One block IO campus.
New kitchen and plush carpeting. 781
Fainnont SL N.W. 301-656-3935.

Part-time

PERSONALS:

HOUSING:
2 OOusemates needed 4 bedroom house,
basement, living room 2 bathrooms.
washer/dryer 262 per month & 1/4 of
utilities, 5 blocks from Slowe Hall. Call
462-4338 and leave mcs.Jges.
One room in lownhousc in N.W., D.C

Quiet area. Non-smoker. Separate Bath/
refrigerator. Near bus transportation. Call
(202) 726-8186 Evenings or weekcnd,j.
Six-month lease.
Rooms for rent: 2 left $300 & $290
$35 off firse 2 monlh.s. House shared by

scudents., all indudcd W/D, D/Vil- MIC
Harvard & Georgia Ave. Call: 462-7456.

Gktge
~ere

Jie Head Banger,

I'm always
4U ...with crayons Kool Aid.

Shaun and Helene: Congratulations on
your engagement Love Mommy.

Winneue: A virtuous woman. He's
faithful & grateful . Homecoming 1990.
A time to keep. Spread Love. Brian.
Genji Sampson, I'm glad we finally
met (in the yearbook room). Please call
soon. My number is 411. B.
Melissa E. Always remember k> go
forth and seek the truth. There is ooly enc
path IO righteousness. Peace and love, A
Libra.
To Liz, Ms School of Education Good
Job! Thanks! SE.5C
Boo Boo, Happy belated anniversary!
I love you! Pwnplcjn

My Heiragant Sands, I love you all
Welcome home bros. The
' Prophet IV.
Miss Cynlhia Hawkins,
C.OOgratulation.i "Miss Tubman
Quadrangle 1990-91''! C4P! is proud of
you!

- C4P! 89-90 and C4P 90-910 Enjoy lhe
Hi Friday Nile, Meet DJ Disciple 3047
15th SL N.W. Gas Ownbcr Body Box.. • Homecoming cvenis! Be careful, be safe,
but have a Ball!
The men of Proton .Enterprises arc
fraudulent. Ladies with hearts BEWARE!
I know a se.c:rct hidden deep in the garden.
Kevin H., I'm so happy you are here
with me! Homecnming '90 will you
always remember! Love Always. _AMR.
Ken, Does your pocket rocket need a
•
socket? HMM!! Barbie P.S. Good Jude
tomorrow.
The Ladies of Alpha O.apter Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. would like to
thank evc:ryonc who participated in the
Walk-a·thon. Sponsa sheds will be due
Friday, Oct. 26. I ocation lRA.

Hey Karen
I miss you I love you
I'm glad yoci Oft" ~

ME

m

FREE INrERAcnVE DEMO OF

VOICE MAU.. Great for students. No
phone required. Dorm or Housing.
EOJnomical . Just dial 310-2623.

Sl1JDENTS. FACULlY STAFF Top
pcW:es paid for used and unwanted books
resale value 1im Jones TAJ Book
Service 722-0701 .

•

lliank.

SfA1E ASSOClATI N

Brief Meeting Oct. 23, 1990 5:oo p. ..
DGH 123 Don't forget dues!

•

A SLICE OF HOWARD offers
PIZZA SOW BY 1HE SLICE in the
studenlS lounge on thc 5th floor o( the
School of Business., Tuesday & Thursday

Indiana Homecoming Reception !1

Blackbwn Hilltop Lounge after gam~.

. 11 :30-3:00.

PRSSA Do Whutcha Like Party s 4.00
all nigh! 1UNIGHT free beer 9 p.m.-11
p.m. E.cooo Lodge 1338 R St N.W. Jir.

I

oond1ioncd.

CDMING Mon., Oct. 29th A sw~t
opportunity to mingle with PRSSA Sf\'\ Y
I

..

Gas O.amba Body Box DJ Disciple
Fri. Oct. 19th. The intelligent choice for
the party culture. Are you smart enough?
10 p.m.·7 p.m. No Cover 10-11 p.m.
3047 15th St. N.W. (Coming of 15th &
Irving)

•

Allen-Brad le· •••
Pushin the imits of Automation ·
Expan 1ng Vour Potential
1

•

A llen-Bradley is part of the Rockwell International group of companies and
a leader at the forefront of computer-iptegrated manufacturing. We provide
customers in over 50 countries with the manufacturing answers needed to
sustain their competitive edge in a glol!ial marketplace.

SEE US
ON CAMPUS!

Challenging opportunities are avJilable for graduates with a BS in
Electrical, Mechanical or Computer Engineering to· join our international
organization in the areas of manufacturing, technical sales, systems
support, and application/development. Positions are available nationwide.

TUESDAY
OCTOBER30,

1990

Talk to our progressive growth-oriented company and find out how you can
contribute to our long-term
suc.
c
ess.
You'll
find
career
challenges
and
•
rewards few high growth companies can match when you explore your
potential with Allen-Bradley. Contact your placement office or call Shelly A.
Beaver: (414) 382-2978. Allen ~Bradley Company, 1201 South Second Street,
Milwaukee, WI 53204. An equal opportunity employ~r.

Blad:bum Restaurant attire: caS11al.

8:00

p.m. Blackbum oontact: 745-0122.

World Student Service Corps (WS.Sq
organizational meeting Tues. Oct 23. 6:30

•

'
•

p.m. Blackbum nn 150.

PSM will n~cl in UG0-4 i every
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. info. 319-0806.
GRASS ROO!o & 0!.1cG/\

PR'ODUCllONS presc11t 1IOWARO
HOMECOMING PARTY '90 along with
lhe S.50 Vogue Dance Cootcst a1 the newly
renovated WUST Radio Music Hall

/\B ALLEN-BRADLEY
QU~LllY

\

•

A ROCK W ELL 1,NTERNATIONAL COM PA NY

'
J

•

MISCELLANEOUS:

The MLK, Jr. Forensic:S Society would
like to
volunteers and supporters
who came to out Shawn <L Ray Memorial
toomament on Oct. 16.

The Liberal Arts StuOOi1 C-Ouncil
presents
The Liberal Arts Alumni
•
Banquel. Oct. 19. 1990 6:00-8:00 p.m.

2A

utilities. 2019 5lh, 966 4882.

Anita, Jenn, Angie, Tham: for being
!here "(10-1-90)- "fWUL>".

•Congratulations to the MLK, Jr. 1
Forensics Society for Winning the second
place Sweep"stakcs Trophy al George
Mason University.

Help homeless, elderly, homeks.s
children . Call for Volunteer Saturday
projea 265-4920.

Help WSSC give IO needy in the Sovib1
Union. Call 265-491il.

Rooms. IOWnltouse. Large Ut, DK.
Kitchen, W + D, hospital. $325 + 425; no

and full .time jobs available. Call (202)
833-8710 ask for Desiree.

American Historical & Oiltural
Association will be holding a meeting on
Wednesday, Oct 24, 1990 at 3 p.m.
Douglass Hall Rm. 301 All intereslcd
persons arc weloome!!

International Night. Dinner
presentation on Unificationism. Thursday
6 p.m. c.aII CARP 265-4920.

UNIFlCATIONISM, world view for
the 2lsc century. CARP for seminar, 2654920.

NEED~ MONEY?

The Clianocllor Williams African-

•

265-4920.

Tat

CBP, room C-244. Bring your dues!

W01ld Peace Prayer Monday 's 12
noon. Outside Ranicjn. Near ~cc. Call
265-4920.

Unificalionism. Oct. 26-28. Call CARP

1

The ADvancc Team, Howard's
advertising club, will meet Oct. 25 in

Intcrdenom inational, •inter-religious
Bible Study. Monday 5 p.m. at CARP
center. C.all 2.654920.

Mountain retreat seminar on

Enthusiastic individual or
SCudent organization to promote Spring
Break destination for 1991. Earn
commis.iions., free trips and valuable work
experience. Apply now!!!! Call Student
Travel
1-800-265-tm.
WANIED:

----===--=='------,

Mo' Better Blues Showing Oct. 1,
1990 Cramton Auditorium 7 p.
Admissioo: $3.50.

mD~NA

628-8687.

Communications Alumni Recep1ion
Fri., Oc1. 19th 7-9 p.m. Blackbum
Gallery Lounge S1uden1S $5.00, Non·
scudents $15.00.

ATYF Pr~IS BoneComing

I

Salesperson wanted PT for exciting
store near Metro U:nler. Self-starter with
.
I salary.
reta1·1 cxpenencc.
Competitive

more Info: Nicole 387-tn9.

Douglass Ha11 Howard University 6:30

House you; to and from all evening events
every half hoot on the hoot. Call for •.

JOBS:

PRSSA General Body Mt.cling
Monday Oct. 22 5:30 p.m. Rm C-229
Speaker : David Phelps Communications
Coordinator of Special Olympics lnt' I.

Amani Rifle & Pisco! dub Sa!ur y,
Ocl. 27 I :30 p.m. Blackbum Rm 150 For

HomecOming Party ShutUe! ! Let us

Oub Del.aware Meeting Oct.

1HE FINANCE CLUB PRESENTSo
Samuel R. Ewing, Jr. President, Ewing
Capital, Inc. Topic: Opporwlities in
Finance & Investments. Pl ac~; School of
Business Date: Wednesdaf, Oct 24,
19'JO Timeo 5,0lp.m. AIL ~ENTS
WELCOME!

The Pliblic Relali~ Studcnl Society

Wednesday, October 24, 1990

<}' .

TUNED!

(plenty of ate) 815 V Street, N. .,
Washington, D.C. (I block from H.U.

HA PPENINGS:

I

t

